Direct Market Ordering Catalog for Products Shipping in July and Beyond
Hello comic retailers and fans!

Welcome to PRH Panels, the Penguin Random House catalog for the Direct Market, highlighting the incredible graphic novels, manga, games, and more that debut every month. We can’t wait for you to find the next story to inspire and entertain you, and the latest games and gifts to bring you together.

In the category spotlight section we’re celebrating two heritage months! In our Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month section we’re spotlighting titles like They Called Us Enemy, Silk Vol, 1: Threats and Menaces, and Cook Korean! In our Jewish American Heritage Month section we are spotlighting titles like The Complete Maus, Whistle: A New Gotham City Hero, and Fortune and Glory Volume 1!

Our Comics section features Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 by Jason Aaron and Joelle Jones. This is the premiere of the new era of TMNT! The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles have all left New York to pursue their own interests, but there are forces gathering that will pull them back together—whether the bad guys like it or not. First up: Raphael! This issue is the perfect jumping on point for new and returning TMNT readers!

In our Graphic Novels section, we’re spotlighting Ultimate Spider-Man by Jonathan Hickman Vol. 1: Married with Children. This is the first collected edition in Marvel’s new Ultimate Universe! After the events of ULTIMATE INVASION, the world needs a hero… step forward, Peter Parker! But this is an older, wiser web-slinger—one who balances his costumed duties with his responsibilities as a husband and a father.

Our Kids & YA section spotlights This Land Is Our Land: A Blue Beetle Story. Jaime Reyes has begun to realize that he and his border community are being used as pawns in an increasingly toxic immigration debate. The last few months have seen armed troops deployed along the U.S. and Mexico border, manufactured crackdowns at official border crossings. Jaime’s problems get even more complicated when he finds an odd bug-like alien artifact while stargazing.

Our Manga, Manhwa, & Manhua section includes an action-adventure classic in a new format in Trigun Deluxe Edition. On the desert planet of Gunsmoke, a sixty billion double-dollar bounty hangs over the head of Vash the Stampede, a pistol-packing pacifist with a weapon capable of punching holes in a planet. Every trigger-happy psycho in creation is aiming to claim Vash dead or alive—preferably dead!—and although Vash believes in nonviolence, he won’t go down without a fight.

In our Games & Gift section we’re featuring The Book of Elsewhere by China Mieville and Keanu Reeves. This prose tie-in to Reeves and Matt Kindt’s BRZRKR comic series focuses on an unkillable immortal warrior on a black ops team who encounters a mysterious force just as strong as he is.

All this and much, much more can be found in this month’s PRH Panels. Don’t hesitate to explore this catalog and find the perfect new book! As always, retailers who have any questions about the ordering process or would like to open an account with PRH, are encouraged to email us at comicmarketUS@penguinrandomhouse.com.

Wishing you the very best,
Your US Direct Market Comic Team
Penguin Random House
### Jewish American Heritage Month

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Complete Maus</td>
<td>KNOPF</td>
<td>9780679406419</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Frank’s Diary: The Graphic Adaptation</td>
<td>KNOPF</td>
<td>9781101871799</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortune and Glory Volume 1</td>
<td>DARK HORSE COMICS</td>
<td>9781506730134</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whistleblowers: Four Who Fought to Expose the Holocaust to America</td>
<td>DARK HORSE COMICS</td>
<td>9781506737607</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crashing</td>
<td>IDW PUBLISHING</td>
<td>9781684059874</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where Is Anne Frank</td>
<td>KNOPF</td>
<td>9781524749347</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the Shadow of No Towers</td>
<td>KNOPF</td>
<td>9780375423079</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whistle: A New Gotham City Hero</td>
<td>DC COMICS</td>
<td>9781401293222</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good-bye Marianne</td>
<td>TUNDRA</td>
<td>9780877683309</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“The biggest names in comics are joining forces for a new TMNT era.”
-IGN

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1
Cover A (Albuquerque)
Comic Script by JASON AARON;
Illustrated by JOELLE JONES;
Colorist RONDA PATTISON;
Cover Design or Artwork by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE
NEW SERIES PREMIERE!
NEW JUMPING-ON POINT!
The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles have all left New York to pursue their own interests, but there are forces gathering that will pull them back together—whether the bad guys like it or not. First up: Raphael! But why is everyone’s favorite brawler in prison?! When a surprise attack behind bars puts Raph’s position in jeopardy, he needs to figure out how to get out of jail and warn his brothers that trouble is coming.
Superstar writer Jason Aaron (The Mighty Thor, Batman: Off-World) teams up with Joëlle Jones (Lady Killer, Catwoman) for the first issue of a new TMNT series that will start a bold new era, celebrating the TMNT’s 40th anniversary while setting them up for the next 40 years to come!

“Comics”

IDW PUBLISHING
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ½
On Sale: 7/24/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
COLLECTIBLE COVER SETS FOR TMNT #1-5!

DON'T MISS FULL SETS FROM EACH OF THESE TOP ARTISTS:

J. GONZO (TMNT)
TMNT #1-5 COVER D

DANNY EARLS (SUPERMAN, EXTREME VENOMVERSE)
TMNT #1-5 RI 1:25

DARICK ROBERTSON (THE BOYS, HAPPY!)
TMNT #1-5 RI 1:50

LEE BERMEJO (JOKER, BATMAN: NOËL)
TMNT #1-5 RI 1:75

FEATURING INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER COVERS ON TMNT #1-4 AND FINAL GROUP SHOTS ON TMNT #5, BEGINNING WITH RAPHAEL:

TMNT #1 RI 1:50

ART BY DARICK ROBERTSON
Arkham Horror: The Terror at the End of Time #1 (CVR A) (Rafael Albuquerque)

Comic Script by CULLEN BUNN; Illustrated by ANDREA MUTTI; Colorist VALERIO ALLORO; Letterer HASSAN OTSMANE-ELHAOU; Cover Design or Artwork by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE

Life was all just one big game to adventuring socialite Jenny Barnes. That was, until her sister was abducted by a dangerous cult. Although Jenny thwarted the cultists sacrificial endeavors, and battled the eldritch monsters at their command, the high priestess Abigail Olmstead fled—and took Izzie with her. Private investigator Joe Diamond may not understand Jenny’s story but he understands loss. Joe and Jenny must work together and follow the clues to find Izzie, but more horrors await them in Arkham, Massachusetts, and time appears to be running out . . .

- The first comic-based addition to the Arkham Horror Universe!

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.

Explore More

Arkham Horror: The Terror at the End of Time #1 (CVR A) (Rafael Albuquerque)

Explore More

Anansi Boys I #3 (CVR A) (David Mack)

Comic Script by NEIL GAIMAN and MARC BERNARDIN; Illustrated by SHAWN MARTINBROUGH; Colorist CHRIS SOTOMAYOR; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID MACK

#1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman joins forces with Eisner nominated Adora writer Marc Bernardin and Thief of Thieves co-creator Shawn Martinbrough to adapt Gaiman’s Locus and British Fantasy award-winning novel as a comic book series for the first time—and soon to be a television show on Amazon Prime!

Meet Spider, the brother Fat Charlie never knew he had. Spider is everything Fat Charlie isn’t: charming, confident, carefree. And when Spider gets a message from his dear long-lost brother, he drops his glittering life in Los Angeles to pay Fat Charlie a visit in the UK. But Spider’s in for a surprise.

Explore More

76156801233000311
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/28/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

76156801255200111
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/7/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24
**Beyond the Pale #3 (CVR A) (Tomás Aira)**

Comic Script by CHRISTOFER EMGÄRD; 
Illustrated by TOMÁS AIRA; 
Colorist TOMÁS AIRA; 
Letterer MAURO MANTELLA; 
Cover Design or Artwork by TOMÁS AIRA

The dark secrets of Firebase Tartarus are finally coming to light. A hidden sanctuary. A bloody sacrificial altar with a freshly flayed corpse. A pile of bones as big as the list of MIA soldiers. Just how high in the ranks does this evil reach? A new eldritch horror from Christofer Emgård.

Loosely related to The Secret Land and The Whispering Dark, but works on its own as well.

**Canto: A Place Like Home #3 (CVR A) (Drew Zucker)**

Comic Script by DAVID M. BOOHER; 
Illustrated by DREW ZUCKER; 
Colorist VITTORIO ASTONE; 
Letterer ANDWORLD DESIGN; 
Cover Design or Artwork by DREW ZUCKER

The battle for the Unnamed World rages. New Arcana is in flames. Canto’s allies are pushed to the brink. They must retreat if they want to survive. But running from the Shrouded Man isn’t easy. As Canto learns more about the evil sorcerer’s past, he realizes the only hope for his people lay where his quest began . . . they must go home.

The Finale Series to the Shrouded Man Saga Begins at Dark Horse Comics! 
An All-Ages Modern Fairytale of epic proportions.

---

**Beyond the Pale #3 (CVR A) (Tomás Aira)**

DARK HORSE COMICS 
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅜ x 10 ⅝ 
On Sale: 8/7/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

**Canto: A Place Like Home #3 (CVR A) (Drew Zucker)**

DARK HORSE COMICS 
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅜ x 10 ⅝ 
On Sale: 8/7/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #2 (CVR A) (Jake Elphick)

Comic Script by TOMASZ MARCHEWKA; Illustrated by JAKE ELPHICK; Colorist JASON WORDIE; Letterer FRANK CVETKOVIC; Cover Design or Artwork by JAKE ELPHICK

Mint pays an old friend a visit who has something that belongs to her—something made just for her . . . On the tail of an exclusive meet with the long sought-after Kickdown, Mint must play both sides—but to move at full speed, there’s bound to be a crash.

Written by Tomasz Marchewka (the principal writer of the Cyberpunk 2077 expansion Phantom Liberty)!

Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins IV #4 (CVR A) (RiotBones)

Comic Script by MATTHEW MERCER and JODY HOUSER; Illustrated by NOAH HAYES; Colorist DIANA SOUSA; Cover Design or Artwork by RIOTBONES

Newly reunited, Vox Machina finds themselves in the company of an unexpected ally: Allura Vysoren, another member of the Tal’Dorei Council, who has information about the strange goings-on. One risky scrying spell later, the adventurers find themselves heading right back to where Vax and Pike started: the Clasp headquarters.

The campaign continues with series IV of Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins, from the New York Times bestselling team of Jody Houser (Orphan Black, Stranger Things), Noah Hayes (The Avant-Guards), Diana Sousa (Critical Role: The Mighty Nein Origins, Mall Goth), and Ariana Maher (James Bond, Xena)!
From the World of Minor Threats: Barfly #2 (CVR A) (Scott Hepburn)

Comic Script by PATTON OSWALT, KYLE STARKS and JORDAN BLUM; Illustrated by RYAN BROWNE; Cover Design or Artwork by SCOTT HEPBURN

Spinning out of the world of the hit Minor Threats superhero series by Patton Oswalt, Jordan Blum, and Scott Hepburn comes a new tale of costumed underdogs—featuring a low-level henchman without a leader to serve.

The entomologist has broken out of jail but how and what are his plans for our beloved barfly, Sh*teater? Join us for the second issue of the spin-off from the hit Patton Oswalt and Jordan Blum series Minor Threats as our favorite henchmen continues to try his best in this terrible world but probably, most definitely just eats more crap.

Gilt Frame #1 (CVR A) (Matt Kindt)

Comic Script by MATT KINDT and MARGIE KINDT; Illustrated by MATT KINDT; Cover Design or Artwork by MATT KINDT

Sam, who is in his early twenties, is an orphan, taken in when he was younger by his well-off Aunt Merry who has an eccentric taste for antiques and travel.

Together, Sam and Merry have solved some of the most notorious murders in the world. And true to form, their Parisian vacation is cut short when they stumble upon a murder scene so bizarre that only a raging psychopath could have produced it.

But to solve the crime, they have to wrestle with jewel thieves, art forgers, gun-runners, a lost puppy, and a master French detective who may just solve the crime before they do.

• A 64 page giant-sized special launch issue!
**Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #2 (CVR A) (Matt Wagner)**

Comic Script by MATT WAGNER; Illustrated by MATT WAGNER; Colorist BRENNAN WAGNER; Letterer ROB LEIGH; Cover Design or Artwork by MATT WAGNER

On a treacherous future Earth that has turned against all followers of Grendel, Grendel Prime finds two rare allies. He gets a short history lesson on his now-hostile home world before encountering a group working for the Necro-Lords, who want him captured. Featuring a standard cover by Matt Wagner and Brennan Wagner and a variant cover by Antonio Fuso and Brennan Wagner!

Grendel Prime returns to Earth, as Matt Wagner’s epic Grendel series continues!

**Heartpiercer #4 (CVR A) (Gavin Smith)**

Comic Script by RICH DOUEK; Illustrated by GAVIN SMITH; Colorist ROSHAN KURICHIYANIL; Letterer JUSTIN BIRCH; Cover Design or Artwork by GAVIN SMITH

It all comes down to this, as Atala reckons with both the Howler and his army of werewolves, and the demons haunting her own past. Can she atone for her sins and unlock the power to defeat her monstrous foe?

The answers lie here, in the pulse pounding final chapter of this dark fantasy epic.

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
HELEN OF WYNDHORN #5 (CVR A) (Bilquis Evely)

Comic Script by TOM KING; Illustrated by BILQUIS EVELY; Colorist MATHEUS LOPES; Letterer CLAYTON COWLES; Cover Design or Artwork by EVELY BILQUIS

In this penultimate issue, Helen’s frustrations continue to exacerbate as her drinking worsens and her longing for the ways of the other fantasy world continue to plague the house of Wyndhorn.

From the Eisner award-winning creative team of Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow—the upcoming film helmed by director James Gunn.

Into the Unbeing: Part One #3 (CVR A) (Hayden Sherman)

Comic Script by ZAC THOMPSON; Illustrated by HAYDEN SHERMAN; Colorist HAYDEN SHERMAN; Letterer JIM CAMPBELL; Cover Design or Artwork by HAYDEN SHERMAN

After a disastrous cave in, the expedition must descend into the alien environment. As they repel deeper, the team comes face to face with the massive scope of their plight. They’re trapped. The way out may lie thousands of feet below. But can they work together long enough to survive the climb?

From critically acclaimed writer Zac Thompson (Cemetery Kids Don’t Die, Blow Away) and visionary artist Hayden Sherman (Dark Spaces: Dungeon, Wasted Space).
Joy Operations II #3 (CVR A) (Stephen Byrne)

Comic Script by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS; Illustrated by STEPHEN BYRNE; Colorist STEPHEN BYRNE; Cover Design or Artwork by STEPHEN BYRNE

Brian Michael Bendis, the New York Times bestselling, Peabody and multi-Eisner Award-winning co-creator of Miles Morales, Naomi, Jessica Jones, and Powers, returns with scorching hot comics sensation Stephen Byrne (Nightwing) for their hit creator-owned blockbuster series.

All hell has broken loose. With their family kidnapped, Joy and Hampton are being hunted through the trust they had sworn to protect. A whole trust that is psychically falling apart around them. They are also being chased by people who were once their teammates and friends! It is up to Joy and Hampton to find levels of partnership they have never found before or everything in their world will fall apart.

Explore More

Kill All Immortals #2 (CVR A) (Oliver Barrett)

Comic Script by ZACKARY KAPLAN; Illustrated by FICO OSSIO; Colorist THIAGO ROCHA; Letterer HASSAN OTSMANE-ELHAOU; Cover Design or Artwork by OLIVER BARRETT

A Viking always answers the ruthless, vicious call of war in the name of their clan and their kin. Now, as immortal Viking Frey Asvald journeys to her family’s mysterious Nordic homeland for ancient secrets, she must decide whether she will embrace her killer instincts to challenge her family.

Succession meets Jon Wick . . . with immortal Vikings.

Comic creator Zack Kaplan (Mindset, Break Out, Port of Earth), artist Fico Ossio (Action Comics, Star Wars, No One Left To Fight), Multi Eisner Award-Winning colorist Jordie Bellaire and Eisner nominated letterer Hassan Otsmane-Elhaou bring you this bloody family feud.

Explore More

76156801231600311
DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/21/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

76156801176000211
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/14/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
Lunar Lodge #4 (Mario Alberti)
Comic Script by TYLER MARCECA;
Illustrated by MIRKO COLAK;
Colorist BRYAN VALENZA;
Letterer FRANK CVETKOVIĆ;
Cover Design or Artwork by MARIO ALBERTI
The Lunar Lodge, designed to keep werewolves safely boarded during a full moon, has been completely overrun. Suffering a major containment breach perpetrated by one of its guests under the belief that the howlers should embrace their true nature. Meanwhile, Rob Moreland finds himself in the middle of the gruesome chaos, trying to avoid being mauled to death and keeping his transformed wife safe from the hotel staff looking to put down the loose werewolves.
Tyler Marceca, in his comics debut, and Mirko Colak team up for a monstrous comics series that will keep you on your claws—I mean, toes!

Masters of the Universe: Revolution #4 (CVR A) (Dave Wilkins)
Comic Script by TIM SHERIDAN, ROB DAVID and TED BIASELLI;
Illustrated by DANIEL HDR;
Cover Design or Artwork by DAVE WILKINS
NO ONE IS BORN EVIL . . . yet evil may be made! Meet Hordak’s newest acolyte: a DEMON from another dimension... or so it would seem. The truth of this man’s origin is far more complicated and lives at the heart of the destiny he shares with not only Hordak, but the boy who will be HE-MAN. This is a story of ascension as, with newfound power, the acolyte fights to take his place as one of the MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE!

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Midst: Address Unknown (CVR A) (Will Kirkby)

Comic Script by COLIN LORIMER; Illustrated by ALEJANDRO ARAGÓN; Colorist CHRIS O’HALLORAN; Letterer JIM CAMPBELL; Cover Design or Artwork by WILL KIRKBY

When their ramshackle postal ship crashes on a mysterious new landmass, siblings Rowan and Ogden have to make the best of it. Adventurous Ogden convinces reluctant Rowan to make a fresh start in the strange new islet that sits between the bright Un and the dark Fold. But Midst holds dangers that will challenge Ogden and Rowan’s family bonds as well as their will to survive.

Crash into the expanded cosmos of Midst, featuring writing by Colin Lorimer, art by Alejandro Aragon, and colors by Chris O’Halloran. Third Person and Critical Role proudly present the first in a new series of stories from the Midst cosmos.

• 48-page story pages!

Explore More

Nemesis: Rogues’ Gallery #2 (CVR A) (Valerio Giangiordano)

Comic Script by MARK MILLAR; Illustrated by VALERIO GIANGIORDANO; Colorist LEE LOUGHRIDGE; Cover Design or Artwork by VALERIO GIANGIORDANO

Every superhero has a sidekick. Why shouldn’t supervillains have one too? Nemesis busts the worst kid in the world out of juvenile detention and trains him to be just as twisted and malevolent as he is as he rebuilds his fortune and plots revenge against his enemies.

• The return of Millarworld’s most popular character.
• The sequel to the smash-hit Big Game crossover.

Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Night Club II #1 (CVR A) (Juanan Ramirez)

Comic Script by MARK MILLAR; Illustrated by JUANAN RAMIREZ; Colorist FABIANA MASCOLO; Cover Design or Artwork by JUANAN RAMIREZ

After last year’s smash hit series, your favourite vampire superheroes are back!

The only problem is that they’ve all fallen out and Sam is never going to forgive Danny for dating the girl he loves. Is he about to start his own rival vampire gang?

• From best-selling, award-winning creator Mark Millar (Civil War, Kingsman).

Night Club II #1 (CVR A) (Juanan Ramirez)

Paranoid Gardens #2 (CVR A) (Chris Weston)

Comic Script by GERARD WAY; Comic Script by SHAUN SIMON; Illustrated by CHRIS WESTON; Colorist DAVE STEWART; Cover Design or Artwork by CHRIS WESTON

Writers Gerard Way (The Umbrella Academy) and Shaun Simon (The Fabulous Killjoys), join forces with Illustrator Chris Weston (The Filth), colorist Dave Stewart (Hellboy), and letterer Nate Piekos (Black Hammer) to present an all-new surreal comic book experience that’s ER meets Doctor Who on acid.

As Loo continues to be plagued by mysterious dark visions, she pushes forward to tend to the care center patients while discovering some of the more murky plans behind other staff members.

Paranoid Gardens #2 (CVR A) (Chris Weston)
**Patra #1 (CVR A) (Scott Kolins)**

Comic Script by JAMES ROBINSON; Illustrated by SCOTT KOLINS; Colorist SCOTT KOLINS; Letterer JIM CAMPBELL; Cover Design or Artwork by SCOTT KOLINS

From the celebrated creators behind Starman and The Flash comes this new supernatural series about slasher monsters, mad scientists, and cult movie-inspired horror.

A young girl named 'Patra wakes up with no memory of her past. All she knows is that a big knife and a horrific mask appear whenever she’s in danger. Oh, that, and a deranged killer, in the tradition of 1980s slasher films, who is slaughtering families in a small mid-western town, and wants to make Patra his victim too. Join us for a new series as one brave little girl faces both monstrous dangers and mysterious secrets in this homage to the classic horror movies of yore.

**Prodigy: Slaves of Mars #1 (CVR A) (Stefano Landini)**

Comic Script by MARK MILLAR; Illustrated by STEFANO LANDINI; Colorist MICHELE ASSARASAKORN; Cover Design or Artwork by STEFANO LANDINI

Someone murdered Edison Crane’s father when he stumbled across the world’s greatest secret, and now he’s taking Edison’s entire life apart too. What was his father’s role in NASA’s secret space program and what does it mean for all mankind?

- Soon to be adapted for film on Netflix.

Explore More
Seance in the Asylum #2 (CVR A) (Andrea Mutti)

Comic Script by CLAY MCLEOD CHAPMAN; Illustrated by ANDREA MUTTI; Colorist ANDREA MUTTI; Cover Design or Artwork by ANDREA MUTTI

Carl, a comatose soldier suffering from combat fatigue, hasn't spoken a word in years. But thanks to Alicia's séance, he has finally awoken out from his war-torn stupor. But something is different about him. Something has changed. Not only is he not acting like himself, he appears to be someone else altogether. He seems to be... possessed? But by who? Unnerved by the success of her own seances, Alicia confesses to Dr. Templeton of her fraudulence. It's all a lie, she says. Templeton won't hear it. He blackmails her to continue. But the newly-revived Carl has plans of his own...

- Author Clay McLeod Chapman and renowned comics artist, Andrea Mutti, team up for a horrific and creepy comics series!

Resident Alien: The Book of Life #3 (CVR A) (Steve Parkhouse)

Comic Script by PETER HOGAN; Illustrated by STEVE PARKHOUSE; Colorist STEVE PARKHOUSE; Letterer STEVE PARKHOUSE; Cover Design or Artwork by STEVE PARKHOUSE

In this exciting issue, meet newborn Clover—Harry and Asta’s daughter! And this new addition to the family is, well, very normal and human-looking, much to our alien-in-hiding’s relief. As little Clover’s personality and possible powers develop, will Harry Vanderspiegel wind up being the “World’s Greatest Dad” on multiple planets?

- Read the comics that inspired the SyFy TV series!
- A new four-issue story arc in the Resident Alien saga!

Explore More

76156801234700311
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/28/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

76156801251400211
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/28/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
**Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures—Echoes of Fear #1 (CVR A) (Eduardo Mello)**

Comic Script by GEORGE MANN; Illustrated by VINCENZO FEDERICI; Letterer COMICRAFT; Cover Design or Artwork by EDUARDO MELLO

Jedi Knight Reath Silas and Jedi Padawan Amadeo Azzazzo are charged with delving into the Jedi Archives to learn more about the mysterious Echo Stones and their Force-amplifying powers. In their search, they uncover the dark legend of the ancient Sith Lord, Darth Ravi, and his quest to solve an ancient puzzle that could grant him power beyond imagining . . . or destroy him utterly.

- Written by bestselling author George Mann, the writer behind Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures—The Nameless Terror and Star Wars: The High Republic—The Battle of Jedha.

**Explore More**

---

**Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures Phase III #9 (CVR A) (Harvey Tolibao)**

Comic Script by DANIEL JOSÉ OLDER; Illustrated by TONI BRUNO; Colorist MICHAEL ATIYEH; Letterer COMICRAFT; Cover Design or Artwork by HARVEY TOLIBAO

Zeen, Lula, and their team are looking for allies to join the battle against the dastardly Nihil. Their search leads them to an audience with the Founding Families of Eriadu. But Marchion Ro’s accomplices in the capital city won’t make things easy!

- The perfect accompaniment to Star Wars: Young Jedi Adventures and the upcoming Star Wars: The Acolyte!

**Explore More**

---

**761568013190091**

DARK HORSE COMICS

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾

On Sale: 8/14/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

---

**76156801260600111**

DARK HORSE COMICS

$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾

On Sale: 8/21/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

---

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
The Butcher’s Boy #4
(CVR A) (Justin Greenwood)

Comic Script by LANDRY Q. WALKER; Illustrated by JUSTIN GREENWOOD; Colorist BRAD SIMPSON; Letterer PAT BROSSEAU; Cover Design or Artwork by JUSTIN GREENWOOD

It’s out of the frying pan and into the fire as Shyla faces the unmasked monster that is the Butcher’s Boy! But it’s not just a question of survival, as the motivations of this murderous, meat hungry serial killer stand starkly revealed. For something sinister lies waiting in the dark caverns of the long-abandoned mines of La Perdita. Something inhuman. Something . . . hungry.

• Series finale!

Explore More

Star Wars: The High Republic Phase III—Crash and Burn one-shot (CVR A) (Rachele Aragno)

Comic Script by DANIEL JOSÉ OLDER; Illustrated by RACHELE ARAGNO; Colorist MICHAEL ATIYEH; Letterer COMICRAFT; Cover Design or Artwork by RACHELE ARAGNO

After rescuing Nihil villain Krix Kamerat from a Republic prison, vigilante Crash Ongwa and her crew team up with the former Nihil to hunt down Marchion Ro. But taking out the infamous warlord is easier said than done, especially when the insufferable Krix is involved. Can Crash and her newfound partner overcome their differences, or will infighting be their downfall?

• Written by New York Times bestselling author Daniel José Older, one of the original story architects of the Star Wars High Republic initiative!

Explore More
Tiny Tina’s Wonderlands: Land of the Giants #1 (CVR A) (Luisa Russo)

Comic Script by PAUL TOBIN; Illustrated by LUISA RUSSO; Colorist HEATHER BRECKEL; Letterer DERON BENNETT; Cover Design or Artwork by LUISA RUSSO

Tiny Tina is running a new game of “Bunkers & Badasses” with explorers Frette, Valentine, and Hammerlock playing as Skrmish the Bogbarian, Crasher the Stabbomancer, and Blasteen the Deadshot! Playing in a world from the colorful mind of Tiny Tina, the three heroes set off to hunt a bounty on the giant Hilly the Kid!

・ A new comic tie-in to video games Tiny Tina’s Wonderlands and Borderlands!
・ From writer Paul Tobin and stunning artist Luisa Russo!

Explore More

The Writer #3 (CVR A) (Matt Smith)

Comic Script by BERKOWITZ, BEN & MAX and JOSH GAD; Illustrated by ARIEL OLIVETTI; Letterer FRANK CVETKOVC; Cover Design or Artwork by MATT SMITH

Josh Gad and the Berkowitz Brothers unveil a mystic voyage as Stan, Liz, and Izzy venture through the Unknown World. The penultimate issue escorts them through enchanted forests, encounters with ancient evils, and a profound confrontation with King Solomon. Amid unforeseen betrayals and celestial adversaries, the trio’s journey unveils a realm where courage and illusions clash with legendary mysteries.

・ Josh Gad and the Berkowitz Brothers team up with legendary artist Ariel Olivetti for a thrilling tale of Jewish folklore and magic.

Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
William of Newbury #4 (CVR A) (Michael Avon Oeming)

Comic Script by MICHAEL AVON OEMING; Illustrated by MICHAEL AVON OEMING; Colorist MICHAEL AVON OEMING; Cover Design or Artwork by MICHAEL AVON OEMING

From the co-creator of the Eisner Award-winning, bestselling POWERS comes this brand-new anthropomorphic supernatural series that’s Hellboy meets Redwall.

Edward is imprisoned in Newbury Abbey and learns of two strange “green children” that have seemingly appeared from the Faerie realm in the town of Woolpit. Winnie breaks him out to investigate only to find Edward already interrogating them. They journey with the children into the Faerie realm to confront their past, but will they escape this ungodly world?

Based on the true accounts of English historian William of Newbury.

• Series finale!

Explore More

Usagi Yojimbo: The Crow #5 (CVR A) (Stan Sakai)

Comic Script by STAN SAKAI; Illustrated by STAN SAKAI; Colorist HI-FI COLOUR DESIGN; Cover Design or Artwork by STAN SAKAI

The conclusion of “The Crow” story arc features an all-out battle between the bounty hunters and the bandits! Though greatly outnumbered, Usagi and the bounty hunters are confident they can even the odds by taking the criminals by surprise. Their plans go awry, however, and the bandit chief, Jimmu, abandons his men to make his escape. One goes after him, but they’re surprised by an unexpected attack!

• Return of longtime Usagi fan-favorites Gen and Stray Dog!
• Series finale!

Explore More
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Godzilla Rivals: Vs. Manda

Cover A (Lawrence)

Written by JAKE LAWRENCE; Illustrated by JAKE LAWRENCE; Cover Design or Artwork by JAKE LAWRENCE

Late into the night, the crew of a small fishing trawler off the coast of Australia is keeping busy by telling stories of the sea. Little do they know, they’re moments away from happening upon a mysterious shipwreck… and the fearsome sea dragon Manda going toe to toe with Godzilla in the middle of the most brutal ocean brawl any sailor has ever seen. Can this small crew make it back to shore safely in the midst of this all-out kaiju battle? Join Jake Lawrence (Teen Dog, A Nice Long Walk) on a thrilling adventure on the high seas to find out!

Explore More

Godzilla Vs. The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers II #4

Cover A (Rivas)

Written by CULLEN BUNN; Illustrated by BALDEMAR RIVAS; Cover Design or Artwork by BALDEMAR RIVAS

With the help of some of the greatest giant monsters in history, the Kaiju Power Rangers are born! New powers! New weapons! New Zords! The next evolution of Mighty Morphin Power-Rangers—and the next mutation of Godzilla’s friends and foes—is upon us! And if you miss this book, you’re missing history in the making!

Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Godzilla: Here There Be Dragons II—Sons of Giants #2
Cover A (Miranda)
Written by FRANK TIERI;
Illustrated by INAKI MIRANDA;
Cover Design or Artwork by INAKI MIRANDA
Hiding in the shadows of history, there is an Illuminati-esque cult that has been pulling the strings of every major kaiju encounter. In this issue, their identities are finally revealed. Also revealed for the first time is the story of Smog Monster’s earliest encounter with humans, and its first meeting with Godzilla in ancient Rome.

Hiding in the shadows of history, there is an Illuminati-esque cult that has been pulling the strings of every major kaiju encounter. In this issue, their identities are finally revealed. Also revealed for the first time is the story of Smog Monster’s earliest encounter with humans, and its first meeting with Godzilla in ancient Rome.

Godzilla: Skate or Die #2
Cover A (Joyce)
Written by LOUIE JOYCE;
Illustrated by LOUIE JOYCE;
Cover Design or Artwork by LOUIE JOYCE
The attack is beginning. Godzilla is emerging from the ocean. Varan is walking across the outback. And the skater punks? They’re in the middle of it all. With their field trip interrupted, and all of Australia thrown into high alert from a rare kaiju attack, Jimmy and his friends have to skate across town, while dodging military patrols, to save their beloved skate park.
Golgotha Motor Mountain #4
Cover A (Rodriguez)
Written by MATTHEW ERMAN;
Written by LONNIE NADLER;
Illustrated by ROBBI RODRIGUEZ;
Cover Design or Artwork by ROBBI RODRIGUEZ
Oversized 48-page finale! It all ends here. Will the boys make it down the mountain? The stash is gone, and now it's time for Vernon and Elwood to get the hell out of Kentucky. The problem? Just about everyone else in Golgotha is now a mutant freak hot on their tail. To make matters worse, their truck is...well, it's alive.

Explore More

Monster High: New Scaremester #1 Cover A (Jovellanos)
Written by JACQUE AYE;
Illustrated by CAROLINE SHUDA;
Cover Design or Artwork by ARIELLE JOVELLANOS
Ghouls and boos are heading back to Monster High for a new scaremester. And while they'll certainly be serving lurks in the hallway and haunting study howl, rumor has it that trouble is brewing. Draculaura, Clawdeen Wolf, Cleo de Nile, and Frankie Stein have never met a bad scare day or monstrous problem they couldn't fix together, but...Drac's in over her fangs with her new responsibilities, Clawdeen and Cleo aren't speaking, and Frankie's life may be in danger. The beasties need a fresh start, and what better time than the new scaremester? Surely a reconciliation is lurking just around the dark and foreboding coroner.

Explore More
**My Little Pony: Best of Cutie Mark Crusaders**

Cover A (Hickey)

Written by VARIOUS;
Illustrated by VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by BRENDI HICKEY

Calling all cuties: Everyone's favorite blank-flank fillies are back! From fiercely defending the spirit of the forest from a trashy situation to helping an anxious filly accept her unusual Cutie Mark, revisit the moments that show Apple Bloom, Scootaloo, and Sweetie Bell are better together! Collecting My Little Pony: Spirit of the Forest #1, My Little Pony: Friends Forever #28, My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic #60, and My Little Pony: Micro-Series #7.

**Recommended Ages:** 9-12 years

---

**My Little Pony: Maretime Mysteries #2**

Cover A (Starling)

Written by STEPHANIE WILLIAMS;
Illustrated by ABBY BULMER;
Cover Design or Artwork by ABIGAIL STARLING

Gloomy critters, floating objects, and, ugh, no cell service?! Something’s ahoof, all right. Maretime Mysteries is no ordinary board game. It’s home to a spirit who’s cast a spell over Maretime Bay, and the only way to get rid of it is to play! For the first puzzle, Misty, Sunny, Hitch, and Spike put on their detective hats and search every nook and cranny for the magical item used to cast the enchantment.

**Explore More**
My Little Pony: 
Set Your Sail #4
Cover A (Ganucheau)
Written by MEGAN BROWN; 
Written by CASEY GILLY; 
Illustrated by AMY MEBBERSON; 
Cover Design or Artwork by 
PAULINA GANUCHEAU

Despite what the songs say, everything is not better under the sea! The flowers are leaking green ooze, the food is filled with sand, and the coral is dying. The water is growing more treacherous, and it’s up to the newly seapony-fied Mane Six and their ragtag group of pirates (and princesses) to get to the bottom of things, even if that means exploring the dark trenches everypony fears. The barnacle-covered truth of the Sparkling Sea is soon to be revealed.

Sonic the Hedgehog #71
Cover A (Kim)
Written by EVAN STANLEY; 
Illustrated by MIN HO KIM; 
Cover Design or Artwork by MIN HO KIM

The Phantom Rider, framed! Sonic’s secret identity is usurped during the next event of the Clean Sweepstakes, leading him and the other riders into a vicious game of smoke and mirrors. Tensions run high as secrets are revealed and sides are taken. Don’t miss it!
Comics

Star Trek #22 Cover A (Levens)
Written by COLLIN KELLY;
Written by JACKSON LANZING;
Illustrated by MEGAN LEVENS;
Cover Design or Artwork by MEGAN LEVENS
The meeting of the gods at the Pleroma continues as Captain Sisko confronts his celestial mother in the very fabric of space and time! Why was he called home to help in the fight against Kahless, only to be forbidden from attempting to protect the universe from the brutal aftermath? Meanwhile, Beverly Crusher boldly outmaneuvers the gods for an emotional reunion, and Ensign Lily Sato, torn between her best friend and feelings of disillusionment with Starfleet, contemplates a decision that could change everything with the push of a button...

Star Trek: Defiant #17 Cover A (Unzueta)
Written by CHRISTOPHER CANTWELL;
Illustrated by ANGEL UNZUETA;
Cover Design or Artwork by ANGEL UNZUETA
Enter a brand-new arc and the beginning of a new era for the disavowed, mercenary crew of the U.S.S. Defiant! Political corruption ensues as Sela and her father, General Revo, leverage the imprisoned Defiant crewmates to kidnap the Romulan praetor and chairman of Tal Shiar Intelligence to advance their sinister plot to take over Romulus...

Explore More
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Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Black, White, and Green #3
Cover A (Jock)
Written by VARIOUS; Illustrated by VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by JOCK

Our two-color celebration continues! Marvel at new stories featuring the TMNT in their classic black-and-white style but with a touch of green, because we like keeping it fresh that way.

Joining us for this round are superstar creators Jock (Gone, Batman: One Dark Knight), Cameron Chittock (TMNT/Stranger Things), Dave Wielgosz (Man-Bat), Riley Rossmo (Harley Quinn), rock-and-roll artist Alex Ziritt, and more!

Explore More

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: 40th Anniversary Comics Celebration
Cover A (to be revealed)
Written by VARIOUS; Illustrated by VARIOUS

This all-new anthology takes a look all the way back to the start, celebrating that initial spark of creativity from Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird, and then works its way through the next four decades, highlighting fan-favorite touchstones from comic books and beyond. Eastman leads a host of incredible talent who are contributing new stories and pinups from a gaggle of legendary TMNT contributors, including Jim Lawson, Tristan Jones and Paul Harmon, Ronda Pattison and Pablo Tunica, Tom Waltz and Michael Dialynus, Ciro Nieli, Lloyd Goldfine with Khary Randolph and Emilio Lopez, Andy Suriano, Chris Allan and many more, all hearkening back to the era of TMNT they are best known for.

Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning Adventures #15
Cover A (Schoening)
Written by ERIK BURNHAM;
Illustrated by DAN SCHOENING;
Cover Design or Artwork by DAN SCHOENING
With Mr. Ogg defeated at his own game, Shredder and the future Technodrome harmlessly trapped between dimensions, and Krang, Rocksteady, and Bebop lying low, it should be time for the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles to finally take a break! But with all the space-time troubles they’ve been involved in recently, the brothers have attracted a lot of attention. An alliance of powerful individuals is looking to recruit experienced and capable members into their number. Making their Saturday Morning Adventures debut, please welcome…the Pantheon!

Explore More

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Untold Destiny of the Foot Clan #5
Cover A (Santolouco)
Written by ERIK BURNHAM;
Illustrated by MATEUS SANTOLOUCO;
Cover Design or Artwork by MATEUS SANTOLOUCO
Destiny awaits Karai and her new Foot Clan. Having faced defeat at the hands of the Dog Star Clan, Karai has learned all she can about the newly discovered threat to her family’s legacy and is taking the fight to them. Here at the end, it’s magic versus technology for the fate of the Foot!

Explore More
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The Rocketeer: Breaks Free #1 Cover A (Wheatley)
Written by STEPHEN MOONEY; Illustrated by STAZ JOHNSON; Cover Design or Artwork by DOUG WHEATLEY
The Rocketeer storms the City by the Bay!
With Betty about to start work on a new film, Cliff and Peevy join the aspiring starlet on a trip to San Francisco, where they liaise with fellow pilot and friend (and government operative) Debbie Seville. As always, trouble seems to follow Cliff, who gets caught up in a cable car accident! But at least it’ll be all smooth sailing after that, right? Not if the Rocketeer’s luck stays true to form!
The first issue in a four-issue miniseries written by fan-favorite writer Stephen Mooney (Rocketeer: The Great Race, Half Past Danger) and drawn by Staz Johnson (Robin, Catwoman)!

The Hunger and the Dusk: Book Two #1 Cover A (Wildgoose)
Written by G. WILLOW WILSON; Illustrated by CHRIS WILDGOOSE; Cover Design or Artwork by CHRIS WILDGOOSE
After the falling out between Cal and Tara, love is lost and the fragile human-orc alliance has ripped at the seams. The Last Men Standing are sitting ducks without their healer...and their enemies have multiplied. As ruthless Vangol and rogue orc dynasties stoke the flames of war, Tara could be civilization’s last hope for peace—but she may become a distant memory when a fresh face joins the battlefield.
Hugo- and World Fantasy Award-winning writer G. Willow Wilson and red-hot artist Chris Wildgoose return for the second chapter of their high fantasy adventure in The Hunger and the Dusk: Book Two #1 of 6!
**Aliens vs. Avengers #1**

Comic Script by JONATHAN HICKMAN; Illustrated by ESAD RIBIC; Cover Design or Artwork by ESAD RIBIC

ALIENS AND AVENGERS FACE OFF! It’s all led to this: Xenomorphs reach Earth! The perfect organism meets a planet of superhumans. Who will be first to fall? Legendary collaborators Jonathan Hickman and Esad Ribic cut loose in this four-part epic unmissable for Marvel and Alien fans alike!

**Aliens: What If...? #5**

Comic Script by HANS RODIONOFF; Illustrated by GUIU VILLANOVA; Cover Design or Artwork by PHIL NOTO

WHAT IF...CARTER BURKE HAD LIVED? As if Burke wasn’t already the worst boss in this galaxy, he just kicked off the office party from hell. Xenomorphs are loose in the mines, in the vents...hell, someone better check under the copier. It’s all to save his beloved wife and redeem himself in the eyes of his estranged daughter, but Burke’s in WAY over his head. Did he escape Hadley’s Hope all those years ago just to meet the same fate now? We make no promises, True Believer—except the promise of entertainment!

---
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Marvel & Disney: What If...? Donald Duck Became Wolverine #1

Comic Script by LUCA BARBIERI; Illustrated by GIADA PERISSINOTTO; Cover Design or Artwork by GIADA PERISSINOTTO

CELEBRATING THE 90th ANNIVERSARY OF DONALD DUCK AND THE 50th ANNIVERSARY OF WOLVERINE? In the most unexpected mashup of our time, we travel to the near future where chaos rules as PETE-SKULL has turned DUCKBURG into a super-hero-less WASTELAND. Only OLD DUCK DONALD can turn the tide but he’s given up his battling’ days and prefers naps and GRANDMA’s apple pie over fighting villains. But when MICKEY-HAWKEYE comes knocking at the door with GOOFY-HULK at his side, WOLVERINE-DONALD has to make a choice! Will a trip down memory lane change his mind to save the world or will the lure of the backyard hammock and a long nap keep him from popping his claws one last time?

Star Wars #48

Comic Script by CHARLES SOULE; Illustrated by JETHRO MORALES; Cover Design or Artwork by STEPHEN SEGOVIA

LAST CHANCE FOR SOLO! LEIA ORGANA has put the galaxy’s freedom before all else, including her lost love, HAN SOLO. With the growing threat of the second DEATH STAR looming over THE REBEL ALLIANCE, should she try to save him...while she still can?

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
**Star Wars: Darth Maul – Black, White & Red #4**

Comic Script by GREG PAK;
Illustrated by LUCA PIZZARI;
Cover Design or Artwork by E.M. GIST


**Star Wars: Darth Vader #48**

Comic Script by GREG PAK;
Illustrated by RAFFAELE IENCO;
Cover Design or Artwork by LEINIL YU

LUKE...JOINS THE DARK SIDE?! It is said there can be only two SITH, the EMPEROR AND DARTH VADER. But could it someday be PALPATINE and LUKE SKYWALKER? Or Vader and his son? THE HANDMAIDEN SABÉ finally tests Luke—with WARBA'S life in the balance! And THE SCHISM IMPERIAL reveals its hidden hand!
**Star Wars: Inquisitors #1**

Comic Script by RODNEY BARNES; Illustrated by RAMON ROSANAS; Cover Design or Artwork by NICK BRADSHAW

The Emperor must die! Weapons of the Emperor, sent out into the galaxy to track down and kill any Jedi who survived Order 66, the ruthless INQUISITORS are among the most skilled and deadly threats to those who served the light side of the Force. Buried in the annals of Jedi lore is the story of TENSU RUN, the Jedi who faced the Inquisitors and DARTH VADER! What became of him, and why did the EMPIRE so greatly fear his existence?

Explore More

---

**Star Wars: The High Republic #9 [Phase III]**

Comic Script by CAVAN SCOTT; Illustrated by LAURA BRAGA; Cover Design or Artwork by PHIL NOTO

Assault on Fortress Boolan! A secret space station is on the point of collapse as the Nameless close in! A foe turned ally reaches a crossroads while loyal companions risk everything to save their friends. Meanwhile, the Nihil’s Chief Scientist finally makes his move...but will Baron Boolan’s shocking gambit pay off?

Explore More

---
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Amazing Spider-Man #258
Facsimile Edition

Comic Script by TOM DEFALCO; illustrated by RON FRENZ; cover design or artwork by RON FRENZ.

Continuing a Facsimile celebration of the early days of Spider-Man’s black costume—which he’s about to discover is really an alien symbiote intending to bond with him forever! But that isn’t the only revelation to rock Peter Parker’s world. Because when Mary Jane Watson tells him she’s known his secret for years, it will change everything! Torn between MJ and the Black Cat, Peter is put into an emotional tailspin—and a shocking nightmare forces him to seek answers about his remarkable suit! But will Mister Fantastic of the Fantastic Four be able to help him? Plus: Spidey dons an even newer, instantly iconic ensemble! It’s one of the all-time great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprinting AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #258.
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Amazing Spider-Man #53

Comic Script by ZEB WELLS; illustrated by ED MCGUINNESS; cover design or artwork by ED MCGUINNESS.

SECRET REVEALED—MEET SPIDER-GOBLIN!

Following the shocking events of #50, PETER PARKER is a changed man. He’s now SPIDER-GOBLIN, the most dangerous superhuman in the world. And his chaos is DEADLY! Meanwhile, who will stop Norman Osborn?!? Exploring More
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Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Amazing Spider-Man #54
Comic Script by ZEB WELLS;
Illustrated by ED MCGUINNESS;
Cover Design or Artwork by ED McGuinness
THE MIND-BLAZING CONCLUSION OF “EASY BEING GREEN”! The SINISTER SIX will try to fight. But they should have run. Who can possibly put a stop to Peter Parker’s spree of mayhem and destruction? (Hint: No one).

Explore More

Amazing Spider-Man Annual #1 [IW]
Comic Script by DEREK LANDY;
Illustrated by SARA PICHELLI;
Cover Design or Artwork by SALVADOR LARROCA
“INFINITY WATCH” PART TWO! The TIME STONE BEARER, a.k.a. OVERTIME, takes on SPIDER-MAN! Time travel vs. Spider-Sense! The Infinity Watch grows and the universe is in deep deep trouble... PLUS- THE DEATH STONE BEARER HAS ARRIVED! Derek Landy and Sara Pichelli’s Annual-Linking story marches on with more surprises than you can handle!

Explore More
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**Amazing Spider-Man: Blood Hunt #3 [BH]**

Comic Script by JUSTINA IRELAND; Illustrated by MARCELO FERREIRA; Cover Design or Artwork by MARCELO FERREIRA

Morbius is the one man close enough to a cure for vampirism. The vampires of the world cannot allow that cure to be reached. Spider-Man has Misty Knight, Colleen Wing and the Lizard on his side. But it won’t be enough.

**Annihilation 2099 #1**

Comic Script by STEVE ORLANDO; Illustrated by IBRAIM ROBERSON and DALE EAGLESHAM; Cover Design or Artwork by NICK BRADSHAW

WHO IS THE LAST NOVA?! A remote town on a remote world is devastated by the ravenous, unforgiving KNULL SET, a gang of raiders and thieves obsessed with offering all life up to the darkness. But that all changes when a stranger comes to town, a stranger from the stars who answers to his own code. THE LAST SURVIVOR OF XANDAR...the LAST NOVA. Who is the Last Nova, and what great tragedy does he carry on his back? Is he the inheritor of the NOVA CORPS or its destroyer?
Annihilation 2099 #3
Comic Script by STEVE ORLANDO; Illustrated by PETER M. WOODS and DALE EAGLESHAM; Cover Design or Artwork by NICK BRADSHAW
RAGE OF THE RED HULK! Explorer ROSS ROMERO’S team ends up mining EGO THE LIVING PLANET! What makes Ross transform into an ALL-NEW RED HULK whose cosmic strength and hyperspace jumps are fueled by the power primordial? And is the new Red Hulk’s power enough to defeat TERRAX, THE PLANET HUNTER?

Explore More

Annihilation 2099 #2
Comic Script by STEVE ORLANDO; Illustrated by JOSÉ LUIS and DALE EAGLESHAM; Cover Design or Artwork by NICK BRADSHAW
A WAKANDAN TECH GODDESS! STAR LORD guards the solar systems of 2099! But she faces a villain like no other: QUASAR, THE LIVING STAR! Born to a fallen star, raised on PLANET WAKANDA, Starlord risks her life to save a world against a sun gone mad!

Explore More
**Annihilation 2099 #4**

Comic Script by STEVE ORLANDO; Illustrated by ARIO ANINDITO; Illustrated by DALE EAGLESHAM; Cover Design or Artwork by NICK BRADSHAW

A FAUSTIAN PACT TO SHAKE THE STARS! His life cut short, MEPHISTO offers JONAH MARLO a deal—more time among the living in return for his soul. Now he collects souls for his master...as the SILVER SURFER of 2099! But he can do the devil’s bidding no longer! It’s Mephisto vs the Silver Surfer with a galaxy of souls on the line!

**Annihilation 2099 #5**

Comic Script by STEVE ORLANDO; Illustrated by ARIO ANINDITO; Illustrated by DALE EAGLESHAM; Cover Design or Artwork by NICK BRADSHAW

FIRST CONTACT WITH THE IMPALER! After a derelict spacecraft crashes on an alien world, the wreck reveals a deadly discovery—DRACULA! But this is a planet terrified of the daylight, which Dracula couldn’t love more. Soon, he’s their hero. When a DARKHAWK attacks from the stars, Dracula fights back! But does he want to save the planet or make it the first world in his new empire?
Avengers #16 [BH]
Comic Script by JED MACKAY; Illustrated by C.F. VILLA; Cover Design or Artwork by JOSHUA CASSARA
BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN—BARON BLOOD STRIKES! Captain America must battle a vampire-overrun Hydra! Will Cap’s ragtag group of heroes be able to handle Baron Blood’s army of vampires? And what about rescuing the hordes of civilian prisoners? PLUS: What’s next for the Avengers Emergency Response team?

Explore More

Black Panther: Blood Hunt #3 [BH]
Comic Script by CHERYL EATON; Illustrated by FARID KARAMI; Cover Design or Artwork by ANDREA SORRENTINO
THE DEEP-SEA FINALE! Black Panther must battle Atlantis in an underwater temple that holds the key to the vampires’ power! Will the gods help or harm the protector of Wakanda when his spirit is mired by vampirism? And what of T’Challa’s exile while he has been sneaking around within the Wakandan borders? Can this lost son finally return home?

Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Black Widow: Venomous #1
Comic Script by ERICA SCHULTZ; Illustrated by LUCIANO VECCHIO; Cover Design or Artwork by LESLEY “LEIRIX” LI
THE WIDOW’S BITE IS VENOMOUS! Natasha Romanoff, the infamous spy known as the Black Widow, didn’t go looking to bond with an alien symbiote. But a good spy works with all the tools available to her, and when one of the most powerful and versatile weapons in the universe lands in your lap…you take it. Now she just needs to figure out how to work with a weapon with its own drives and desires. Redefining Widow’s relationship with her symbiote, and setting the stage for her appearance in Venom War!

Blood Hunt #5 [BH]
Comic Script by JED MACKAY; Illustrated by PEPE LARRAZ; Cover Design or Artwork by PEPE LARRAZ
Doctor Strange is presented with a dread bargain to gain a chance to save the world. The Avengers ride into a battle they cannot win. The dead battle the undead across the globe. Will it be enough? Will the world be saved, and how will it be changed if it is? Featuring a dramatic shift for the future of the Marvel Universe!
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Dr. Doom has used his iron fists to keep his entire nation of Latveria safe from the vampire menace. But when a new threat arises elsewhere, Doom personally intervenes—with a vengeance! Elsewhere, in a remote farmhouse, a group of ordinary humans fight for survival against the bloodthirsty menace known as... Hellcow! (You didn’t think we’d get through this event without a Hellcow story—did you?!). And in the ongoing saga, Dagger and Elsa Bloodstone must reluctantly team up with the deadly White Widow in order to survive the night. Witness the formation of the soon-to-be-legendary BLOOD HUNTERS!
**Blood Hunters #4 [BH]**

**Comic Script by FABIAN NICIEZA and ERICA SCHULTZ; Illustrated by GIADA BELVISO and BERNARD CHANG; Cover Design or Artwork by GREG LAND**

When Earth’s skies go dark, it attracts the attention of the Silver Surfer! See the BLOOD HUNT event from an entirely new and cosmic perspective! Then Satana and her basilisk intend to show the invading vamps exactly what happens when you cross the daughter of Satan! And finally, Hallows’ Eve enters the fray, joining Dagger, Elsa Bloodstone and White Widow for a final showdown with the vampiric hordes! But the end of this tale is just the beginning for… the BLOOD HUNTERS!

**Captain America #11 [DPWX]**

**Comic Script by J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI; Illustrated by JESUS SAIZ; Cover Design or Artwork by TAURIN CLARKE**

Steve Rogers finds the last change agent, someone who can change the direction of the world forever...by dying. And as Steve wrestles with the morality of his task, a member of his inner circle is moving to betray him... PLUS: PART 2 OF DEADPOOL/WOLVERINE: WEAPON X-TRACTION!

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
**Captain Marvel #10**

Comic Script by ALYSSA WONG; Illustrated by RUAIRI COLEMAN; Cover Design or Artwork by STEPHEN SEGOVIA

ALONE AT LAST! One more fight to win it all. To save everyone. Carol Danvers is the only one who can do it—if anyone can at all. The Captain lies bleeding on the crystal plains of the Negative Zone. Can she get up, just STAND UP, one more time?  

**Daredevil #11**

Comic Script by SALADIN AHMED; Illustrated by AARON KUDER; Cover Design or Artwork by JOHN ROMITA JR.

DEAD ON TARGET! Beset by the most vicious foes they’ve ever known, the DAREDEVILS—MATT MURDOCK and ELEKTRA NATCHIOS—are on their last legs. Everything they’ve fought for, together and apart, has led to this—and now the stage (literally) stands set for a brutal and barbaric finish!
Daredevil: Woman Without Fear #1
Comic Script by ERICA SCHULTZ;
Illustrated by MICHAEL DOWLING;
Cover Design or Artwork by MAHMUD ASRAR

SPINNING OUT OF DAREDEVIL #11! After the stunning events of DAREDEVIL #11, Daredevil’s allies are left more vulnerable than ever before. If they’re able to survive, it will fall to Elektra and Matt Murdock to not only save their city as Daredevil, but also protect the people they love the most as they’re targeted by some of the most dangerous, violent elements the Marvel Universe has to offer!

Deadpool #4
Comic Script by CODY ZIGLAR;
Illustrated by ROGE ANTONIO;
Cover Design or Artwork by TAURIN CLARKE

DEADPOOL V.S. DEATH GRIP! The showdown you’ve been waiting for! But first, a training montage for Deadpool’s newest recruit!

Explore More
Deadpool & Wolverine: WWIII #3
Comic Script by JOE KELLY; Illustrated by ADAM KUBERT; Cover Design or Artwork by ADAM KUBERT
WADE AND LOGAN’S ALL-OUT WAR CONCLUDES! WWIII has emerged. WOLVERINE is tested beyond his limits. DEADPOOL is...no more?! Discover how this drastic showdown figures into the DELTA’s plans. And with THOSE WHO WATCH counting on unending bloodshed, whose will be the last blood to spill? The epic finale to the Deadpool and Wolverine double-header that’ll be the talk of the summer!

Explore More

Doctor Strange #17 [BH]
Comic Script by JED MACKAY; Illustrated by PASQUAL FERRY; Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ROSS
BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN—FRIEND TURNED FOE! As the BLOOD HUNT tie-in rumbles towards its blood-chilling conclusion, Wong must stalk the monster that his closest friend has become. Even if he can overcome the beast, can Wong bring himself to put down Stephen Strange? Is there anyone the agent of W.A.N.D. can turn to or has the Sanctum Sanctorum become a killing jar?

Explore More
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Fantastic Four #22 [BH, DPWX]
Comic Script by RYAN NORTH; Illustrated by IVAN FIORELLI; Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ROSS
BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: ONE LAST HOPE!
Alicia Masters and Reed Richards—and the survivors of New York—are lost, alone against the vampire menace, and Reed’s exhausted. But they still need to survive—and avoid being turned into undead blood parasites. Reed has one last desperate hope, and it’s not guaranteed to work—but there is at least a chance...if he can survive long enough to test it! This conclusion to our BLOOD HUNT tie-in ends in a twist that you will NOT want to miss! PLUS: PART 3 OF DEADPOOL/WOLVERINE: WEAPON X-TRACTION!

Explore More

Dracula: Blood Hunt #3 [BH]
Comic Script by DANNY LORE; Illustrated by VINCENZO CARRATU; Cover Design or Artwork by ROD REIS
WHAT CANNOT BE DONE... IS WHAT MUST BE DONE! The vampire scourge continues to ravage Earth as the BLOOD HUNT rages on—and DRACULA must move to assert his place in the hierarchy of the night! That is, if he can convince Brielle Brooks, A.K.A. Bloodline, to bend to his will—unfortunately, she’s a teenage girl, and convincing her of anything will take every resource the immortal Lord of Vampires has at his disposal...

Explore More
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Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Get Fury #3
Comic Script by GARTH ENNIS; Illustrated by JACEN BURROWS; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVE JOHNSON
The Viet Cong have Nick Fury in the infamous “Hanoi Hilton” prison. Even a man with Frank Castle’s specific skill set (which gets shown off in a brutal fashion this issue) will not be enough to get in, get Fury and get out. Making matters worse, Castle isn’t the only party trying to get Fury...

Ghost Rider: Final Vengeance #5
Comic Script by BENJAMIN PERCY; Illustrated by DANNY KIM; Cover Design or Artwork by JUAN FERREYRA
JOHNNY BLAZE VS. THE HOOD! The grudge match you’ve been waiting for is here! But can Johnny bear to be joined to the Spirit of Vengeance again? And with the fate of Chicago hanging in the balance, can he afford not to?
**Giant-Size Silver Surfer #1**

Comic Script by MATT GROOM; Illustrated by TOMMASO BIANCHI; Cover Design or Artwork by BRYAN HITCH

Terrax the Tamer is determined to escape the Silver Surfer’s shadow once and for all—and to do so, he has created a deadly trap that the Surfer cannot escape! But in the midst of Terrax’s brutal campaign to destroy the Surfer’s reputation, can the Surfer maybe find a way to save Terrax himself? PLUS: A reprint of SILVER SURFER #80, in which the Surfer is caught in the crossfire of an epic throwdown between Terrax and Morg the Executioner!

**Explore More**

---

**Hellverine #3**

Comic Script by BENJAMIN PERCY; Illustrated by JULIUS OHTA; Cover Design or Artwork by RYAN STEGMAN

THE HUNT FOR HELLVERINE! HELLVERINE will stop at nothing to accomplish his mysterious mission... but what is the PENTANGLE, and how will their own plans influence the HELL-FIRE DESTROYERS? The hunt for Hellverine is on, as LOGAN makes a discovery that will change him forever!

**Explore More**
Hulk: Blood Hunt #1 [BH]
Comic Script by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON; Illustrated by DANNY EARLS; Cover Design or Artwork by JOSHUA CASSARA
WHAT LIES BENEATH! Hulk and Banner’s quest to save Charlie’s soul leads them through the Old West town of OLD TUCSON, population of one... but the last man in town has a heck of a story to tell. Before the night ends, Hulk and Banner will learn that there’s a lot more than meets the eye in Old Tucson, and that there’s a lot more under the desert floor than either of them could have guessed. Don’t miss this spine-chilling chapter of the BLOOD HUNT event!

Imortal Thor #13 [DPWX]
Comic Script by AL EWING; Illustrated by JAN BAZALDUA; Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ROSS
ENTER: HERCULES! The son of Zeus sought Thor out—for Toranos’ wheel had turned for the Olympians too, and two Gods together might solve such a mystery. The trail took them to a wasteland of snow and ice...to terror and treachery...and to an old foe of Hercules, at the height of her dread power. New series artist JAN BAZALDUA draws the story of the IMMORTAL THOR...and the Night Mother’s vengeance. PLUS: PART 5 OF DEADPOOL/WOLVERINE: WEAPON X-TRACTION!
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**Incredible Hulk #14 [DPWX]**

Comic Script by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON; Illustrated by NIC KLEIN; Cover Design or Artwork by NIC KLEIN

As Banner struggles to escape the terrifying mindscape in which Hulk keeps him prisoner, Charlie’s soul is trapped inside a nightmare of her own… and she’ll need both Hulk and Banner if she has any hope of escape! Meanwhile, the mysterious ELDEST is watching Hulk’s every move, as her plan to free the MOTHER OF HORRORS takes shape…and we get a glimpse at just how far back her grudge against Hulk goes! PLUS: PART 1 OF DEADPOOL/ WOLVERINE: WEAPON X-TRACTION!

**Immortal Thor Annual #1 [IW]**

Comic Script by AL EWING and by DEREK LANDY; Illustrated by DAVID BALDEON and SARA PICHIELLI; Cover Design or Artwork by SALVADOR LARROCA

“INFINITY WATCH” PART THREE! Faced with the menace of Utgard and a prophecy of his own doom, the son of Odin sought out the legendary Power Stone to aid his fight. Only two things were in his way. Firstly, the mighty CHAMPION OF THE UNIVERSE—with strength to match Thor’s own—was also questing for the stone. Secondly, the Stone is now inside a person—THE PRINCE OF POWER! PLUS, Derek Landy and Sara Pichelli continue the journey of the Death Stone Bearer and the scar it will leave on the universe!
Invincible Iron Man #20
Comic Script by GERRY DUGGAN; Illustrated by ANDREA DI VITO; Cover Design or Artwork by KAEL NGU
THE WAR IS OVER. The war with Orchis is over. What does the future hold for Tony and Emma Frost?

Explore More

Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars #8 Facsimile Edition
Comic Script by TBA; Illustrated by TBA; Cover Design or Artwork by TBA
Marvel’s monthly celebration of the finest super-hero crossover of them all continues with Battleworld about to be consumed by Galactus! Spider-Man is back in action and learning all the fresh tricks at his disposal courtesy of his new black costume. Is stopping Galactus even the right thing to do? Reed Richards isn't certain. It’s one of the all-time great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all!

Explore More
Marvel Zero [2024] #1

Comic Script by JED MACKAY and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by SARA PICHELLI and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by IBAN COELLO

A deluxe edition collecting Marvel’s GOLD 2024 FREE COMIC BOOK DAY titles! This giant-sized issue is jam packed with entry points into the biggest comic storylines of the year! Direct lead into the new ULTIMATES series, showcasing the next evolutionary step of the Ultimate Universe with the first appearance of a powerful new hero! The dance of death begins here! The overture to this summer’s major crossover event, which also happens to be the bloodiest Marvel event ever—BLOOD HUNT! The future of mutantkind also starts here—as Jubilee learns that you CANNOT go home again! Spider-Man must deal with THE RETURN OF THE GOBLIN! Collecting Free Comic Book Day 2024: Blood Hunt/X-Men #1 &amp; Free Comic Book Day 2024: Ultimate Universe/Spider-Man #1.

Midnight Sons: Blood Hunt #3 [BH]

Comic Script by BRYAN HILL; Illustrated by GERMAN PERALTA; Cover Design or Artwork by KEN LASHLEY

THE TRUTH BEHIND BLADE! With the Midnight Sons now (mostly) banded together, a showdown is imminent... Which means Blade must finally answer to his former comrades! Can Blade be saved? What about his enemies? And what’s the future for the Midnight Sons?
Ms. Marvel Annual #1 [IW]

Comic Script by SABIR PIRZADA and IMAN VELLANI; Illustrated by GIADA BELVISO and SARA PICHELLI; Cover Design or Artwork by SALVADOR LARROCA

“INFINITY WATCH” PART FOUR! Hero or Villain? That’s the question Multitude must answer as he stands at the crossroads of his own destiny, bonded to one of the Infinity Stones and brimming with power but no purpose. Will a run-in with Ms. Marvel be enough to tip the scales toward good, or will Multitude’s guilt drag him down? Don’t miss out as the Marvel Universe-shaking saga continues here, True Believers! PLUS, Derek Landy and Sara Pichelli bring NICK FURY into the story. But what ties him to the INFINITY WATCH?!”

Explore More

Miles Morales: Spider-Man #22 [BH]

Comic Script by CODY ZIGLAR; Illustrated by TRAVEL FOREMAN; Cover Design or Artwork by FEDERICO VICENTINI

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: IF YOU CAN’T BEAT ‘EM—BITE ‘EM! Miles Morales’ life is UTTERLY TRANSFORMED! Vampirically speaking. And he’s not the only one—vampires are swarming NYC. And Miles’ biggest ally just became his worst nightmare.

Explore More
**Namor #1**

Comic Script by JASON AARON; Illustrated by PAUL DAVIDSON; Cover Design or Artwork by ALEXANDER LOZANO

“LAST KING OF ATLANTIS” War rages beneath the waves, from the lost cities of the Secret Seas to the fathomless depths where the Elder Whales reign. Seven kings, old and new, fight to rule the watery realm. But where is Namor, the once mighty Sub-Mariner? He’s sitting behind bars on the surface, with no intention of ever setting foot in the seas again. So begins an oversized Atlantean event that will forever reshape the landscape of the undersea world while at last laying bare the dark history of Atlantis and its fiercest, most infamous defender. An epic that will redefine the King of the Seas in the manner of Jason Aaron’s PUNISHER series!

**NYX #1**

Comic Script by COLLIN KELLY and JACKSON LANZING; Illustrated by FRANCESCO MORTARINO; Cover Design or Artwork by SARA PICHELLI

THIS IS NYX! This isn’t a book about X-Men. This is a book about mutants living past the end of their world and into a new beginning. This is MS. MARVEL embracing her mutant life in the neon streets of the Lower East Side. This is ANOLE trying to keep his head above water. This is WOLVERINE in the shadows of Bushwick, protecting her own. This is PRODIGY writing history as it happens—and SOPHIE CUCKOO finding her own way. The news reports are bleak. The streets feel dangerous. There’s something lurking underground. Evil coming from every direction. But they’re determined to make it. This is mutant community. This is mutant pride. This is NYX.
Scarlet Witch #2

Comic Script by STEVE ORLANDO; Illustrated by JACOPO CAMAGNI; Cover Design or Artwork by RUSSELL DAUTERMAN

The Scarlet Witch is trapped in a realm where her survival depends on the strength of her will—and the benevolence of its overseer, the Queen of Nevers! And Darcy Lewis, convinced Wanda's never coming back, chooses to bet Lotkill's survival on the aid of a sworn enemy...

Explore More

Phoenix #1

Comic Script by STEPHANIE PHILLIPS; Illustrated by ALESSANDRO MIRACOLO; Cover Design or Artwork by YASMINE PUTRI

LIFE! FIRE! POWER! POSSIBILITY! PHOENIX!
She is JEAN GREY. She is PHOENIX. She saves the world. She brings death. One woman, alone in space, who not only must do what no one else can: she yearns to. A desperate S.O.S. from NOVA brings the Phoenix to the edge of a black hole, where hundreds of lives hang in the balance...and whatever Jean does—or fails to do—will bring darkness to the universe and haunt her in ways she can scarcely imagine...

Explore More
**Sensational She-Hulk #10**
Comic Script by RAINBOW ROWELL; Illustrated by ANDRES GENOLET; Cover Design or Artwork by ANDRES GENOLET
What is the fate of SHE-HULK and JACK OF HEARTS?! Their love has blossomed over the last two years of this She-Hulk story, but this issue will define it for the future!

**Spider-Boy #9**
Comic Script by DAN SLOTT; Illustrated by NATHAN STOCKMAN; Cover Design or Artwork by PACO MEDINA
SPIDER-BOY VS. SPIDER-VERSE! Bailey Briggs, the one and only Spider-Boy, is trapped in the Web of Life and Destiny! Tumbling through the Multiverse! Featuring at least one Spider you’ve seen before but NEVER on these mighty Marvel pages. Maybe someone out there will find a way to get his life back.
Spider-Man: Reign 2 #1
Comic Script by KAARE ANDREWS;
Illustrated by KAARE ANDREWS;
Cover Design or Artwork by KAARE ANDREWS
BACK TO THE (AMAZING SPIDER-MAN’S)
FUTURE! Award-winning writer/artist Kaare Andrews returns to the world of SPIDER-MAN’S dystopian future in this sequel to the landmark, genre-defying SPIDER-MAN: REIGN! And who is the new BLACK CAT?! What tragedies and triumphs await this older, grizzled Peter Parker? Peter isn’t the only one who aged… wait until you see what happened to MILES MORALES!

Explore More

Spider-Man: Shadow of the Green Goblin #4
Comic Script by J.M. DEMATTEIS;
Illustrated by MICHAEL STA. MARIA;
Cover Design or Artwork by PAULO SIQUEIRA
GREEN GOBLIN RISING! PETER PARKER must stop PROTO-GOBLIN—but is he strong enough? Witness the birth of the GREEN GOBLIN as there is no coming back from the choice NORMAN OSBORN makes in this issue.

Explore More
Strange Academy: Blood Hunt #3 [BH]
Comic Script by DANIEL OLDER;
Illustrated by LUIGI ZAGARIA;
Cover Design or Artwork by HUMBERTO RAMOS
The kids have found the Darkhold and are ready to cast the spell to destroy ALL vampires. But they don’t have the power to do so... Will DOCTOR DOOM help them?!

Explore More

Spider-Woman #9
Comic Script by STEVE FOXE;
Illustrated by IG GUARA;
Cover Design or Artwork by LEINIL YU
Jess learns the truth about these new champions of The Assembly and whose side they’re really on. But the shocking reveals keep piling up with the return of someone we thought was dead!

Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
**The Life Of Wolverine #1**

Comic Script by JIM ZUB;
Illustrated by RAMON F. BACHS;
Cover Design or Artwork by RON LIM

LOGAN’S LIFE STORY—IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER FOR THE FIRST TIME! WOLVERINE has been mindwiped, manipulated and given false memories so many times, what is the truth of his long life? Now, as a journey into his own past becomes paramount to the survival of mutant-kind, delve into the TRUE story of LOGAN’s life, from his earliest days in the late 1800s, to the many wars he’s fought alongside comrades like CAPTAIN AMERICA and SABRETOOTH, to the WEAPON X procedures that changed his life forever, his days on the X-MEN and more! All IN CONTINUITY, this includes some adventures and links to the past never before revealed, giving the most complete picture of WOLVERINE’s history EVER ASSEMBLED! In print for the first time!

**Symbiote Spider-Man 2099 #5**

Comic Script by PETER DAVID;
Illustrated by ROGE ANTONIO;
Cover Design or Artwork by LEINIL YU

BROTHER AGAINST BROTHER! Miguel O’Hara is completely out of control. The symbiote is taking over. Kron Stone, A.K.A. VENOM 2099, has pushed them both over the edge. Is Miguel willing to trade the lives of his friends and family, the years of good he did as SPIDER-MAN—all for unrivaled power?! All of Nueva York will be Spidey and Venom’s battlefield for this climactic conclusion!
The Spectacular Spider-Men #5
Comic Script by GREG WEISMAN;
Illustrated by HUMBERTO RAMOS;
Cover Design or Artwork by HUMBERTO RAMOS

PETER PARKER vs. MILES MORALES! No holds barred, each trying to take the other OUT! What could have pitted them against each other so viciously? Who has the skills to pull that off? What effect will the collateral damage have?!

Explore More

Union Jack The Ripper: Blood Hunt #3 [BH]
Comic Script by CAVAN SCOTT;
Illustrated by KEV WALKER;
Cover Design or Artwork by ROD REIS

BLOOD BEGETS BLOOD! UNION JACK’s one-man war on vampires comes to a head! But what will he sacrifice to save his country?

Explore More
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Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
**Venom #35**

Comic Script by AL EWING; Illustrated by CAFU; Cover Design or Artwork by CAFU

“VENOM WAR” PRELUDE—BROCK AGAINST BROCK! Following CARNAGE’s battle with VENOM and his assault on the Garden of Time, Eddie Brock—all the Eddie Brocks—are in free fall... literally! The future of the entire Earth—and all of time—is now at stake. For Eddie Brock and his son, Dylan, have glimpsed terrifying visions of each other’s future as Venom. For calamity to be averted, can either Brock suffer the other to live?

**Vengeance of the Moon Knight #7 [BH]**

Comic Script by JED MACKAY; Illustrated by ALESSANDRO CAPPUCCIO; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVIDE PARATORE

MARVEL VS. ALIEN VARIANT COVER BY STEPHEN SEGOVIA BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN—MIDNIGHT MISSION IMPOSSIBLE! Hunter’s Moon, Tigra and Reese launch their boldest offensive yet! The clock is ticking, the odds are against them, and the (vampiric) stakes have never been higher! BUT WILL THEY SUCCEED?! The entire Earth’s future just might depend on it!

*Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.*
Venom: Separation Anxiety #3

Comic Script by DAVID MICHELINIE;
Illustrated by GERARDO SANDOVAL;
Cover Design or Artwork by PAULO SIQUEIRA

TORN TO PIECES! The stronger the Purple Man grows, the weaker Venom becomes! Eddie Brock races to stop the walking, reality-altering weapon of mass destruction from unleashing untold horror on the entire world, but an entire army of super-powered foes stands in his way. Every death, every innocent life not saved—will be on Eddie Brock’s head!

Explore More

Venom War #1 [VW]

Comic Script by TBA;
Illustrated by TBA;
Cover Design or Artwork by TBA

The Venom Symbiote has bonded with both Eddie Brock and his son Dylan at different points. Now both Brocks are going head-to-head, determined to be the one, true Venom! Father versus son in a showdown of showdowns that threatens to tear the world asunder!

Explore More
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**Venomverse Reborn #2**

Comic Script by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON and ADAM WARREN; Illustrated by JOHN McCREA; Cover Design or Artwork by TONY DANIEL

ACROSS THE VENOMVERSE! Symbiotes have long taken hosts all over the multiverse, and this issue brings a mix of the all-new with the returning favorites! First up, Phillip Kennedy Johnson brings us a brutal take on Venom born in the age of Vikings! Then, Adam Warren brings us the return of the final biological life in his universe, the Venom of Venom: The End! Plus, Chris Giarrusso brings us a tale of Mini-Marvels Venom! And of course, it’s all framed up by current Venom mastermind Al Ewing with artist Danilo S. Beyruth!

**Werewolf By Night: Blood Hunt #1 [BH]**

Comic Script by JASON LOO; Illustrated by SERGIO DÁVILA; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVIDE PARATORE

As the BLOOD HUNT wreaks untold havoc across the Marvel Universe, one of those affected in most unexpected ways is the WEREWOLF BY NIGHT! Imbued with NEW ABILITIES, a NEW LOOK, and a DANGEROUS NEW DIRECTION, this Werewolf by Night is UNLIKE ANY YOU HAVE SEEN OR KNOWN BEFORE! Starring JAKE GOMEZ, this is one tie-in no BLOOD HUNT reading order is complete without!
Werewolf By Night: Red Band #1 [Polybagged]

Comic Script by TBA; Illustrated by TBA; Cover Design or Artwork by TBA

Jack Russell has been trying to live a simple life—but in the deadly and dramatic wake of the BLOOD HUNT, his life is about to be turned upside down in ways he never imagined! With new enemies hoping to extract a (literal) pound of flesh and Jack unsure if he can be trusted around old allies and a lost love, the original WEREWOLF BY NIGHT is in for the fight of his life…and he’s in it alone!

POLYBAGGED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

Wolverine #88 Facsimile Edition

Comic Script by LARRY HAMA; Illustrated by ADAM KUBERT; Illustrated by FABIO LAGUNA; Cover Design or Artwork by ADAM KUBERT

The first comic-book meeting of Wolverine and Deadpool! And when Logan meets Wade Wilson, they don’t waste time on introductions before they get right down to the business of trying to kill each other! But as Deadpool and Wolverine test their respective healing factors to their limits, they’re not the only players on this stage: Garrison “Weapon X” Kane and Wade’s ex-girlfriend Copycat are trying to have a normal life together, which includes joining a theater troupe! And as Deadpool enters stage right looking to exact painful revenge on Kane, Logan will have to act fast to save him! It’s one of the all-time great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprinting WOLVERINE (1988) #88.
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Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
**Wolverine: Blood Hunt #3 [BH]**

Comic Script by THOMAS WALTZ;
Illustrated by JUAN JOSE RYP;
Cover Design or Artwork by BEN HARVEY

IN TOO DEEP! WOLVERINE and NIGHTGUARD have made it to the heart of the vampire base. But if they can fight through the aquatic AQUEOS VAMPIRES, what untold horrors await in the caverns above?! Tom Waltz’s debut Marvel series continues as he and Juan José Ryp bring LOGAN on his long journey into darkness...against OLD FRIENDS and NEW ENEMIES!

**Wolverine: Blood Hunt #4 [BH]**

Comic Script by THOMAS WALTZ;
Illustrated by JUAN JOSE RYP;
Cover Design or Artwork by BEN HARVEY

WOLVERINE: LORD OF THE VAMPIRES?! BETRAYAL lands WOLVERINE in a precarious spot—under the vampiric thrall of his enemies! With his healing factor stunted and the apex of the renegade vampire scheme at hand, ALYSSA takes her place as QUEEN OF THE VAMPIRES—with LOGAN as her king! The shocking finale to WOLVERINE: BLOOD HUNT...might just be the BEGINNING!

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Wolverine: Deep Cut #1
Comic Script by CHRIS CLAREMONT; Illustrated by EDGAR SALAZAR; Cover Design or Artwork by PHILIP TAN
OUT OF THE OUTBACK ON A LIFE-AND-DEATH MISSION! At last—LOGAN’s secret adventure revealed! Featuring a sinister revelation and claw-to-claw confrontations with SABRETOOTH, this is a must-have WOLVERINE story for new and long-standing fans alike that simply cannot be missed! Back in UNCANNY X-MEN #246, Logan set off from the Australian outback, leaving behind what was left of the X-MEN, for a personal mission. Now, after decades of mystery, Chris Claremont reveals just what Wolverine got up to before his classic battle with the REAVERS! The next Chris Claremont-penned mutant saga begins, with the untold story of Wolverine’s most personal mission!

Explore More

X-Force #1
Comic Script by GEOFFREY THORNE; Illustrated by MARCUS TO; Cover Design or Artwork by STEPHEN SEGOVIA
A NEW PATH FORGED! The world is fractured. FORGE uses his powers of invention to devise the only fix: an all-new, all-different X-FORCE! Forge leads a custom-made, handpicked team of mutants—RACHEL SUMMERS, BETSY BRADDON, SAGE, SURGE and introducing TANK—in off-the-books missions so dire, so integral to the fate of the Marvel Universe, there’s no time to stop for permission! As Forge detects increasing threats across the planet, he will recruit a specialist for each target—first up: that regenerating degenerate, DEADPOOL! Be here for an X-Force like you’ve never seen them before, stick around to see who joins, who lives, who dies and uncover the mystery of Forge’s discovery!

Explore More
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X-Men #35
TBD Artist
2nd Printing Variant [FHX]

Comic Script by TBA
THE END OF AN ERA – UNCANNY X-MEN #700! All good things must come to an end, and as good of a thing as the Krakoan era has been for mutantkind...its time has come at last. The tragedy and triumph of FALL OF THE HOUSE OF X, the madness and mystery of RISE OF THE POWERS OF X...they have all come to their end and led to this moment that will change the future of mutantkind for years to come. Written and drawn by an all-star cast of writers and artists who have shaped the Krakoan Age, this is one milestone no X-Fan will want to miss! Also featuring a story of family by X-Men master Chris Claremont...and a glimpse of things to come!

Explore More

X-Men #1
Comic Script by JED MACKAY;
Illustrated by RYAN STEGMAN;
Cover Design or Artwork by RYAN STEGMAN
FROM THE ASHES! Krakoa is gone, ORCHIS has fallen...but the X-Men remain, always. Cyclops leads, because that is what he does. Beast builds, because that is what he does. And from their new home in Alaska, the X-Men raise a flag of defiance. Mutant business is their business. Join CYCLOPS, BEAST, MAGNETO, PSYLOCKE, KID OMEGA, TEMPER, MAGIK and JUGGERNAUT as new forces in the world move into position, battling for the destiny and philosophy of the mutant species.
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X-Men: Blood Hunt - Laura Kinney
The Wolverine #1 [BH]
Comic Script by STEPHANIE PHILLIPS;
Illustrated by ROBERT GILL;
Cover Design or Artwork by BJORN BARENDS
THE BLOODIEST RESCUE MISSION YET! The vampires will stop at nothing in their bid for supremacy, including capturing mutants for hellacious experiments to boost their own power. But not on LAURA KINNEY’s watch! The WOLVERINE slices a swath through the vamps, but when she encounters the TRUTH behind their machinations, will an UNLIKELY ALLY prove to be more than she bargained for?

X-Men: Blood Hunt - Psylocke #1 [BH]
Comic Script by STEVE FOXE;
Illustrated by LYNNE YOSHI;
Cover Design or Artwork by STEPHEN SEGOVIA
NINJA VS. VAMPIRE! After serving on the frontlines in the war against Orchis, KWANNON is enjoying some much-deserved downtime with her new lover Greycrow. But when darkness falls across Japan, PSYLOCKE will wield her psionic blade against bloodsucking creatures of legend and faces a foe unlike any she’s ever seen. An all-new villain emerges in the mayhem of BLOOD HUNT!
X-Men: Heir Of Apocalypse #3
Comic Script by STEVE FOXE;
Illustrated by NETHO DIAZ;
Cover Design or Artwork by DOTUN AKANDE
Warren Worthington III long ago—and at great cost—made peace with the seed of Death that Apocalypse planted within him. But as the contest to choose an heir rages on, ARCHANGEL takes the fight to Apocalypse himself, to make sure no one else suffers at the hands of En Sabah Nur!

 Explore More

X-Men: Heir Of Apocalypse #4
Comic Script by STEVE FOXE;
Illustrated by NETHO DIAZ;
Cover Design or Artwork by DOTUN AKANDE
The survivors of Apocalypse’s deadly trials confront the final test as their past, present and future converge. When the dust settles, only one will remain to safeguard mutantkind’s destiny by any means possible. Only one will become...the HEIR OF APOCALYPSE.

 Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
**Ultimate Black Panther #6**
Comic Script by BRYAN EDWARD HILL; Illustrated by CARLOS NIETO; Cover Design or Artwork by STEFANO CASELLI
BLACK PANTHER’S DARING TRIAL TO FACE RA AND KHONSHU! While T’Challa has sought to grow his power, so too have the forces of Moon Knight... And with access to a unique new resource, Ra and Khonshu are stronger than ever! How will Wakanda stand in its resistance against the kings of the Upper and Lower Kingdoms? And is T’Challa prepared to bear the consequences of tapping into such dangerous wells of power?

**Ultimate Spider-Man #7**
Comic Script by JONATHAN HICKMAN; Illustrated by MARCO CHECCHETTO; Cover Design or Artwork by MARCO CHECCHETTO
THE ULTIMATES RETURN! NEW ARC STARTS HERE! After their intense battle with the Kingpin, Green Goblin and Spider-Man both know they aren’t as ready to reshape the world as they hoped. Harry and Peter get to work, while Ben and Jonah work on “the truth”... And problems for their resistance arise when the ULTIMATES return!
Ultimate X-Men #5
Comic Script by PEACH MOMOKO; Illustrated by PEACH MOMOKO; Cover Design or Artwork by PEACH MOMOKO
THE NEW MUTANTS FACE THEIR FIRST ENEMY! Maystorm isn’t the only mutant with electric powers—and Noriko Ashida is here to make sure she knows it! A fun summer festival turns haunted and dangerous as spirits and surges collide! PLUS: The shadow who has been haunting Armor finally reveals his true face!

Ultimates #2
Comic Script by DENIZ CAMP; Illustrated by JUAN FRIGERI; Cover Design or Artwork by DIKE RUAN
SHOCKING SECRETS OF THE ULTIMATE UNIVERSE REVEALED! Captain America reckons with the Maker’s dismantling of nations… by visiting the White House! Leading to a massive brawl between MIDAS and this young band of freedom fighters… ...but Midas has been holding a superhuman hostage as a power source! PLUS: The dark history of what used to be the United States on Earth-6160...
Ask for Mercy Volume 2
Written by RICHARD STARKINGS; Illustrated by ABIGAIL JILL HARDING
ASK FOR MERCY!
An exciting, ACTION-PACKED and ARTISTICALLY STUNNING horror story from award-winning ELEPHANTMEN and THE BEEF writer and creator RICHARD STARKINGS alongside PARLIAMENT OF ROOKS creator ABIGAIL JILL HARDING!
This volume collects Seasons Three and Four of the very first Comixology Originals series. There are MONSTERS in the world and the only people who can stop them are MONSTERS themselves! MERCY, RATMIR, and BUDGIE are adrift in time and must fight for the fate of the world of 2020 by confronting The Kroach and The Hybrid in 2023.
Collects the Comixology Originals series Ask For Mercy Season 3 and 4.

Creepy Archives Volume 8
Written by T. CASEY BRENnan and DON MCGREGor; Illustrated by TOM SUTTON and RICHARD CORBEN; Foreword by NICOLA CUTI
Now available in a value-priced paperback edition, Creepy Archives Volume 8 features the best in gruesomely gore-geous tales of horror, fantasy, and science fiction from a capable cadre of celebrated storytellers including Tom Sutton, Steve Skeates, Wally Wood, T. Casey Brennan, Ernie Colón, and many more.
Also featured is a foreword by longtime Creepy scribe Nicola Cuti and a story starring none other than Uncle Creepy himself! Take a break from the mausoleum, hang up your mourning coat, and bury yourself in Creepy Archives!
Collects Creepy issues 37–41.
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The first collected edition in Marvel’s new Ultimate Universe!

Ultimate Spider-Man by Jonathan Hickman Vol. 1: Married with Children

Written by JONATHAN HICKMAN; Illustrated by MARCO CHECCHETTO; Cover Design or Artwork by MARCO CHECCHETTO

The most surprising Spider-Man story of the 21st century!

Visionary writer Jonathan Hickman (HOUSE OF X/POWERS OF X) and acclaimed artist Marco Checchetto (DAREDEVIL) unite for a bold new take on Spider-Man at the dawn of the reimagined Ultimate Universe! After the events of ULTIMATE INVASION, the world needs a hero. Step forward, Peter Parker! But this is an older, wiser web-slinger—one who balances his costumed duties with his responsibilities as a husband and a father. That’s right, Peter and Mary Jane are married with kids! The stakes have never been higher—and as Spider-Man faces his first super villain, J. Jonah Jameson’s quest to uncover who’s really pulling the strings of this new Ultimate Universe leads to a shocking revelation! Plus: New York City welcomes its newest hero…the Green Goblin! But who’s behind the mask? And what does the Goblin know of the true status of the world in which he lives?

Collecting ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN (2024) #1-6.
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INTERIOR PAGES FROM
Ultimate Spider-Man by Jonathan Hickman Vol. 1: Married with Children
DEN Volume 3: Children of Fire
Written by RICHARD CORBEN;
Introduction by MATT KINDT;
Contributions by JOSE VILLARRUBIA
The third volume presenting the long-out-of-print masterpiece Den, by fantasy legend Richard Corben!
This special edition collects the third volume of the long out-of-print Den, and also features bonus material, art pages restored by long-time Corben collaborator José Villarrubia, re-lettered by Nate Piekos of Blambot, and an introduction by Matt Kindt, all presented in a gorgeous hardcover with a dust jacket.
Aliens flee their planet after a monster attack and crash-land near a sorcerer’s castle in Neverwhere. They must fight for survival and protect their egg and future kin at all costs from the many beasts, pirates, and other threats to their safety.
FOR MATURE READERS

Eerie Archives Volume 7
Written by GARDNER FOX and DOUG MOENCH;
Illustrated by RICHARD CORBEN and ESTEBAN MAROTO;
Foreword by GUY DAVIS
Take a ride on the river Styx with your jovial boatman Cousin Eerie in the panic-packed Eerie Archives Volume 7, now in a value-priced paperback edition.
Remove the pennies from your eyes long enough to take in the dastardly dramas from creators Tom Sutton, Ken Kelly, Richard Corben, Doug Moench, Basil Gogos, Carlos Garzon, Nicola Cuti, and more. Also includes an illustrated foreword by comics creator Guy Davis and the first US appearance of comic great Esteban Maroto!
Collects Eerie magazine issues #32–#36.
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Holler
Written by JEREMY MASSIE; Illustrated by JEREMY MASSIE
Mark lives in a tiny town in the Appalachian Mountains of Virginia in the early 1990s. He doesn’t fit in and feels out of sync with his family and the mostly-conservative crowd there. Lucky for him, he finds an escape—the grunge band he forms with his best friend, Jay!
As the lead guitarist in Magnesium Mama, Mark and his bandmates make their time in their hometown bearable. Between gigs, there are a lot of ups and downs, and, luckily, Mark can remember most of them!
At a unique 7.5-inch by 9-inch size, this complete Holler collection gathers together issues #1 to #8 of Jeremy Massie’s original story of grunge, rebellion, and friendship.

If You Find This, I’m Already Dead
Written by MATT KINDT; Illustrated by DAN McDAID
Robin is a big city reporter, embedded with US Marines heading to the hostile pocket universe called Terminus. Ten minutes in, the entire marine squad is wiped out and she has to survive (and report) on her own. Terminus is full of cosmic wonders—and sci-fi “gods” that are in the middle of a political power struggle. The language is alien, and the politics are deadly. Can she survive long enough to figure out what’s going on and get home to tell the story?
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Quick Stops Volume 2
Written by KEVIN SMITH; Illustrated by AHMED RAAFAT
Kevin Smith and his Secret Stash Press bring you the seedy, sexy, sensational origin of the Askewniverse’s sacred cow: Mooby the Golden Calf!
Learn the udder truth about an American icon when a young podcaster tries to milk Mooby creator Nancy Goldruff for the bovine’s beginnings, only to meat a cow tale so shocking, it turns her brain to hamburger.
Collects Quick Stops Volume 2 #1–#4.

Rainier’s Legacy
Written by CHAD CORRIE; Contributions by DAN BURGESS
Join Corwyn Danther, “Famed Bard of the Midlands,” as he faces off with halfling highwaymen, long-forgotten horrors, mystical encounters, conniving conmen, and an old flame with some questionable machinations, along with a few other surprises in this short story collection from the author of The Wizard King Trilogy.
With a mixture of humor, adventure, insight, and wonder get ready to explore Tralodren in a whole new light. No epic struggles. No grand, glorious schemes. Just a pragmatically pacifistic bard and some of his varied adventures.
Welcome to Tralodren, a world rich in history, faith, and tales of adventure—of which these stories are but a handful of many.
Shaolin Cowboy: Cruel to Be Kin—Silent but Deadly Edition

Written by GEOF DARROW

Dark Horse presents the king-size SILENT BUT DEADLY edition of the The Shaolin Cowboy epic “CRUEL TO BE KIN.” No words to slow you down, no philosophy to burden your tic-tocked brain—just pure unadulterated and uncensored, pedal to the metal, full color, kung fu, six gun, barn-burning action as only Stewart and Darrow can deliver. No valium nor Xanax can help you with this pulse-pounding tome. If you think you know the whole story you don’t! So light a match and crack open the window of your imagination and take a deep breath of the CRUEL TO BE KIN SILENT BUT DEADLY edition!! Geof Said Non-Believe!

Collects The Shaolin Cowboy: Cruel to be Kin #1–#7 (without lettering).
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Savage Squad 6

Written by ROBERT VENDITTI and BROCKTON McKenzie;
Illustrated by DALTS DALTON

The year is 2037.

In the aftermath of a destructive world war, humanity clings to survival in the central colonies, hunted and eliminated by the murderous Scourge. Life is short and brutal.

Deep within the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone, an elite special ops squad, Savage Squad 6, searches for a weapon to bring hope back to hundreds of colonists.

But they’re not alone.

Something stirs within the irradiated wilderness. Something big. Something hungry. And if the Savages are going to survive the night, they’ll need to live up to their name...or die trying!

Collects Savage Squad 6 #1–#4!

Explore More
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Graphic Novels

Space Western Comics: Cowboys vs. Aliens, Commies, Dinosaurs, & Nazis!
Written by WALTER GIBSON; Illustrated by JOHN BELFI, LOU MORALES and STAN CAMPBELL; Edited by CRAIG YOE
The wild, WILD West!
Spurs Jackson and his Space Vigilantes bravely defended the frontier against Martians, Venusian spies, Meteor Men, moon bats, and of course, Hitler and his space Nazis. Oh, and dinosaurs!
With stories by Walter Gibson, famed creator/writer of The Shadow pulps, and art by John Belfi, Stan Campbell, and Lou Morales, Space Western Comics were one of the weirdest, most fun comics series of the ’50s and are collected and restored here, including a “lost” story! Profusely illustrated intro by Eisner-award winning comics historian Craig Yoe. To Arizona . . . and beyond!

Spinal Cord
Written by DAVID BRAÑA; Illustrated by PAHITO
The members of heavy metal band Spinal Cord dream of making it big in the music world. When they are selected to participate in a prestigious touring competition sponsored by famous metal label Pain Records, they jump at the chance to prove themselves. What they don’t know is that the horrors haunting their journey are very, very real, and the contest will challenge more than just their musical talent. In fact, it will alter their very perception of reality...
Written by David Braña and featuring art by Pahito, Spinal Cord is a love letter to heavy metal as well as a bone-chilling tale of horror.
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The EC Archives: Tales from the Crypt Volume 4
Written by AL FELDSTEIN and WILLIAM GAINES; Illustrated by GRAHAM INGELS, JACK KAMEN and JACK DAVIS

The EC line of comics shook up the 1950s, and the shocking audacity of their stories drew the scrutiny of Congress and the eventual creation of the Comics Code, effectively killing EC. But the stories live on, and EC Archives: Tales from the Crypt Volume 4 offers more infamous tales of fear, bloodshed, and the paranormal written by Al Feldstein and William Gaines and illustrated by Jack Davis, Graham Ingels, Jack Kamen, George Evans, Joe Orlando, and Marie Severin.

This value-priced softcover collects Tales from the Crypt issues #35–#40, including the original stories, ads, text pieces, and letters. Foreword by eminent EC historian and publisher Russ Cochran.

The Legend of Vox Machina: The Whitestone Chronicles Volume 1—Ripley
Written by CRITICAL ROLE and MARIEKE NJKAMP; Illustrated by TYLER WALPOLE

A prequel to Amazon Studios’ The Legend of Vox Machina! Fans of the fantasy animated series from Critical Role and Amazon Studios won’t want to miss this original graphic novel—the first of three interconnected prequel stories!

Tragedy strikes the renowned de Rolo family of Whitestone when they’re massacred by the vicious Briarwoods. Luckily for Dr. Anna Ripley, the bloodshed and regime change presents the perfect opportunity for her to further her own dark plans in service to Whitestone’s new ruling family. But just how much of her loyalty lies with the family, when compared to her work?
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Graphic Novels

Transplants
Written by DAVE COLLARD; Illustrated by DOMENICO CARBONE
When Jess finally receives the long-awaited organ transplant that she desperately needs to live, she believes all her troubles are behind her. That is until she starts developing some interesting side effects from the transplant—a newfound set of fantastical abilities and superpowers.

When she discovers that everyone else who received organs from this donor is also experiencing the same thing, they must all figure out who this donor was, and decide what to do with the powers—use them for good, evil, or simply ignore them altogether.

The comics debut from writer Dave Collard (Out of Time, Annapolis, Chickenhare and the Hamster of Darkness), teaming up with artist Domenico Carbone on this high-stakes and thrilling superpowered adventure.
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The World of Black Hammer Omnibus Volume 4
Written by JEFF LEMIRE; Illustrated by TONCI ZONJIC and TYLER CROOK
In Skulldigger, Spiral City finds itself trapped in a vicious cycle of crime, corruption, and violence. With the heart of the city at stake, a vigilante rises in Skulldigger. However, when the nefarious Grimjim escapes from prison, Skulldigger and his ward, Skeleton Boy, find themselves pitted against a truly deadly and unstoppable force.

In The Unbelievable Unteens, artist Jane Ito finds herself visited by one of the characters from her own creation—but was it her own creation? Were the Unteens an actual school of teenaged misfit superheroes who battled supervillains under the lead of the mysterious Dr. Miles Moniker? And if so, who wiped their memories and why?

Collects Skulldigger and The Unbelievable Unteens in an affordable omnibus format!
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Usagi Yojimbo Volume 39: Ice and Snow
Written by STAN SAKAI;
Illustrated by STAN SAKAI;
Contributions by HI-FI
Following the events of “The Green Dragon,” Usagi and Yukichi are still in the snowy mountains of Northern Japan. They are led to the hut of a strange woman hermit who allows them to spend the night. Meanwhile, the maniacal Jei and his familiar, Keiko, are on Usagi’s trail, and they stumble upon a bandit lair and subdue the band of cutthroats and thieves.
Collects Usagi Yojimbo: Ice and Snow #1–#5.
Explore More

Wanted & Big Game Library Edition
Written by MARK MILLAR;
Illustrated by JG JONES and PEPE LARRAZ
The graphic novel from Millarworld, and its sequel set twenty years later, collected together for the first time!
Action thriller Wanted was the first book from Millarworld and the starting point for an entire universe of comic books and movies. Big Game is the sequel, set twenty years after the original and bringing together over twenty franchises for the first time, from Kick-Ass and Hit-Girl to The Ambassadors and The Magic Order.
Bound together in this beautiful hardback collection, this is a story twenty years in the making!
Collects Wanted and Big Game comic book series.
For mature audiences.
Explore More
Amazons Attack
Written by JOSIE CAMPBELL; Illustrated by VASCO GEORGIEV

After the shocking events in Wonder Woman, the Amazons are now fighting for a world that no longer wants them!

After an alleged Amazon kills over a dozen people, the U.S begins to put a ban on all Amazons. Quickly, other countries begin adopting the same policy and all begin guarding themselves against Amazon aggression.

Led by the fearless Queen Nubia, a group of Amazons featuring Wonder Girl and Faruka II frantically search for answers as their existence and way of life are threatened. Can the tribes survive these accusations?

Josie Campbell (The New Champion of Shazam!) and Vasco Georgiev(Batman: Urban Legends), bring to life an action-packed adventure starring the greatest warrior women in the DCU!
Batman ’66 Omnibus
(New Edition)
Written by MIKE ALLRED and JEFF PARKER
The continuing adventures of America’s fun-loving, action-packed pop-culture icons from the classic Batman TV series! Along with the returning regular cast of rogues plaguing Batman, Robin, Batgirl and Commissioner Gordon—the Joker, Riddler, Penguin, Catwoman, Mr. Freeze, Egghead and Olga, Queen of the Cossacks—Gotham City must contend with new appearances from the rest of Batman’s colorful villains—Harley Quinn, the Scarecrow, Bane, Poison Ivy and Two-Face—none of whom ever graced your Bat-TVs!
Collected for the first time in one collection, the entirety of Batman and Robin’s adventures can be read at one Bat-time, including the story behind Harlan Ellison’s outline and adapted comic for the series’ “lost episode.”

Batman Vol. 1: I Am Gotham
(New Edition)
Written by TOM KING; Illustrated by IVAN REIS, DAVID FINCH and MIKEL JANIN
Batman is Gotham City’s greatest protector. But now he’s not alone. There are two new heroes in town—a pair of masked metahumans with the powers of Superman and a devotion to preserving all that is good about this twisted city. Calling themselves Gotham and Gotham Girl, they’ve saved Batman’s life, fought by his side and learned from his example.
But what happens if Gotham’s new guardians go bad?
When sinister forces are unleashed that can warp the minds of men and make heroes into monsters, the time will come for Batman and his allies to decide once and for all: Is Gotham a force for good...or an engine of evil?
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Batman Vol. 3: The Joker Year One
Written by CHIP ZDARSKY; Illustrated by JORGE CORONA and JORGE JIMÉNEZ
Discover year one of chaos and uncover the chilling secrets behind pop culture’s greatest villain, The Joker.
Bestselling writer Chip Zdarsky alongside artists Giuseppe Camuncoli, Andrea Sorrentino, and Stefano Nesi bring you the haunted tale of what happened after the events of BATMAN: THE KILLING JOKE. Discover the gruesome aftermath of the monster who crawled out of the vat of chemicals and became pop culture’s greatest villain. This terrifying tale spans timelines, from Batman’s past to the distant future, and will change how fans will look at the Clown Prince of Crime forever.

Explore More

Batman Vol. 2: The Bat-Man of Gotham
Written by CHIP ZDARSKY; Illustrated by MIKE HAWTHORNE
Gotham City has never been darker or deadlier. And after Failsafe, there is no Batman to save it. The mean streets of Gotham City have gotten meaner as the likes of Harvey Dent and Killer Croc roam free, brutalizing the population. Where is Batman and why hasn’t he responded to the cries of a city in peril?!
Can Bruce Wayne find the answers before the mysterious Red Mask captures him?

Explore More
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On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Batman: City of Madness
Written by CHRISTIAN WARD; Illustrated by CHRISTIAN WARD
Buried deep beneath Gotham City there exists another Gotham. This Gotham Below is a living nightmare, populated by twisted mirrors of our Gotham’s denizens, fueled by the fear and hatred flowing down from above. For decades, the doorway between the cities has been sealed and heavily guarded by the Court of Owls. But now the door swings wide, and the twisted version of the Dark Knight has escaped...to trap and train a Robin of his own.

Batman must form an uneasy alliance with the Court and its deadly allies to stop him—and to hold back the wave of twisted super-villains, nightmarish versions of his own nemeses, each one worse than the last, that’s spilling into his streets!

Explore More

978-1-77952-702-8
DC COMICS
$29.99 • Hardcover • 6 3/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

Batman/Superman: World’s Finest Vol. 4: Return to Kingdom Come
Written by MARK WAID; Illustrated by DAN MORA
Acclaimed writer Mark Waid returns to the world of Kingdom Come alongside artist Dan Mora in an epic adventure uniting two DC universes! Superman’s former protégé, Boy Thunder, is in danger and the only way to rescue him is to bridge the World’s Finest universe with one that includes a jaded Superman, a broken Batman, and a war-hungry Wonder Woman....this is the world of Kingdom Come. Up against the villainous Magog, the World’s Finest team find themselves trapped in a world on it’s way to an apocalyptic future. Will those who once were friends become foes and what will it take to save both universes?
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978-1-77952-748-6
DC COMICS
$24.99 • Hardcover • 6 3/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 9/10/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
### Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 3: Gotham Nocturne: Act II

**Written by DAN WATTERS and RAM V.;**  
**Illustrated by GORAN SUDZUKA, STEFANO RAFFAELE and by IVAN REIS**

The Dark Knight investigates below the old ruins of Arkham Asylum, uncovering a demon-infested mystery tying Gotham to the Orgham family from centuries back...including the existence of Batman!  

With Nightwing and Batgirl helping along the way, Batman struggles to fight off an Azmer demon’s hold on his mind, and the only thing in its way are Bruce’s own inner demons...and Barbatos.  

Ram V and a host of all-star artists, including Stefano Raffaele, Ivan Reis, Dustin Nguyen, Francesco Francavilla, and others, take Batman on a hellacious journey he may never return from! Plus, stories featuring Mr. Freeze, Prince Arzen, Commissioner Montoya, and a young Bruce Wayne.

Collects Detective Comics #1071-1075.
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Hardcover Available ISBN: 9781779527424

978-1-77952-942-8
DC COMICS  
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ⅞ x 10 ⅛  
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

---

### Batman: Off-World

**Written by JASON AARON;**  
**Illustrated by DOUG MAHNKE**

The blockbuster creative team of writer Jason Aaron and artist Doug Mahnke team-up for a sci-fi epic sending Batman out of Gotham and towards the stars to face off against interstellar threats.

A threat from beyond the stars has marched into Gotham! Batman, new to the crime-fighting lifestyle, must face off against this interstellar threat. During this battle Batman thinks “what other threats could be looming in the deep reaches of space”? This question sends the Dark Knight on a quest through the deep reaches of space, facing off against cosmic villains. Throughout this crusade he’ll team up with deadly mercenaries and truly learn what it means to be a hero of the universe in a unique and brutal tale.

Explore More

978-1-77952-701-1
DC COMICS  
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ⅞ x 10 ⅛  
On Sale: 11/12/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Death: At Death’s Door (New Edition)
Written by JILL THOMPSON; Illustrated by JILL THOMPSON
Set during the legendary Season of Mists Sandman storyline, Death: At Death’s Door reveals what Death and her sisters are up to when a tired Lucifer closed up hell, leaving its nastiest denizens free to vacate the premises. Unfortunately for Death, those suddenly homeless souls are drawn to her like moths to a flame, and they end up in her living room! Little sisters Delirium and Despair decide to throw a party for the dead which quickly gets out of control. It’s up to Dream’s older sister Death to figure out how to save the day and the afterlife—not to mention the carpet. Will the power of the ankh prevail?

Explore More

DCeased: War of the Undead Gods
Written by TOM TAYLOR; Illustrated by TREVOR HAIRSINE
What began as a battle for Earth has become a war for the galaxy in the epic final installment in the massive DCeased storyline! The emergence of a reborn, undead Darkseid in DCeased: Dead Planet sets the stage for the most devastating conflict yet for Batman, Superman, and Wonder Woman! As the Anti-Life Equation spreads into the cosmos, the survivors of Earth prepare for the coming apocalypse and realize their only hope could lie in the most powerful surviving hero from the first DCeased series...
The bestselling creative team of Tom Taylor and Trevor Hairsine return for their third and final installment in DCeased: War of the Undead Gods!

Explore More
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DC COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/2
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Green Lantern by Geoff Johns
Book One (New Edition)
Written by GEOFF JOHNS;
Illustrated by PATRICK GLEASON,
ETHAN VAN SCIVER and CARLOS PACHECO
For nearly a decade, Geoff Johns was the
primary architect of the Green Lantern universe.
He created a vibrant world that elegantly built
upon and streamlined decades of Green
Lantern mythology, earning both critical and
commercial success. From the return of Hal
Jordan to the introduction of other Lantern
Corps, Johns’ run turned the established canon
on its head and forever changed the direction
of the Green Lantern books.
Collects Green Lantern: Rebirth #1-6, Green
Lantern Secret Files 2005 #1, Green Lantern
Corps: Recharge #1-5 and Green Lantern #1-3.

Flashpoint (New Edition)
Written by GEOFF JOHNS;
Illustrated by ANDY KUBERT
When Barry Allen wakes up at his desk, he
discovers the world has changed. His mother
is alive and old allies are now strangers. It’s a
world on the brink of a cataclysmic war—but
where are Earth’s Greatest Heroes to stop it?
It’s a place where America’s last hope is Cyborg,
who’s attempting to gather the forces of The
Outsider, The Secret 7, SHIAZIAM!, Citizen Cold
and other new and familiar-yet-altered faces!
It’s a world that could be running out of time,
if The Flash can’t find the villain who altered
the timeline!

Covers may not be final
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Green Lantern Corps by Peter J. Tomasi and Patrick Gleason Omnibus Vol. 2

Written by PETER TOMASI; Illustration by PATRICK GLEASON

As a new dawn was forged after Blackest Night, so were the Green Lantern Corps. As part of DC’s New 52 United States Marine veteran John Stewart teams-up with wise cracking Guy Gardener to wage a battle against a new nemesis, The Keepers. Can this unlikely duo put their differences aside and defend our universe?

This collection includes: Green Lantern Corps #39-47 #59-60, Green Lantern Corps (The New 52) #0-20, Green Lantern: Emerald Warriors #1-13, Blackest Night #8, Green Lantern #65-67, Green Lantern (The New 52) #17, #20, Green Lantern Corps Annual #1, and a story from Green Lantern 80th Anniversary 100-Page Super Spectacular #1.
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Green Lantern/Green Arrow: Hard Travelin’ Heroes Omnibus

Written by DENNIS O’NEIL; Illustrated by NEAL ADAMS

Should a hero be concerned with the galaxy when they can’t help their own planet? It’s a pointed question that Green Arrow asks to Hal Jordan (Green Lantern) point blank in the Green Lantern/Green Arrow: Hard Travelin’ Heroes Omnibus. Travel across the United States with Oliver Queen and Hal Jordan as their superhero alter egos to understand the subtleties of issues that our country was facing in the 1970s.

Collects Green Lantern #76-87, 89-123, Worlds Finest Comics #201, and stories from Brave and the Bold #100, DC Special-Series #1, DC Super-Stars #17, The Flash #218-224, #226-228, #230-231, #233-234, #237-238, #240-246, Green Lantern 80th Anniversary 100-Page Super Spectacular #1, and Worlds Finest Comics #210, #255, with a brand-new introduction by Mike Grell.
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Joker: Killer Smile
Written by JEFF LEMIRE; Illustrated by ANDREA SORRENTINO
Everyone knows The Joker doesn’t have the most promising history with psychotherapists. In fact, no one’s even been able to diagnose him. But that doesn’t matter to Dr. Ben Arnell; he’s determined to be the one to unravel this unknowable mind. And there’s no way The Joker could ever get through the therapeutic walls Ben has built around himself. Right? There’s no way The Joker’s been entering his house at night...right? There’s no way The Joker has stood over his son’s bed and put that book in his hands, the one with the, the, the...
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Written by PAUL DINI; Illustrated by ALEX ROSS
Between 1998 and 2003, Dini, the Emmy Award-winning producer of Batman Beyond and The New Batman/Superman Adventures, joined forces with the incomparable Ross to create six oversize tabloid editions of stories featuring the World’s Greatest Super Heroes. These classic works for all ages feature the iconic DC characters in a unique storytelling format that combines aspects of both comics and picture books.
Collects SUPERMAN: PEACE ON EARTH, BATMAN: WAR ON CRIME, SHAZAM!: POWER OF HOPE, WONDER WOMAN: SPIRIT OF TRUTH, JLA: SECRET ORIGINS and JLA: LIBERTY AND JUSTICE.
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**Power Girl Vol. 1: Electric Dreams**

Written by LEAH WILLIAMS; Illustrated by EDUARDO PANSICA

As a Kryptonian virus rapidly spreads along the coast, Power Girl departs Metropolis looking to redeem herself for her catastrophic mistakes. It’s not easy being a part of the Super-Family, but Paige has never let the pressure get to her before. She just needs something to punch. And she’s found her target in space pirate and hater of all who hail from Krypton: Amalak!

Power Girl will head to Superman’s Fortress of Solitude to study up on the mysterious virus… but she’s not alone! Something is lurking in the shadows of the Man of Steel’s most secret of headquarters, and it won’t stop its hunt until it’s the last one standing!

Collects Power Girl (2023) #1-7.

---

**Poison Ivy Vol. 3: Mourning Sickness**

Written by G. WILLOW WILSON; Illustrated by MARCIO TAKARA, ALLAN KAPLAN, KELLEY JONES and GUILLERMO MIGUEL MARCH DOLS

As Poison Ivy reluctantly investigates the inner workings of a strange new skyscraper in Gotham, she finds herself up to her neck in a surreal and slimy mystery. And at its center? A brand-new villain in the Poison Ivy pantheon of rogues!

Could Killer Croc hold the secret necessary to saving the citizens of Gotham? Ivy must come face-to-face with her own unintended horrors while simultaneously making a horrifying discovery about her own strange new body.

Collects Poison Ivy #13-18, from writer G. Willow Wilson and artists Marcio Takara, Luana Vecchio, and Arif Prianto.
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Swamp Thing by Rick Veitch

**Book One: Wild Things**

Written by RICK VEITCH;
Illustrated by RICK VEITCH

Rick Veitch originally joined DC’s seminal Swamp Thing series as an artist during writer Alan Moore’s game-changing run, bringing to life some of the most inventive horror and fantasy concepts ever seen in mainstream comics.

Following Moore’s departure, Veitch took over as both writer and artist, continuing the revered creative legacy of Swamp Thing, and adding elements of time travel and metaphysics to one of the most unique comics of its era.

The Swamp Thing by Rick Veitch Book One brings these stories back to print, including Swamp Thing #65-73; Swamp Thing Annual #3; Hellblazer #4-5; and material from Secret Origins #23 and Infinity, Inc. #4.
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---

**Superman: Action Comics Vol. 2: To Hell and Back**

Written by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON, MAGDALENE VISAGGIO, GENE LUEN YANG and DAN PARENT;
Illustrated by MATT CLARK

The Golden Age of Metropolis has begun for the Super-Family and Steelworks! However, when a nightmare looms over the city of dreams, which heroes will be left to defend it?

It’s a brand-new golden age for Metropolis.

The City of Tomorrow is being defended by the Super-Family in the sky with Steelworks on the ground, hard at work on rebuilding. However, terrorist leader Norah Stone has other ideas. She dreams of a city without Kryptonians! After draining Superman’s strength, she unleashes an imposter Man of Steel tyrant on the city of Metropolis. Alongside Doomsday, the new ruler of hell, the city of dreams is about to become a nightmare.

Explore More
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**The Batman Family: Year One Box Set**

Written by SCOTT BEATTY and CHARLES DIXON; Illustrated by MARCOS MARTIN, JAVIER PULIDO and SCOTT A. Mc DANIEL

Every story has a beginning... Discover the birth of the Gotham Knights with the early-career adventures of Batgirl, Robin, and Nightwing.

The Batman Family: Year One Box Set features the complete collections for Batgirl: Year One, Robin: Year One, and a BOX SET EXCLUSIVE edition of Nightwing: Year One. Witness the birth of legends and the start of journeys that would define the characters forever!

Explore More

---

**Titans: Beast World**

Written by TOM TAYLOR; Illustrated by IVAN REIS

Superman, Wonder Woman, Batman—all are powerless to stop the Necrostar from ending all life on Earth. The only hero who can save the world is...Beast Boy?!

With Nightwing, Raven, Cyborg, and the Titans beside him, can Garfield Logan rise to battle an ancient evil? What will Amanda Waller do to take advantage of the situation as millions of people—including many of DC's iconic heroes!—are changed into rampaging creatures? Can humanity survive all-powerful heroes and villains transformed into ferocious beasts? And as the world goes wild, can Raven discover a way to save Beast Boy? If that’s not enough... who is Dr. Hate, a mysterious new threat unleashing their own unique brand of chaos!

This volume collects Titans: Beast World #1-6.
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Wesley Dodds: The Sandman
Written by ROBERT VENDITTI; illustrated by RILEY ROSSMO
Wesley Dodds’s dream of a better world is now a nightmare, as DC’s original Sandman returns in a gripping new noir mystery!
No one escapes the Sandman’s dark dreams, not even Wesley Dodds himself. After years of testing and experimentation, Wesley perfected his sleep gas as the optimal weapon to fight crime without causing undue harm. But when his journal detailing all his failed and far more deadly formulas is stolen, the Sandman must hunt down the thief and the people in the shadows pulling the strings!
This volume collects Wesley Dodds: The Sandman #1–6.

Titans: Beast World Tour
Written by JOE CASEY and PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON; illustrated by PASTOR, FEDERICO GUILLERMO, EDDY BARROWS and DAN McCAD
In Titans: Beast World Tour, take a trip to Metropolis to see the Superman family take on Flamebird, journey to Gotham as shape-shifting spores take root in Batman’s hometown, submerge yourself in Atlantis as Aquaman and Tempest engage in a deep-sea battle royale, travel to Star City for a father-son reunion between Oliver Queen and Connow Hawke, and race to Central City as a member of the Flash Family is infected!
This volume collects Titans: Beast World Tour: Metropolis, Titans: Beast World Tour: Gotham, Titans: Beast World Tour: Central City, Titans: Beast World Tour: Atlantis, and Titans: Beast World Tour: Star City.
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WILDC.A.T.S: The Complete Series
Written by MATTHEW ROSENBERG;
Illustrated by STEPHEN SEGOVIA

With record-breaking profits and mind-blowing innovations being announced all the time, the HALO Corporation has been working in secret on a new project—a covert paramilitary strike force operating out of the darkest shadows of the DC Universe.

Cole “Grifter” Cash has assembled a motley crew of weirdos, maniacs, and killers with a singular purpose: bribe, blackmail, kidnap, kill, and generally do whatever it takes to save the world!

This new collection includes the entire 12-issue WildC.A.T.s series, spinning out of the pages of Batman, from writer Matthew Rosenberg and artists including Stephen Segovia, as the WildC.A.T.s face the Seven Soldiers and the Court of Owls for control of HALO!

Collects WildC.A.T.s (2022) #1-12, the full series.

Zatanna & The Ripper Volume Four
Written by SARAH DEALY;
Illustrated by SYRO

Trapped in the past and hunting a serial killer? Of course Zatanna’s birthday got magically messed up.

Continuing from the Webtoons tale—when Zatanna is attacked and bested by a powerful sorceress, her father casts a spell to protect her—accidentally sending her to Whitechapel, London, in the year 1888.

She soon discovers a serial killer plaguing the streets of the city, Jack the Ripper. Unable to return home and certain that the supernatural killer has answers, Zatanna sets out in pursuit of the Ripper alongside the denizens of Whitechapel and one John Constantine.

Explore More
Graphic Novels

Belzebubs (Vol 2): No Rest for the Wicked
Written by JP AHONEN
Sløth is juggling his stay-at-home dad obligations with his lifelong dream of being a black metal icon. His breadwinner wife, Lucy, is fed up with her job and just one meltdown away from sacrificing her colleagues to Satan. Their teenage daughter, Lilith, is wielding the effects of her raging hormones on her boyfriend, Sam—who also happens to be Sløth’s new drummer. And then there’s Leviathan, who appears to be the only one exhibiting some sort of societal normalcy in the family. Unfortunately, he’s only nine. Can Sløth handle his fierce wife, wicked kids, a very lively mother-in-law, a very deceased father-in-law, his dysfunctional band, their mounting debts, and still achieve his dream?
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Dave Cockrum’s X-Men Artist’s Edition
Illustrated by DAVID COCKRUM
An Artist’s Edition featuring the groundbreaking and bestselling X-Men series from the late 1970s by the stellar team of Chris Claremont and Dave Cockrum. This is an art book, not a traditional collection of comic books, featuring rare and beautiful imagery, a collection for connoisseurs of the form. This collection is a celebration of some of the most explosive art in X-Men history. Included in this stellar Artist’s Edition are more than 100 pages from Dave Cockrum’s initial run, selections from his return to the series, and an amazing gallery of sketches and covers. See the Giant-Size X-Men #1 cover as the artist originally imagined it!
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Star Trek: Holo-Ween
Written by CHRIS SEQUEIRA;
Illustrated by JOE EISMA
The evil Redjac presence—a.k.a. Jack the Ripper from the Star Trek episode “Wolf in the Fold”—has returned. And this time it has a new terrifying tool at its disposal: the holodeck. As Redjac seizes control of Picard’s Enterprise and spreads holographic horror, the only way for the crew to resist insanity is to become one with their fears. Ship counselor Commander Deanna Troi concocts a daring plan for an away team to become hypnotized holodeck-incarnations of timeless horror monsters, such as Dracula, Frankenstein, the Mummy, and others. Once they infiltrate the illusions, they can fight fear with fear. However, will they be able to defeat Redjac and break their hypnosis before their minds are permanently altered?

Star Trek: Picard’s Academy—Commit No Mistakes
Written by SAM MAGGS;
Illustrated by ORNELLA GRECO
Before becoming the Federation’s finest, Jean-Luc was an ordinary student at Starfleet Academy with sights on the stars. His path forward was charted: blow his classmates out of the water on the infamous Evasive Maneuvers exam and graduate early. But there’s a detail Cadet Picard hadn’t factored into his plan: the exam was a group project and he’d need to make friends with, ugh, people if he stood a chance at passing.

Federation starships aren’t run by a party of one, after all. During the training exercise, Picard accidentally puts the lives of himself and two of his classmates—Doq and Marty—in danger!

979-88-87241-23-4
IDW PUBLISHING
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24
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IDW PUBLISHING
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24
Graphic Novels

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The IDW Collection Volume 16
Written by SOPHIE CAMPBELL and TOM WALTZ;
Illustrated by TONY GREGORI, FERO PE and PABLO TUNICA
The Turtles come face-to-face with a territorial new group: the Punk Frogs! As the two sides battle across Mutant Town, fresh and familiar enemies make their own devious moves. The Utroms and Triceratons have returned, and their tensions are at a breaking point!
Then, get ready for the Armageddon Game in the prelude stories Opening Moves and the 2021 Annual, “The King’s Gambit.” For millennia, the Pantheon family have played a deadly chess game with humanity in their twisted pursuit of victory. But now, the Rat King sees the opportunity to end the eternal contest once and for all: a final, crushing triumph over his immortal siblings and all of humankind and mutantkind alike.
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Aliens Epic Collection: The Original Years Vol. 2
Written by MIKE RICHARDSON and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by DAMON WILLIS, and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by MIKE RICHARDSON
Billionaire Daniel Grant leads an expedition to the Alien homeworld! But what could possibly be worth a journey into ultimate terror? It’s one planet, two Alien queens, millions of hungry monsters and a king’s ransom awaiting any survivors! Then, Stanislaw Mayakovsky and his partner, the young thief Gill, design a cybernetic Alien to steal the precious royal jelly of the Alien Queen Mother—but a powerful corporation wants what they have! Collecting ALIENS: GENOCIDE #1-4, ALIENS: HIVE #1-4 and ALIENS: TRIBES, ALIENS: NEWT’S TALE #1-2—plus material from DARK HORSE INSIDER #14-27, DARK HORSE PRESENTS FIFTH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL and DARK HORSE PRESENTS (1986) #56.
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Beware The Planet of the Apes
Written by MARC GUGGENHEIM;
Illustrated by ALVARO LOPEZ;
Cover Design or Artwork by TAURIN CLARKE
A new story set in the classic continuity of the original PLANET OF THE APES films! In a hostile world run by aggressive gorillas, scientists Cornelius and Zira are the only apes alive who see value in the mute, dumb human race—but even they know human capabilities have severe limits. So when their nephew Lucius goes missing, it is with great trepidation that they turn to a human ally—a young woman who will someday earn the moniker “Nova”! But the search for Lucius brings them all deeper into the Forbidden Zone—which is forbidden for a reason. What never-before-seen dangers await them in the ruins? Collecting BEWARE THE PLANET OF THE APES #1-4.

9781302957414
LICENSED PUBLISHING
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ⅞ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: The Rebellion Vol. 6
Written by JOHN WAGNER and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by KILLIAN PLUNKETT and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by HUGH FLEMING

9781302956400
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Graphic Novels

**Star Wars: Darth Vader by Greg Pak Vol. 9—Rise of the Schism Imperial**

Written by GREG PAK; Illustrated by ADAM GORHAM and SALVADOR LARROCA; Cover Design or Artwork by LEINIL YU

The saga of Darth Vader continues as the Empire is rocked by treason! In the wake of DARK DROIDS, Vader explores his powers and takes on the most dangerous team of rebel heroes he’s ever faced! Meanwhile, the greatest threat to the Emperor’s rule is rising—from within the Empire itself! Will the Dark Lord quell this insurrection...or join it? Palpatine’s aide and double agent, the Umbaran Sly Moore nurtures her conspirators! Kitster and Wald return—along with the death machinery of Governor Tauntaaz! STAR WARS: DARTH VADER (2020) #42-45, STAR WARS: THE PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL and material from STAR WARS: REVELATIONS (2023) #1.

**Star Wars Vol. 8: The Sith and the Skywalker**

Written by CHARLES SOULE; Illustrated by STEVEN CUMMINGS, MADIBEK MUSABEKO and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by STEPHEN SEGOVIA

Luke knows his destiny is leading him toward a confrontation with Darth Vader. But Vader is a Dark Lord of the Sith, and Luke is barely even a Jedi. To have any chance at survival, he must find a way to train himself in the battle techniques he will soon face. He must find...another Sith! But his target senses a chance at a new ascendancy! Trapped deep behind enemy lines, how will Luke survive? And who will he be if he does? Collecting STAR WARS (2020) #42-45, and material from STAR WARS: REVELATIONS (2023) #1 and FREE COMIC BOOK DAY 2024: STAR WARS.

---
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LICENSED PUBLISHING
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

**9781302954765**
LICENSED PUBLISHING
$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/10/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24

Covers may not be final
**Graphic Novels**

**Star Wars: The High Republic Phase II—Quest of the Jedi Omnibus**

Written by CAVAN SCOTT and CHARLES SOULE; Illustrated by ARIO ANINDITO and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by PHIL NOTO

One hundred and fifty years before the fall of Starlight, another beacon burns bright in the galaxy. Jedha. The Pilgrim Moon. The Kyber Heart. But tensions are rising in the holy city, and dark days are to come. Jedi Vildar Mac arrives just as Jedha’s fragile peace begins to crumble. With one Jedi lying dead in an ancient shrine, another takes up the murderer’s trail. Who is using ancient Force powers on the holy city’s streets? Why are sacred relics going missing? And why do all roads lead to the Temple of the Whills? Collecting STAR WARS: THE HIGH REPUBLIC (2022) #1-10 and STAR WARS: THE HIGH REPUBLIC—THE BLADE #1-4.

**Explore More**


---

**Agatha Harkness: The Saga of the Salem Witch**

Written by STAN LEE and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by JACK KIRBY and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID NAKAYAMA

When Reed and Sue Richards of the Fantastic Four hire a new nanny for their son, Franklin, they get more than they bargained for in the form of Agatha Harkness—a powerful witch capable of holding her own against the Frightful Four! But Agatha’s son, the warlock Nicholas Scratch, may prove to be one of the FF’s deadliest foes! Agatha takes the Scarlet Witch under her mystical wing, but the sorceress hides a terrible secret. Collecting FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) #94, #185-186 and #222-223; AVENGERS (1963) #128; and MIDNIGHT SUNS #1-5.

**Explore More**

---

**9781302958497**

LICENSED PUBLISHING

$75.00 • Hardcover • 7 ¼ x 10 ⅞

On Sale: 11/12/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

**9781302960070**

MARVEL UNIVERSE

$29.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾

On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
The amazing Spider-Man
by Zeb Wells Vol. 10: Breathe
Written by ZEB WELLS; Illustrated by CARMEN CARNERO, TODD NAUCK and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by JOHN ROMITA JR.
While Peter Parker was fighting the war, other parts of his life continued on—and he’ll soon feel the consequences of neglecting them! But Electro isn’t just going to wait for him to figure out all his problems! Then, when Peter’s clone Ben Reilly—now known as Chasm—finds his way out of Limbo, it’s up to Spider-Man to track down Ben...and Hallows’ Eve! Meanwhile, what mystery is bubbling up at Ravencroft? What’s going on with Norman Osborn? Spidey joins the BLOOD HUNT! Collecting AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (2022) #45-49, and material from FREE COMIC BOOK DAY 2024: SPIDER-MAN/ULTIMATE UNIVERSE and WEB OF SPIDER-MAN (2024) #1.

Avengers: Twilight
Written by CHIP ZDARSKY; Illustrated by DANIEL ACUNA; Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ROSS
In a gleaming new world of prosperity, Captain America is no more. But Steve Rogers still exists, floating through an America where freedom is an illusion, the Avengers are strangers and his friends are long dead. But is the Dream itself dead? And how do you assemble Avengers in a world that doesn’t want them? With the clock ticking down to New Year’s Day, Steve must build an army to save America! Will his surviving friends sign up, or will he have to lead the ragtag group called the Defenders against the expert military marksman known as Bullseye?
Collecting AVENGERS: TWILIGHT #1-6.

Covers may not be final.
**Blade Vol. 2: Evil Against Evil**
Written by BRYAN HILL;  
Illustrated by ELENA CASAGRANDE and VALENTINA PINTI;  
Cover Design or Artwork by ELENA CASAGRANDE

Until the day-walking vampire hunter called Blade became sheriff of Vampire Nation, Dracula was his sworn enemy. Now Dracula is the only one who can teach Blade what he still needs to know about himself—and how to unlock new powers of vampirism Blade didn’t even know he possessed! But in preparation to face the deadly Adana once more, Blade must confront the monster he fears he is—and who knows better what it’s like to live with a dark side than Bruce Banner? Mustering all the power gained with Dracula’s and Hulk’s aid, Blade must gather knowledge about the Adana by going deep into the heart of enemy territory! Collecting BLADE (2023) #6-10.

**Cable: United We Fall**
Written by FABIAN NICIEZA;  
Illustrated by SCOT EATON;  
Cover Design or Artwork by JOHN ROMITA JR.

All the signs are here: The Neocracy is coming—and with it comes not only the end of mutant-kind, but all of humanity as well! As if rescuing his time-traveling younger self from the ongoing threat of Orchis weren’t enough, can Cable root out this growing threat and decimate it before the Neocracy has a chance to take hold and exterminate all life on Earth? Or is he already too late to change the future? When their investigation sends Nates old and young crashing into the Grey Gargoyle, they’ll have to battle for their lives to avoid being turned into stone! And each step forward brings them further into the crosshairs of the mysterious Parvenu! Collecting CABLE (2024) #1-4.

9781302952112  
MARVEL UNIVERSE  
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾  
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

9781302957452  
MARVEL UNIVERSE  
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾  
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
Carnage Vol. 2: Symbiosis Necrosis
Written by TORUNN GRONBEKK; Illustrated by PERE PEREZ and KEN LASHLEY; Cover Design or Artwork by JUAN FERREYRA
Born anew in symbiote goo and blood, Cletus Kasady is more dangerous and violent than ever before—and he has his sights dead set on the unsuspecting Venom! Untested against the might of his symbiotic sibling without his father by his side, Dylan Brock must hold the sadistic serial killer at bay. But is Carnage’s young symbiotic “sibling” just bait for Eddie Brock, the King in Black himself? Time for some bloody brother bonding! Meanwhile, there’s still one thing out there that can kill Carnage: Flash Thompson, A.K.A. Anti-Venom! Liz Allan makes a discovery that changes the symbiote balance of power! Flash and Cletus are both armed with surprising weapons! Collecting CARNAGE (2023) #5-8 and VENOM (2021) #31-32.

Explore More

Captain America Omnibus Vol. 3
[New Printing]
Written by STEVE ENGLEHART and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by SAL BUSCEMA and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by IBAN COELLO
Featuring more than forty issues of Cap action, this oversize Omnibus collects writer Steve Englehart’s and artist Sal Buscema’s iconic run on the Star-Spangled Avenger! Cap battles enemies—and allies—including Doctor Faustus, S.H.I.E.L.D. and the Captain America and Bucky of the 1950s. And that’s just the beginning! The Falcon co-stars throughout, and only the combined efforts of Cap, the Falcon, S.H.I.E.L.D. and the X-Men can hope to topple the Secret Empire! Prepare to relive a shocking saga that defined Captain America for a generation. But what happens when Cap quits—and becomes the Nomad? Collecting CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) #149-192, and material from GIANT-SIZE CAPTAIN AMERICA #1 and F.O.O.M. (1973) #8.


Covers may not be final
Daredevil Epic Collection: Root of Evil [New Printing]

Written by GREGORY WRIGHT and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by TOM GRINDBERG and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by TOM GRINDBERG

Dark times for Daredevil—and Elektra! When DD heads underground, he gets drawn into an ordeal involving Bushwacker, the Devourer and… Deathlok? But as things get explosive, is the biggest menace the underground King—or the rising Kingpin? Out of costume, it’s Matt Murdock no more—now he’s Jack Batlin, street hustler! But when a Kruel menace targets Matt’s friends, “Jack’s” old life quickly comes back to haunt him! It’s time for the ‘Devil to do a little soul-searching before his identity crisis pushes him over the edge! Will Nick Fury and the Punisher play a part in the return of the “real” Daredevil? Collecting DAREDEVIL (1964) #333-344 and ELEKTRA: ROOT OF EVIL #1-4.

Explore More

Daredevil by Saladin Ahmed Vol. 2: Hell To Pay

Written by SALADIN AHMED and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by AARON KUDER and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by JOHN ROMITA JR.

Matt Murdock has been born again, but his past isn’t done with him! In their first no-holds-barred arc of DAREDEVIL, Saladin Ahmed and Aaron Kuder tore Matt’s world asunder! With those closest to him ensnared by a dangerous and malevolent force, Matt has been left with nothing but questions. He’s about to finally start getting some answers from the strangest source of all, but whatever mysterious evil has made Matt’s life a living hell for weeks has now put him and his fearless alter ego Daredevil on a collision course with the one and only Wolverine! Collecting DAREDEVIL (2023) #6-10.

Explore More

9781302951238
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ⅞
On Sale: 9/10/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24

9781302957919
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$44.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ⅞
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

Covers may not be final
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**Deadly Hands of Kung Fu: Gang War**

Written by GREG PAK;
Illustrated by CAIO MAJADO;
Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID AJA

The stakes of GANG WAR will force Shang-Chi’s hand as he vows to protect Chinatown—and take advantage of the opportunity to eliminate the Five Weapon Society’s biggest rivals! He’ll use his world-class fighting skills as well as deceit, calculation and manipulation to navigate the battlefields—learning along the way that the Art of War is all about the shades of gray! Also featuring a trio of modern-classic tales! Shang-Chi and Spider-Man must stop the Mister Negative’s Inner Demons from adding Hell’s Kitchen to his criminal empire! Collecting DEADLY HANDS OF KUNG FU: GANG WAR #1-3, SHADOWLAND: SPIDER-MAN, FREE COMIC BOOK DAY 2011 (SPIDER-MAN) and SHANG-CHI (2021) #1.

**Darkhold: The Saga Of The Book Of Sins**

Written by GERRY CONWAY and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by MIKE PLOOG and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by GREG SMALLWOOD

Learn the hidden history of Marvel’s most terrifying tome! Penned by the elder god Chthon and containing the blackest of magic, the Darkhold is the most dangerous book in the Marvel Universe! And it may just be responsible for the terrible curse that afflicts Jack Russell, the Werewolf by Night! But Jack’s quest for the truth will lead him into some very dark and deadly places! When Modred the Mystic dares to learn the Darkhold’s secrets, what he uncovers only spells trouble for the Avengers when Chthon chooses the Scarlet Witch as the vessel for his rebirth! Collecting MARVEL SPOTLIGHT (1971) #4, WEREWOLF BY NIGHT (1972) #1 and #3, AVENGERS (1963) #185-187, DOCTOR STRANGE (1974) #59-62, and material from DRACULA LIVES #6.

**9781302957346**

MARVEL UNIVERSE
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ⅓
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24

**9781302957346**

MARVEL UNIVERSE
$29.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ⅓
On Sale: 9/10/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24
Graphic Novels

Deadpool Epic Collection: Johnny Handsome
Written by CHRISTOPHER PRIEST and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by PACO DIAZ and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by ROB LIEFELD
Watch the madness unfold as the Merc with a Mouth learns what it’s like to cavort with two of Marvel’s mightiest monarchs—of the Asgardian and Wakandan varieties! But when Loki gives Wade Wilson the handsome face of a movie star, will it be a blessing—or a curse? Domestic bliss is unlikely when Deadpool starts rooming with Constrictor and Titania—and when Taskmaster hires Wade to train a group of his super-villain-wannabe students, he assigns them the ultimate test: taking over an orbiting space station! Plus: Katanas clash with claws when Deadpool battles Wolverine! Collecting DEADPOOL (1997) #34-45, BLACK PANTHER (1998) #23, WOLVERINE (1988) #154-155, HEROES REBORN: REMNANTS, FIGHT-MAN #1 and material from WOLVERINE ANNUAL ‘99.

Death Of Wolverine Omnibus
Written by PAUL CORNELL and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by ALAN DAVIS and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ROSS
All of a sudden, the unkillable mutant is all too mortal—and an army of villains and mercenaries are lining up to be the one who puts him in the ground! With a new protective suit, Wolverine joins with old allies—including Kitty Pryde, Storm and Nick Fury—on a hunt for a cure.


Explore More

9781302959579
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$44.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

9781302959876
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$125.00 • Hardcover • 7 ⅜ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 11/26/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24
**Fantastic Four: Reckoning War**

Written by DAN SLOTT;
Illustrated by CARLOS PACHECO, RACHAEL STOTT and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by CAFU

Before the Kree, Skrull or Shi’ar empires...before the emergence of Galactus...before the birth of Asgard...there was the First War. Today, the greatest conflict to ever rage across the Multiverse is reignited. This...is the Day of Reckoning! And all that stands between all of reality and revenge from the dawn of time are the heroes of Earth—and the mind of Mister Fantastic! Starring the FF, She-Hulk, Jack of Hearts, the Unseen, the Silver Surfer, Thor and everyone in the whole dang Marvel Universe—but as oblivion approaches, will Doctor Doom be the hero all of reality needs? Collecting FANTASTIC FOUR: RECKONING WAR ALPHA, FANTASTIC FOUR (2018) #40-46 and RECKONING WAR: TRIAL OF THE WATCHER.

**Fall of the House of X/Rise of the Powers of X**

Written by GERRY DUGGAN; and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by LUCAS WERNECK; and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by MARK BROOKS

Mutantkind has never had a greater fall, from the highs of Krakoa—their own glorious nation, a place where they were safe and happy—to the lowest of lows. Now, they face two of the greatest threats to ever target them at the same time. Orchis has left them outlawed and hunted, with most of their kind missing or dead—and now one of their greatest leaders, Cyclops, is on trial and facing the death penalty. Meanwhile, a secret adversary has risen to power outside of reality. FALL OF THE HOUSE OF X #1-5, RISE OF THE POWERS OF X #1-5 and material from X-MEN (2021) #35.
**G.O.D.S.**

Written by JONATHAN HICKMAN;
Illustrated by VALERIO SCHITI;
Cover Design or Artwork by MATEUS MANHANINI

What happens when The-Powers-That-Be meets The-Natural-Order-of-Things? Old acquaintances are reunited during a Babylon Event. The Lion of Wolves throws the worst parties. There’s a John Wilkes Booth penny on the ground. The Centum normally has 25 Primes; now only three remain. There’s a hidden book in the hidden library that hides a hidden door. Cassandra is cursed with knowing the future, but no one believes her. There are Black Swans in the bar. Oblivion wants to drink alone, but kids these days don’t respect authority figures. That guy in the beekeeper suit is holding a thing that’s freaking everyone out. What does it all mean? The only way to find out is to read it! Collecting G.O.D.S. #1-8.

**Generation X Epic Collection: Pride and Penance**

Written by LARRY HAMA and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by STEVE HARRIS and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by TERRY DODSON

What do you get when you merge M with Emplate? M-Plate—and the combined entity spells big trouble for Generation X! Meanwhile, a theft at the Academy exposes secrets that Husk, Jubilee and Skin would rather stay hidden! And as these problems collide, the students face an interdimensional adventure some of them might not walk away from! Penance’s secrets are revealed at last, but what will that mean for Monet? Plus: The team deals with Asgardian trolls, Emma Frost suffers a loss of powers just as an old foe returns and emotions run high for Husk and Chamber!


---

**9781302948597**

MARVEL UNIVERSE
$29.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 5/27/24

**9781302956523**

MARVEL UNIVERSE
$44.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/10/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24
Graphic Novels

**Hulk By Cates & Ottley Omnibus**
Written by DONNY CATES and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by RYAN OTTLEY and MARTIN COCCOLO; Cover Design or Artwork by RYAN OTTLEY

As Bruce hurtles deep into outer space on a dangerous quest, he’s about to find out that the Hulk isn’t alone! When mysterious circumstances bring him into conflict with Thor, can a more-powerful-than-ever God of Thunder triumph against a Bruce Banner who can now control his rage? And will Iron Man regret coming between these two titans? Then, as Banner’s space odyssey continues, an entire planet of Hulk-like creatures may offer the paradise he’s been looking for—or a new nightmare waiting to unfold! Get ready to meet Titan, the Hulk’s Hulk! Collecting HULK (2021) #1-14, HULK VS. THOR: BANNER OF WAR ALPHA, THOR (2020) #26, and material from FREE COMIC BOOK DAY 2021: AVENGERS/HULK and THOR (2020) #25.

**Incredible Hulk Epic Collection: Ground Zero**
Written by PETER DAVID and JIM STARLIN; Illustrated by TODD McFARLANE and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by TODD McFARLANE

Rick Jones’ days as a rampaging Hulk are numbered, but only if Bruce Banner manages to force his own transformation into a gray-skinned goliath! As the Hulk’s new status quo causes marital strife for Bruce and Betty, the Hulk battles the original X-Men—now calling themselves X-Factor—and squares off in a classic rematch with Wolverine! Plus: Bruce plans to destroy the government’s stockpile of gamma bombs, but the newly restored Leader has a plan of his own that will spell disaster for the Hulk! And on an alien world, the Hulk and the Thing share an offbeat team-up! Collecting INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #331-346 and MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL: THE INCREDIBLE HULK AND THE THING—THE BIG CHANGE.

**Explore More**

---

**9781302958558**
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$75.00 • Hardcover • 7 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 11/12/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

**9781302956325**
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$44.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
Marvel Masterworks: The Uncanny X-Men Vol. 2

Written by CHRIS CLAREMONT and BILL MANTLO; Illustrated by DAVE COCHRUM and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by JACK KIRBY

Chris Claremont and Dave Cockrum didn’t just aim for All-New and All-Different on X-MEN—they were shooting for the stars! But first, Jean Grey must emerge from the ashes as the Phoenix! Then the Juggernaut and Black Tom Cassidy drive Storm, Colossus and Wolverine to the edge, and the X-Men are pushed to the breaking point with the return of Magneto. Next, it’s off to outer space to meet the Shi’ar and the Starjammers! Also featuring the first appearance of Weapon Alpha and a baseball game so wild the players could only be the X-Men! Collecting X-MEN (1963) #101-110.

Explore More


Marvel Masterworks: Werewolf by Night Vol. 3

Written by DOUG MOENCH; Illustrated by DON PERLIN, VIRGIL REDONDO and YONG MONTANO; Cover Design or Artwork by GIL KANE

This volume goes straight for the good stuff: A battle between the Werewolf and Frankenstein’s monster—and another with Morbius! Then Jack Russell is framed for murder. It’s going to be hard to find out whether Dr. Redditch’s serum can cure Jack of his curse while the LAPD is in pursuit and the Hangman wants to play executioner! Next, dreams of Topaz will bring her together with Jack again as they face a resurrected Taboo and the machinations of Dr. Glitternight! And unfortunately, it runs in the family when Jack’s sister Lissa’s birthday arrives and the curse of werewolf falls on her too! Collecting WEREWOLF BY NIGHT (1972) #22-30 and GIANT-SIZE WEREWOLF #2-5.

Explore More


9781302951467
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$75.00 • Hardcover • 7 x 10
On Sale: 11/12/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

9781302955502
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$75.00 • Hardcover • 7 x 10
On Sale: 11/19/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
Miles Morales: Spider-Man by Cody Ziglar Vol. 3—Gang War
Written by CODY ZIGLAR; Illustrated by FEDERICO VICENTINI, FEDERICA MANCIN and IBAN COELLO; Cover Design or Artwork by FEDERICO VICENTINI
As super villains and criminal gangs violently carve the city up like pie, it’s Miles Morales’ job to save all of Brooklyn from destruction! But between the Scorpion, the anti-super Cape Killers and the Hobgoblin making moves, there are too many fires for Miles to put out on his own. Maybe Ms. Marvel can lend a big hand? And when the Prowler enters the battlefield, whose side will he be on? When it comes down to it, Miles is on a collision course with the Hobgoblin—and if the maniacal villain’s masterstroke comes off, he’ll be the most powerful super villain in all of New York City!

Mighty Marvel Masterworks: The Mighty Thor Vol. 4—When Meet The Immortals [DM Only]
Written by STAN LEE; Illustrated by JACK KIRBY; Cover Design or Artwork by JACK KIRBY
Batten down the hatches, set the emergency brake and make sure your fillings aren’t loose because it’s time for not just the first meeting of Marvel gods, but also the first battle between those gods, Thor and Hercules! Universes will tremble as the mighty fists of these two immortals crash down, and you will be thrilled by every moment. This Mighty Marvel Masterworks edition also features the ever-mischievous Loki, everyone’s favorite lunkhead with the always-adaptable power—the Absorbing Man—and the classic “Tales of Asgard” backup feature recounting the myth and legend of Thor’s and the Asgardians’ early days. Collecting JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY (1952) #120-125 and ANNUAL (1965) #1, and THOR (1966) #126-127.
Resurrection Of Magneto
Written by AL EWING; Illustrated by LUCIANO VECCHIO; Cover Design or Artwork by STEFANO CASELLI
On Krakoa, resurrection from the dead was as easy as completing a circuit—but Krakoa fell. The time of easy miracles is over, and only the hard roads are left. Now it falls to Storm to bring Magneto home to fight against the FALL OF THE HOUSE OF X—but after all he did and all that was done to him, can the Master of Magnetism bear to come back to life? In the depths, Magneto was given a key by strange forces—and impossibly, he holds it still. Now, in death, Max Eisenhardt judges his own life—and counts the cost. Should he return to the world? RESURRECTION OF MAGNETO #1-4.

Explore More

Namor The Sub-Mariner Epic Collection: Titans Three
Written by ROY THOMAS and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by SAL BUSCEMA and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by SAL BUSCEMA
It’s a string of Marvel classics that have defined the Atlantean’s life forevermore. There are team-ups, gladiator battles, the return of Attuma and Prince Byrrah and the founding of the Titans Three (A.K.A. the Defenders to be). But the heart of the drama is Prince Namor’s and Lady Dorma’s wedding and the scheming Lemurian Lyra’s plans to destroy it all! In the aftermath, Namor is on a rampage, and in his pursuit of vengeance, he learns that his father—the long-thought-dead Captain Leonard McKenzie—is still alive! If that’s not enough, Namor, Doctor Doom and M.O.D.O.K. battle each other for the Cosmic Cube! Collecting SUB-MARINER (1968) #28-49, DAREDEVIL (1964) #77 and material from KA-ZAR (1970) #1.

Explore More

9781302955397
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$49.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

9781302957025
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Sentry: Legacy
Written by JASON LOO;
Illustrated by LUIGI ZAGARIA and DAVID CUTLER;
Cover Design or Artwork by BEN HARVEY
The one-time Avenger is dead, but ordinary people all over the world are suddenly manifesting his incredible powers and experiencing snippets of Bob Reynolds' memories. Will one of them survive long enough to emerge as the new Sentry? Or will their awesome power destroy them? When Misty Knight and Jessica Jones cross paths in search of answers, they open an investigation that will change everything you think you know about the Sentry! As more people begin manifesting Sentry's powers, it's all Misty and Jessica can do to keep track of the incidents, let alone discover any connections between them. Meanwhile, each new Sentry must reckon with their newfound abilities. Collecting SENTRY (2023) #1-4.

Spider-Boy Vol. 2: Fun & Games
Written by DAN SLOTT;
Illustrated by TY TEMPLETON, PACO MEDINA and JASON LOO;
Cover Design or Artwork by HUMBERTO RAMOS
Bailey Briggs lost his family when she made him into Spider-Boy—now she’s taken his best friend! And as Bailey finds his way back to the woman who created him, the lives of his new family hang in the balance. And all of his amazing friends are showing up to help! Guest-starring Captain America, Thor, Squirrel Girl, the Toy Soldier, Miles Morales and Peter Parker! And featuring a major turning point in the life of Spider-Boy! His life (and this comic) will never be the same again! But just as Bailey is so close to reuniting with someone from his past, he must make his way through the perilous puzzles, menacing mazes and brutal brainteasers of Marvel’s newest villain. Collecting SPIDER-BOY #5-8.
Spider-Gwen: Smash
Written by MELISS FLORES; Illustrated by ENID BALAM; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID NAKAYAMA
The multiversal web-slinger returns! It’s time to face the music when the Mary Janes head off on a four-city tour as the opening act to one of Earth-65’s biggest rock stars! Gwen has promised the band that this big break will be all about the music. No web-slinging, just drums. But when a mysterious assassin targets the headliner, Gwen begins to wonder how she got this gig in the first place. And as the tour continues, she’ll share the stage with stunning new versions of some of your favorite characters—pulling double duty as drummer and secret bodyguard for Dazzler! Collecting SPIDER-GWEN: SMASH #1-4.

Explore More

Spider-Punk: Arms Race
Written by CODY ZIGLAR; Illustrated by JUSTIN MASON; Cover Design or Artwork by TAKASHI OKAZAKI
The acclaimed creative team reunites for more anarchic adventures! In a world without Norman Osborn, Spider-Punk reigns! This ain’t no victory lap, though: Just as Hobie Brown gets the Spider-Band of Earth-138 back together in a bid to rebuild society, Justin Hammer and Doctor Otto Octavius have other plans—like introducing the world to the Spider-Slaying Sentinels! Grab your boots, your instruments, your amps and let’s go! Guest-starring T’Challa and Shuri from Wakanda! Collecting SPIDER-PUNK: ARMS RACE #1-4.

Explore More

9781302956554
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

9781302958084
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

Covers may not be final
Graphic Novels

**Thanos: Return of the Mad Titan**
Written by CHRISTOPHER CANTWELL; Illustrated by LUCA PIZZARI and GERMAN PERALTA; Cover Design or Artwork by LEINIL YU

As the Mad Titan descends to retrieve a cherished something he has lost, the Illuminati must band together once again to stop him—because they’re the ones who hid it from him in the first place! And to prevent Thanos from destroying the planet as part of his quest, they’ll need to bring in the biggest gun they’ve got: the Incredible Hulk! But what—or who—is Thanos looking for? And when he finds what he seeks, what fate awaits the Illuminati? With powerhouses Emma Frost and Blue Marvel joining Iron Man, Doctor Strange and Mister Fantastic—and Thanos raging mad following a painful rejection. Collecting THANOS (2023) #1-4.

**The Fantastic Four Omnibus Vol. 5**
Written by ROY THOMAS and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by JOHN BUSCEMA and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by RICH BUCKLER

Marvel presents a fifth oversized Omnibus of the series that started it all! Roy Thomas, Gerry Conway, John Buscema and Rich Buckler continue the FF’s adventures as the Frightful Four launch a surprise attack with their newest member—Thundra—that pushes Reed and Sue to the breaking point! And when Sue leaves the team, an Inhuman joins the FF. Who will it be? Also featuring Agatha Harkness, world’s creepiest babysitter; Annihilus’ plan to harness the enormous powers of Franklin Richards; the return of the Silver Surfer; Namor’s invasion of New York; a royal wedding; and, of course, Doctor Doom! Collecting FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) #126-163, GIANT-SIZE SUPER-STARS #1, GIANT-SIZE FANTASTIC FOUR (1974) #2-4 and AVENGERS (1963) #127.


**9781302957490**
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 3/8 x 10 3/8
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24

**9781302955526**
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$125.00 • Hardcover • 7 1/4 x 10 1/4
On Sale: 11/19/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
**Venom Epic Collection: The Hunger**

Written by LEN KAMINSKY and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by TED HALSTED and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by MARK PAJARILLO


**Vengeance of the Moon Knight Vol. 1: New Moon**

Written by JED MACKAY; Illustrated by ALESSANDRO CAPUCCIO; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID FINCH

Clad in the black of mourning, the Midnight Mission remains—but how have they been changed by the Black Spectre’s masterstroke? As the congregants pick up the pieces and carry on the mission, they find themselves faced with a mysterious enemy—in eerily familiar vestments! Fist of Khonshu will battle Fist of Khonshu as a surprising new Moon Knight targets the Midnight Mission and Hunter’s Moon—but what could drive brothers to battle? And with the Mission a battleground, what of those who seek aid? As the new Moon Knight serves his own vision of justice, Marc Spector’s allies and friends set their sights on finding his base of operations! Collecting VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT (2024) #1-4.
Graphic Novels

**Venom Modern Era Epic Collection: Space Knight**

Written by CULLEN BUNN and ROBBIE THOMPSON; Illustrated by PEPE LARRAZ and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by ARIEL OLIVETTI

If Venom and his new symbiotic sidekick, Mania, survive a war to save Philly from underworld boss Lord Ogre, Flash will have to confront his past as a bully and make a momentous decision about his future! Taking on a new mission as a Space Knight, Venom swashbuckles his way across the universe, helping the helpless and punishing the violent—until he’s made to fight in an alien arena! Flash faces one surprising enemy when his symbiotic relationship with his Klyntar becomes one of hunter and prey—and then another as he returns to Earth just in time for CIVIL WAR II and a showdown with one of his oldest friends! Collecting VENOM (2011) #36-42 and VENOM: SPACE KNIGHT #1-13.

**What If?: Into The Multiverse Omnibus Vol. 2**

Written by ANN NOCENTI and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by JIM VALENTINO and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by BRYAN HITCH

Imagine if Galactus came to consume Earth, but the Avengers—not the FF—stood in his way! Or if Spider-Man never lost his four extra arms! Or if the Hulk killed Wolverine! Ponder what might become of Earth if Doctor Doom was its Sorcerer Supreme! Or if Cable destroyed the X-Men! Or if Rogue possessed the power of Thor! And just think how the cosmos would be reshaped if the Silver Surfer wielded the Infinity Gauntlet! In one world, Venom possesses the Punisher—and in another, Frank Castle becomes Captain America! Plus: Logan gets married! Storm remains a thief! Magneto takes over the United States! Barbara Ketch becomes Ghost Rider! Iron Man goes public! And the Kingpin...adopts Daredevil?! Collecting WHAT IF? (1989) #40-75.
X-Men by Gerry Duggan Vol. 6
Written by GERRY DUGGAN;
Illustrated by PHIL NOTO and JOSHUA CASSARA;
Cover Design or Artwork by JOSHUA CASSARA

As the chaos of mutantkind’s fight back against their fall at the hands of Orchis rages in FALL OF THE HOUSE OF X, other forgotten foes come out of the woodwork to take on the X-Men in their time of peril! Synch and Talon find themselves once more besieged by the High Evolutionary and his creations to reap the consequences of their last encounter—and the results will be devastating! Then Nimrod shows just why the X-Men lived in fear of its creation! The ultimate weapon of mutant extinction is ever-adapting, ever-evolving, with only one goal: death to mutantkind! Collecting X-MEN (2021) #30-34.

Explore More

9781302957216
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

Wolverine by Benjamin Percy Vol. 9: Sabretooth War Part 2
Written by BENJAMIN PERCY and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by CORY SMITH and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by LEINIL YU

Wolverine’s memory has been altered, erased, restored, forgotten and destroyed. But if Logan can’t get his head on straight, Sabretooth will do far worse! And it’s a family affair as Graydon Creed, the maligned son of Victor Creed, brings the fight to his father. The winner gets Wolverine—or, rather, what’s left of him! But just because Logan is powerless doesn’t mean he’s defenseless. Forge built one last invention—and with the lives of the X-Men and all mutants on the line, it’s time to unleash the ultimate weapon! Get ready for the adamantium armor—and the final battle between Wolverine and Sabretooth! Plus: Legendary creators celebrate fifty years of the Best There Is! Collecting WOLVERINE (2020) #46-50.

Explore More

9781302954734
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24
**X-Men: Decimation Omnibus**  
Written by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS and MARVEL VARIOUS;  
Illustrated by OLIVIER COIPEL and MARVEL VARIOUS;  
Cover Design or Artwork by SALVADOR LARROCA  
“No more mutants.” With those fateful words, the Scarlet Witch ushered in one of the most shocking eras of all for mutantkind—with fan-favorite characters depowered and only 198 mutants believed left on Earth! Even worse, they’re not being born—and those who remain must grapple even more than ever before with the threat of extinction! Collecting HOUSE OF M (2005) #8, MUTOPIA X #5, DECIMATION: HOUSE OF M—THE DAY AFTER, X-MEN (1991) #177-179, NEW X-MEN (2004) #20-24, X-FACTOR (2005) #1-4, GENERATION M #1-5, SON OF M #1-6, X-MEN: THE 198 #1-5, SENTINEL SQUAD O*N*E #1-5, NEW AVENGERS (2004) #16-20, X-MEN UNLIMITED (2004) #13 and X-MEN: THE 198 FILES.

**X-Men: Road to Onslaught Omnibus Vol. 1**  
Written by SCOTT LOBDELL and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by TOM GRUMMETT and MARVEL VARIOUS;  
Cover Design or Artwork by BRYAN HITCH  

---

**9781302960247**  
MARVEL UNIVERSE  
$125.00 • Hardcover • 7 ¼ x 10 ¾  
On Sale: 12/10/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24

**9781302959500**  
MARVEL UNIVERSE  
$125.00 • Hardcover • 7 ¼ x 10 ¾  
On Sale: 12/3/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
This Land Is Our Land: A Blue Beetle Story
Written by JULIO ANTA; Illustrated by JACOBY SALCEDO

Jaime Reyes is an ordinary high school student in El Paso, Texas, with a deep love for his family, culture, and home. But lately he’s begun to realize that he and his border community are being used as pawns in an increasingly toxic immigration debate.

The last few months have seen armed troops deployed along the U.S. and Mexico border, manufactured crackdowns at official border crossings, and now at the community level, a mounting resentment amongst a group of disaffected and reactionary youth who believe they’re being “replaced” by El Paso’s growing immigrant population.

And to make matters worse, one of Jaime’s oldest friends, Riley, has bought into the propaganda.

But Jaime’s problems get even more complicated when he finds an odd bug-like artifact while stargazing. He starts feeling a little different—like there’s another voice in his head pushing him towards his most base instincts. And to make matters worse, he’s been having surreal dreams that show him that the true threat El Paso faces isn’t “illegal aliens,” but actual aliens known as the Reach.

The perfect introduction to Blue Beetle!

978-1-77952-282-5
DC COMICS
$16.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 10/1/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 13-17 years
Pathways: Chronicles of Tuvana Volume 1

Written by ELAINE TIPPING

An archaeological dig backed by all four countries of Tuvana is meant to shed light on the past while uniting the countries under a similar goal, despite their differences. However, the project takes a sudden dark turn after an unexpected discovery.

A clever princess, a set of royal twins with two very different personalities, a patient guard looking after an inquisitive scholar, a powerful and mysterious loving couple, and a fun-having street brawler are all pulled slowly from their very different paths through life as they each stumble across parts of a puzzle that, once assembled, could change—or destroy—the future of their world forever.

Explore More

The Strange Case of Harleen and Harley

Written by MELISSA MARR; Illustrated by JENN ST-ONGE

Harleen Quinzel is many things, a gymnast, anxious, broke…but the last thing anyone would call her is evil. Harley Quinn on the other hand…

When Harleen signs up to participate in a clinical research trial with her girlfriend, Pamela, the most she can hope for is extra cash in her wallet and a chance to get her anxiety under control. But what she gets instead are increasingly larger gaps in her memory and stolen mementos from some guy named Jack she’s never met. Soon, Harleen discovers she’s sharing her life with Harley—a take-no-prisoners, who-cares-about-attendance, maybe-we-oughtta-save-the-bunnies kind of girl. She is the opposite of Harleen in many ways.

Explore More
The Night Librarian
Written by CHRISTOPHER LINCOLN
Night at the Museum meets The Land of Stories in this thrilling new graphic novel adventure series in which two siblings, a mysterious Night Librarian, and a motley cast of book characters try to save the New York Public Library.

Twins Page and Turner know about the magic a library holds—they’ve been going to their beloved New York City public library for years, especially since their parents are always traveling for work.

But a secret mission involving their dad’s rare and valuable edition of Bram Stoker’s Dracula uncovers a world they’ve never known, featuring a mysterious Night Librarian, famous heroes (and villains) that have broken free from classic books, and an epic battle to save the library from total destruction.

World of Reading: Star Wars: Young Jedi Adventures: The Charhound Chase
Written by LUCASFILM PRESS
Tied to the very first full-length animated Star Wars series created for preschoolers and their families, set in the exciting new era of the High Republic!

In this Level 1 early reader, Jedi Master Loden Greatstorm, his Padawan Bell Zettifar, and Bell’s charhound, Ember, all visit the Jedi Temple on Tenoo. But when Ember gets out and Kai and Bell set out to find her, Kai struggles to stay calm and connected to the Force. Can Kai control his emotions enough to find Ember and prove he’ll make a great Padawan someday?

Hardcover Available ISBN: 9780593617656

978-0-593-61766-3
DIAL BOOKS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 8
On Sale: 7/30/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

9781368104562
DISNEY LUCASFILM PRESS
$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
Recommended Ages: 4-6 years
Marvel Incredible Records
Amazing Powers and Astonishing Stats
Written by MELANIE SCOTT, ADAM BRAY, LORRAINE CINK, JOHN SAZAKLIS and SVEN WILSON

Become a Marvel Comics trivia expert with the most mind-boggling records and stats.

How many suits does Iron Man have? How fast can Captain America run? Did you know that the Hulk once caught a mountain range weighing 150 billion tons? Or that Black Widow’s electric bolts have a maximum charge of 30,000 volts?

With stunning illustrations and fascinating facts, Marvel World Records is a must-have for any young Marvel fan! Packed with incredible feats and records from the heroes and villains of Marvel Comics, from the strongest and speediest to the most powerful and cunning, and containing stats and information from the popular Marvel Absolutely Everything You Need to Know, this book will wow young fans.

LEGO Harry Potter Visual Dictionary
With Exclusive Minifigure
Written by DK

LEGO® Harry Potter™ Visual Dictionary is the definitive guide to LEGO Harry Potter, packed with spellbinding sets, minifigures, and magical accessories. Meet all the classic LEGO Harry Potter characters. Discover amazing details of fan-favourite sets from the Hogwarts Express, 4 Privet Drive, Diagon Alley, and the epic 6000+ piece Hogwarts Castle. Learn how these magical sets are created in a behind-the-scenes chapter, which features an interview with the award-winning LEGO Harry Potter team. Find out everything you need to know about LEGO Harry Potter in this must-have book. This Visual Dictionary is a fully updated and expanded edition of LEGO® Harry Potter™ Magical Treasury and features LEGO Harry Potter sets from 2018 to the latest release in 2024.
The Ghostkeeper
Written by JOHANNA TAYLOR
Dorian Leith can see ghosts. Not only that, he listens to their problems and tries to help them move on to the afterlife. It’s a gift that’s made him an outcast to everyone in town. That is except for his dearly departed grandmother, who he’s partnered with to turn this paranormal ability into an honest living, and the local bookshop owner, who seems to be the only non-deceased person willing to give him a chance.

Then one day, the key to Death’s Door is stolen, trapping all the ghosts in the land of the living. Since he’s only one who can see them, the spirits rely on Dorian to retrieve the key before it is too late.

Explore More
Hardcover Available ISBN: 9780593526675

Pokémon Book of Evolutions
Written by KATHERINE ANDREOU
How does a feeble Cubchoo evolve into a fearsome Beartic? Why do some Pokémon like Eevee have eight Evolutions, while Pokémon such as Mimikyu have none at all? What exactly does an Evolution Stone do? Find out all these answers and more in this colorful, fact-packed book.

Explore More

978-0-593-52666-8
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
Recommended Ages: 12 and up

978-0-593-84387-1
DK CHILDREN
$9.99 • Hardcover • 5 ⅝ x 9
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 5-9 years
Audrey Hepburn: A Little Golden Book Biography
Written by EMILY EASTON; Illustrated by ELLEN SURREY
Help your little one dream big with a Little Golden Book biography about film legend and humanitarian, Audrey Hepburn. Little Golden Book biographies are the perfect introduction to nonfiction for young readers—as well as fans of all ages!
This Little Golden Book about Audrey Hepburn—the Medal of Freedom recipient, UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador, fashion icon, and star of Roman Holiday and Breakfast at Tiffany’s—is an inspiring read-aloud for young children and fans of any age.

Explore More

Barbra Streisand: A Little Golden Book Biography
Written by JUDY KATSCHKE; Illustrated by BRENNA VAUGHAN
Help your little one dream big with a Little Golden Book biography about legendary music icon, Barbra Streisand. Little Golden Book biographies are the perfect introduction to nonfiction for young readers—as well as fans of all ages!
This Little Golden Book about Barbra Streisand—the EGOT-winning singer, actress, and director, and star of Funny Girl and Hello, Dolly!—is an inspiring read-aloud for young readers.

Explore More
**How to Be a Ghost** (LEGO)
Written by MEREDITH RUSU; Illustrated by JOSH LEWIS
Join Gavin the ghost as he navigates the challenges of making friends while unintentionally scaring them away in this LEGO® Little Golden Book!
Gavin the ghost has always wanted friends, but after so many people run away scared, he’s lost his confidence. When the latest family moves into his house, he’s determined to make them like him. But how can he make friends when he’s not being true to himself? Find out in this sweet and silly LEGO Little Golden Book!
The combination of two classics—Little Golden Books and LEGO—makes this the perfect book for kids ages 4 and up and collectors of all ages!

**I Am Wednesday** (Little Golden Book)
Written by GOLDEN BOOKS; Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS
Wednesday Addams stars in this delightfully ghoulish Little Golden Book based on the hit series Wednesday!
Wednesday is a sleuthing, supernaturally infused mystery charting Wednesday Addams' time as a student at Nevermore Academy.
Featuring hauntingly beautiful illustrations, this Little Golden book is perfect for children ages 2 to 5 and Wednesday fans of all ages.

978-0-593-89669-3
GOLDEN BOOKS
$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 8
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

978-0-593-64718-9
GOLDEN BOOKS
$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 8
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years
Princess Diana: A Little Golden Book Biography
Written by SONALI FRY; Illustrated by HOLLIE HIBBERT
Help your little one dream big with a Little Golden Book biography about Diana, the Princess of Wales. Little Golden Book biographies are the perfect introduction to nonfiction for young readers—as well as fans of all ages!
This Little Golden Book about Princess Diana—the “People’s Princess” whose charity work and kindness made her popular throughout the world—is an inspiring read-aloud for young readers.

Explore More

Stranger Things: Inside, Outside, Upside Down (Funko Pop!)
Written by GEOF SMITH; Illustrated by MEG DUNN
Discover the world of opposites with adorable Funko Pop! versions of your favorite characters from Netflix’s Stranger Things. Fans of all ages will love this Little Golden Book.
Run UP a hill with Dustin to pull DOWN Max as she floats above a cemetery. Challenge demobats OVER Eddie’s trailer, and follow Steve UNDER the dark surface of Lovers’ Lake. Learning about opposites has never been more fun. Humorous scenes around Hawkins introduce charming Funko Pop! versions of Eleven, Lucas, Erica, and other popular characters in this offbeat book. Funko collectors of all ages and fans of Netflix’s hit series Stranger Things will love this new addition to the Little Golden Book line.

Explore More
Tom Brady: A Little Golden Book Biography
Written by L. KEAP; Illustrated by MACKY PAMINTUAN
Help your little one dream big with a Little Golden Book biography about legendary NFL quarterback Tom Brady. Little Golden Book biographies are the perfect introduction to nonfiction for young readers—as well as fans of all ages!
This Little Golden Book about Tom Brady—the GOAT quarterback for the Patriots and Buccaneers with seven Superbowl wins—is an inspiring read-aloud for young readers.

Explore More

A Is for Alien: An ABC Book
(20th Century Studios)
Written by CHARLES GOULD; Illustrated by JOEY CHOU
In space no one can hear you giggle as you read this Little Golden Book featuring the characters from the classic movie Alien!
Follow Ripley and the rest of the Nostromos crew on a space adventure that introduces the alphabet from A to Z. With fun illustrations, this light-hearted reimagining of the iconic movie Alien will delight fans young and old, as well as Little Golden Book collectors through the universe.
Since 1979, Alien has been an iconic franchise that has thrilled viewers around the world.

Explore More

978-0-593-65215-2
GOLDEN BOOKS
$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 8
On Sale: 7/30/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24
Recommended Ages: 4-8 years

978-0-7364-4484-2
GOLDEN/DISNEY
$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 8
On Sale: 7/9/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
Recommended Ages: All
**Disney Little Golden Book**

**Frightful Favorites**

*(Disney Classic)*

Written by GOLDEN BOOKS; Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Three Disney Little Golden Books in one hardcover collection—the perfect Halloween treat! Perfect for Halloween or anytime, this Little Golden Book collection features two stories from iconic Disney films: Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, and a trip to the beloved Disney Parks attraction in The Haunted Mansion! A great value, this collection is perfect for kids ages 2 to 5 and Little Golden Book fans of all ages!

**Explore More**

---

**I Am Jack Skellington**

*(Disney Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas)*

Written by MATTHEW J. GILBERT; Illustrated by DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM

Meet Jack Skellington from Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas in this Little Golden Book! Find out what makes Jack Skellington the one and only Pumpkin King of Halloween Town in this book about confidence and being true to yourself! With fun, lighthearted text and beautiful illustrations, Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas fans of all ages will love this Little Golden Book based on the iconic film!

**Explore More**

---

**978-0-7364-4464-4**

GOLDEN/DISNEY

$11.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 7 ¾

On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

**978-0-7364-4468-2**

GOLDEN/DISNEY

$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 8

On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

Recommended Ages: 2-5 years
I Am Sally
(Disney Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas)
Written by NICOLE JOHNSON;
Illustrated by DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM
Meet Sally from Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas in this Little Golden Book!
Join Sally on her journey from captive rag doll to a Halloween Town heroine as she learns how to follow her own dreams! With fun, lighthearted text and beautiful illustrations, Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas fans of all ages will love this Little Golden Book based on the iconic film!

Explore More

Boom!
Written by PAUL MEISEL
BOOM! A funny story about a panicky dog, a nonchalant cat, and a loud thunderstorm.
This early graphic novel from two-time Theodor Seuss Geisel Honoree Paul Meisel is perfect for first graders learning to read on their own.
Dog and Cat are sleeping peacefully when—BOOM! A thunderstorm comes. While Cat is happy to spend the noisy night playing with toys, Dog frantically tries find the just the right hiding spot.
Easy-to-read text and energetic, cartoon-style artwork make for an accessible story filled with personality and visual humor. The recipient of two Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor Books, Paul Mesiel brings young readers on a silly, night-time adventure.

Explore More

978-0-7364-4476-7
GOLDEN/DISNEY
$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 1/8 x 8
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

978-0-8234-5839-4
HOLIDAY HOUSE
$7.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
Recommended Ages: 4-8 years
Meesh the Bad Demon #2: The Secret of the Fang
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by MICHELLE LAM
When Meesh banded together with Fairy Princess Nouna to save the underworld, she never expected she’d have to… do it again someday. Though, as Meesh grows into her newly discovered destiny as the Guardian of the world, she figured there would be a few minor rescues, maybe some crime-fighting here or there.
But before long, her new friend Chai’s family is forced out of their home by an evil force who threatens to destroy all of fox-kind if they dare stay. Meesh suspects the same masked villain she faced before is behind all of this, but will she be able to stop them before it’s too late?

Explore More
Hardcover Available ISBN: 9780593372913

Búho y Pingüino
Written by VIKRAM MADAN
Owl likes peace and quiet.
Penguin likes to SING OUT LOUD.
But best friends don’t need to be the same. Sometimes it’s good to disagree! Owl and Penguin celebrate their differences and solve their problems with creative play. From ice cream mishaps to rainy day chills, there’s nothing these pals can’t get through together.
In three nearly wordless episodes, expressive art takes charge of the storytelling, supplemented by simple Spanish-language text captions and emoticon-style images in speech bubbles. This innovative format supports both sight word recognition for newly independent Spanish and bilingual readers and Spanish vocabulary acquisition for Spanish language learners. With warm humor and a joyful palette, it’s perfect for kids to giggle over on their own.

Explore More
978-0-8234-5795-3
HOLIDAY HOUSE
$7.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

978-0-593-37290-6
KNOPF BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ½ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
Recommended Ages: 4-8 years
Thor Quest: Fires of the Forgekeep (Marvel)

Written by JACKSON LANZING and COLLIN KELLY

Fans of The Last Kids on Earth will be thrilled to read the second Thor Quest book, starring Thor, Loki, and more! Like the first one, this adventure is packed with art, maps, and jokes, and will show you a new side of your favorite Marvel Super Heroes.

Thor, mighty thunder god. Loki, trickster without equal. But before they were heroes, they were kids, and like all kids, they got into trouble. Along with Sif, trained to be a warrior from birth, and Fandral, Thor’s best friend, they got into a LOT of trouble. Now they’re scattered, on the run from a furious Dwarf Lord, and trapped in an underground labyrinth. Is their Thor Quest ... a failure?

Explore More

Mighty Marvel Masterworks: The Mighty Thor Vol. 4—When Meet The Immortals

Written by STAN LEE; Illustrated by JACK KIRBY; Cover Design or Artwork by LEONARDO ROMERO

Batten down the hatches, set the emergency brake and make sure your fillings aren’t loose because it’s time for not just the first meeting of Marvel gods, but also the first battle between those gods, Thor and Hercules! Universes will tremble as the mighty fists of these two immortals crash down, and you will be thrilled by every moment. This Mighty Marvel Masterworks edition also features the ever-mischievous Loki, everyone’s favorite lunkhead with the always-adaptable power—the Absorbing Man—and the classic “Tales of Asgard” backup feature recounting the myth and legend of Thor’s and the Asgardians’ early days. Collecting JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY (1952) #120-125 and ANNUAL (1965) #1, and THOR (1966) #126-127.

Explore More

9781368076401
MARVEL PRESS
$14.99 • Hardcover • 5 ½ x 8 ½
On Sale: 2/4/25 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

9781302954260
OUTREACH/NEW READER
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
Recommended Ages: 10-14 years
Spider-Gwen: Into the Unknown
Written by SEENAN MCGUIRE; Illustrated by TAKESHI MIYAZAWA, IG GUARE and ROSI KAMPE; Cover Design or Artwork by JORGE MOLINA
SPIDER-GEDDON rocks Gwen Stacy’s world! Trapped in a parallel dimension as her friends and fellow Spiders battle for their lives, what can Gwen do to stop the Inheritors from wreaking havoc across the Web of Life and Destiny? From out of the chaos, Gwen takes on a new name and faces one of her deadliest—and most familiar—enemies yet: the Gwen Goblin! Back home, Gwen’s father is pressuring her to return to school, while an interdimensional stalker is creeping her out—and all the while, something sinister is roaming the streets of New York. Collecting GHOST-SPIDER #1-10.

Alarm at the Farm! #2
A Graphic Novel
Written by P. KNUCKLE JONES; Illustrated by P. KNUCKLE JONES
Finder and her friends are toad-ally excited for their field trip to Goose-Liver Farm, but when they notice some power outages and other strange shenanigans, they realize they may have a new mystery at hand. It turns out there’s a secret high-tech headquarters located beneath kind Old Lady Goose-Liver’s farm that’s hiding away some sinister creatures. Is the sweet old goose in on it, or is she the victim of fowl play? And how exactly does the great detective Seymour Warts’s investigation into his nemesis Smarty Arty connect to Goose-Liver Farm? Only the Creature Finders can figure it out.

Explore More
Hardcover Available ISBN: 9780593519882

9781302956950
OUTREACH/NEW READER
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 10-14 years

978-0-593-51989-9
PENGUIN WORKSHOP
$9.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 7-10 years
Bluey: Shadowlands
Written by
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES
Play Shadowlands with Bluey and her friends in this fun storybook, based on the wildly successful animated series Bluey, as seen on Disney+. Bluey, Coco, and Snickers are playing Shadowlands, but Coco keeps wanting to change the rules! Can the three friends reach the cupcakes without breaking the rules? Read along to find out!

Bog Gone! #1
A Graphic Novel
Written by P. KNUCKLE JONES; Illustrated by P. KNUCKLE JONES
Meet detective-in-training Finder and her friends as they try to figure out why everyone in Belly Acre Bog has disappeared in this hilarious graphic novel mystery! Perfect for fans of The InvestiGators!
Finder the tree frog absolutely loves solving mysteries. So when all the animals in Belly Acre Bog mysteriously disappear overnight, Finder and her friends Chopper and Keeper are toad-ally on the case. But when Seymour Warts, the world’s greatest detective and Finder’s hero, arrives on the scene and begins his own investigation, the young creature finders soon realize that this mystery could be even bigger than their little bog!

978-0-593-51986-8
PENGUIN WORKSHOP
$9.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 7-10 years

978-0-593-75249-4
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES
$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 8 x 8
On Sale: 7/9/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
Recommended Ages: 3-5 years
A Mobs of Minecraft Treasury
(Mobs of Minecraft)

Written by CHRISTY WEBSTER; Illustrated by ALAN BATSON

Young Minecraft fans who are just starting to play the game can learn all about the Enderman, snow golem, and guardian in this MOBS OF MINECRAFT storybook collection. In these three different stories, new Minecraft player Sam encounters mysterious mobs for the first time. Readers will learn everything they need to know about discovering, avoiding, surviving, and sometimes even caring for these mobs in their own Minecraft adventures.

Featuring game play and crafting hints within an engaging story, this Minecraft storybook is perfect for new fans, gamers, and children ages 4 to 7.

Explore More

Crime Wave (Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)

Written by MATTHEW J. GILBERT

Join Leonardo, Raphael, Michelangelo, and Donatello on the streets of New York in this novelization based on Nickelodeon's Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.

From the slimiest sewers to the tallest skyscrapers, New York City is filled with monsters, mutants, and dangerous gangs. Luckily, the Ninja Turtles are on guard and keeping the streets safe. Fans ages 7 to 10 will thrill to this novelization that features an eight-page full-color insert.

In adventures filled with humor, teamwork, and pizza, Nickelodeon's Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles follow Leonardo, Raphael, Michelangelo, and Donatello out of the sewers as they become the heroes they are meant to be.

Explore More

978-0-593-90380-3
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$12.99 • Hardcover • 7 ¾ x 7 ¾
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 3-7 years

978-0-593-80768-2
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$7.99 • Digest • 5 ¾ x 7 ¾
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24
Recommended Ages: 7-10 years
Night Patrol (Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)
Written by MATTHEW J. GILBERT
Join Leonardo, Raphael, Michelangelo, and Donatello on the streets of New York in this novelization based on Nickelodeon’s Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.
From the slimiest sewers to the tallest skyscrapers, New York City is filled with monsters, mutants, and dangerous gangs. Luckily, the Ninja Turtles are on guard and keeping the streets safe. Fans ages 7 to 10 will thrill to this novelization that features an eight-page full-color insert.
In adventures filled with humor, teamwork, and pizza, Nickelodeon’s Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles follow Leonardo, Raphael, Michelangelo, and Donatello out of the sewers as they become the heroes they are meant to be.

978-0-593-90379-7
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$7.99 • Digest • 5 7/8 x 7 3/4
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24
Recommended Ages: 7-10 years

978-0-593-80849-8
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$14.99 • Hardcover • 7 3/4 x 10 1/2
On Sale: 7/9/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
Recommended Ages: 3-7 years
**Wednesday Official Coloring Book**

Written by RANDOM HOUSE
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

This terrifyingly terrific coloring book is based on the hit series Wednesday!

Wednesday is a sleuthing, supernaturally infused mystery charting Wednesday Addams’ time as a student at Nevermore Academy. Featuring highly-detailed and hauntingly-beautiful black and white illustrations, this coloring book is the perfect way for teens and adult fans of Wednesday to get in touch with their dark side.

**Untold Dinosaur Tales #3: Fossil Chase!**
*(LEGO Jurassic World)*

Written by RANDOM HOUSE
Dinosaurs, action-packed adventure, and laugh-out-loud fun fill this all-new LEGO® Jurassic World™ chapter book series!

Dr. Alan Grant visits Jurassic World to identify a rare dinosaur fossil that has been discovered. But as usual, dinosaurs are on the loose and causing all kinds of trouble for Owen, Claire, and the staff at Jurassic World. Luckily they know how to handle the dinosaurs and keep their special guest safe. With action-packed illustrations throughout, this engaging chapter book features fun-filled stories that are perfect for LEGO® Jurassic World™ fans and kids ages 6 to 9 who love dinosaurs.

---

978-0-593-64799-8
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$7.99 • Digest • 5 ¾ x 7 ¼
On Sale: 7/9/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
Recommended Ages: 6–9 years

978-0-593-89668-6
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$18.99 • Trade Paperback • 10 x 10
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 7 and up
Welcome to the City (Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)
Written by MATT HUNTLEY; Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE
Join Leonardo, Raphael, Michelangelo, and Donatello on the streets of New York in this storybook based on Nickelodeon’s Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.
From the slimiest sewers to the tallest skyscrapers, New York City is filled with monsters, mutants, and dangerous gangs. Luckily, the Ninja Turtles are on guard and keeping the streets safe. Fans ages 3 to 7 will enjoy meeting all the friends and foes in this full-color storybook.
In adventures filled with humor, teamwork, and pizza, Nickelodeon’s Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles follow Leonardo, Raphael, Michelangelo, and Donatello out of the sewers as they become the heroes they are meant to be.

Explore More

Wonder Woman and Harley Quinn: SWAPPED! (LEGO DC Comics Super Heroes Chapter Book #2)
Written by RICHARD ASHLEY HAMILTON
The world of LEGO® Wonder Woman™ and the DC Super Heroes™ has gotten all mixed up in this illustrated paperback chapter book featuring the heroes (and villains) with swapped powers and personalities in fun-filled adventures!
There’s a mischievous alien trickster causing trouble in Metropolis, and the world of the LEGO DC Super Heroes is never going to be the same when he swaps LEGO Wonder Woman’s and Harley Quinn’s powers and personalities. Can a madcap Wonder Woman and a heroic Harley Quinn with the Lasso of Truth save the day? Find out in this illustrated chapter book series that’s perfect super hero fans.

Explore More

978-0-593-90381-0
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 8 x 8
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24
Recommended Ages: 3-7 years

978-0-593-57093-7
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$7.99 • Digest • 5 7/8 x 7 ¾
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years
First Test Graphic Novel
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by TAMORA PIERCE; Illustrated by BECCA FARROW
This eagerly awaited graphic novel adaptation of the iconic fantasy novel, First Test, reimagines the classic knight’s tale, but with a twist. Keladry is the first girl who dares to take advantage of a new rule in her homeland, Tortall—one that allows women to train for knighthood. She knows she’s ready for the traditional hazing and grueling schedule of a page, but standing in her way is the Knight’s training master, Lord Wyldon.
The training master is dead set against girls becoming knights, and in an attempt to further hold Kel back Lord Wyldon decides that she must pass a one-year trial that no male page has ever had to endure.

Explore More

Hardcover Available ISBN: 9780307931566

Tig and Lily: Up Late!
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by DAN THOMPSON
This graphic novel is purr-fect for beginner readers transitioning to chapter books. Tig is having bad dreams and he doesn’t like it! Lily isn’t sure how to help but their friends, Monkey and Elephant have an idea! They say the best way to not have bad dreams is TO HAVE NO DREAMS AT ALL BY NOT GOING TO BED!
With an upcoming zoo slumber party on the horizon Tig is ready to stay up all night long. Unfortunately the fun and games of staying up also mean...getting tired. Will our favorite tiger pals be able stay awake or are they doomed to snooze right back into dreamland?

Explore More

978-0-307-93157-3
RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC
$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 12 and up

978-0-593-48634-4
RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC
$10.99 • Hardcover • 6 1/8 x 8 1/2
On Sale: 7/16/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24
Recommended Ages: 5-8 years
**Minecraft: Zombies Unleashed!**
An Official Minecraft Novel
Written by NICK ELIOPULOS

On the ground, a rampaging army of armor-clad zombies is roving across the biomes. In the sky, a wicked Wither is leaving a path of destruction—and Wither roses—wherever it goes.

And in Bobbie’s party, the tension is tighter than a skeleton’s bowstring... because, somehow, Logan just became its newest member. The same Logan who set zombies on Bobbie’s village and turned her little brother, Johnny, into one of the walking dead. Who bullied her friend Ben and wrecked his adventuring career. Who was mean to his minion, Other Ben (who prefers Benjamin, actually). But as the Wither skulls start flying, this not-so-merry band needs all the help it can get.

**Woe: A Housecat’s Story of Despair**
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by LUCY KNISLEY

What if our cats could talk? Would they ask endless questions about why we haven’t given them wet food...again? Would they scream greetings at the first sign of life before the sun even rises? Linney certainly will.

Have you met Linney yet? If not, prepared to be blessed! Lucy Knisley’s online Linney comics are collected for the very first time in this gifty hardcover featuring the internet sensation, Linney. With all-new comics, this collection shows us just how amazing, and what a true gift, all cats are.

**Explore More**

---

**978-0-593-59782-8**
RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS
$17.99 • Hardcover • 5 ½ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 7/9/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
Recommended Ages: 10 and up

**978-0-593-17763-1**
RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC
$16.99 • Hardcover • 6 ½ x 6 ½
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Recommended Ages: 12 and up

Covers may not be final
Narwhal’s Sweet Tooth
(A Narwhal and Jelly Book #9)
Written by BEN CLANTON
Dive into four new stories so sweet they’ll make your teeth tingle! Everyone knows that Narwhal is a big fan of sugary treats—but Jelly is shocked when Narwhal’s tusk-tooth isn’t looking so pearly white anymore and is feeling a little funny. It turns out, Narwhal has been using it as a “snack saver”! Thankfully, no one knows more about dental hygiene than Shark—she has seven rows of teeth, after all! Meanwhile, Jelly and Crab try to show Narwhal that it’s fine to frown if you’re feeling down. Can Narwhal’s friends convince the happiest creature in the ocean that it’s okay to have a bad day?

Real Pigeons Peck Punches
(Book 5)
Written by ANDREW McDonald;
Illustrated by BEN WOOD
It’s a bird! It’s... another bird? Well, actually it’s a whole flock of crime-fighting pigeons! The hilarity continues in this reluctant-reader favorite, perfect for fans of BAD GUYS and DOG MAN.

With the Real Pigeons World Wild Network, more pigeons are fighting crime than ever before! But that doesn’t mean the squad can rest. There are still thieves to catch and endangered birds to protect! But what will the Real Pigeons do when they find a traitor in their own nest?!
Cthulhu Cat
Written by PANDANIA; Illustrated by PANDANIA; Translated by ZACK DAVISSON; Contributions by STEVE DUTRO
An ordinary Japanese high school student takes home an abandoned supernatural cat left in a cardboard box.
Maybe he shouldn’t have meddled with kitties beyond human comprehension—after all, it had tentacles where its whiskers should have been! But it’s too late!
With no Elder Sign on the cat door, soon the pick of the Mythos litter starts to invade his house, as furry and feline versions of Hastur, Yog-Sothoth, Nyarlathotep, and other adorable Lovecraftian horrors blast his mind, whisper impossible secrets, and generally get underfoot!
From the creator of Evil Secret Society of Cats and Yokai Cats, Cthulhu Cat is a one-shot, full-color gag manga collection that is a charming tribute both to Lovecraft’s stories and Lovecraft the cat lover.

Drifters Omnibus Volume 2
Written by KOHTA HIRANO; Illustrated by KOHTA HIRANO; Translated by MATTHEW JOHNSON
From Kohta Hirano, the creator of Hellsing, comes Drifters, an action-packed fantasy epic where warriors and warlords from Earth’s history are transported to an alien world to intervene in a worldwide civil war.
At the eye of the storm is the Black King who, desiring more than land and resources, is uniting the non-human races for a single purpose—the genocide of humanity. Drifters Omnibus Volume 2 collects Drifters volumes 4, 5 and 6 with 688 pages of all-out mystical mayhem!

978-1-5067-4417-9
DARK HORSE MANGA
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

978-1-5067-3878-9
DARK HORSE MANGA
$29.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¼ x 7 ¼
On Sale: 11/26/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Trigun Deluxe Edition

Written by YASUHIRO NIGHTOW; Illustrated by YASUHIRO NIGHTOW; Translated by JUSTIN BURNS

Trigun is a worldwide manga and anime sensation!

Trigun Deluxe Edition collects Trigun Volume 1 and 2 in a beautiful hardcover featuring nearly 700 pages of Yasuhiro’s Nightow’s signature creation, collected for the first time in its original oversized format!

On the forbidding desert planet of Gunsmoke, a sixty billion double-dollar bounty hangs over the head of Vash the Stampede, a pistol-packing pacifist with a weapon capable of punching holes in a planet. Every trigger-happy psycho in creation is aiming to claim Vash dead or alive—preferably dead!—and although Vash believes in nonviolence, he won’t go down without a fight. And when Vash fights, destruction is sure to follow!

Collects Trigun Volume 1 and 2.

The classic action adventure Manga, now in the Deluxe Hardcover format!

978-1-5067-3871-0
DARK HORSE MANGA
$49.99 • Hardcover • 7 x 10
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
INTERIOR PAGES FROM *Trigun Deluxe Edition*

I BEOF YOU...

FOR THE SAKE OF THE AFTERLIFE...

DON'T MAKE ME SHOOT YOU!

I CANNOT AFFORD TO STOP MOVING!!

UNTIL I SEE HIM AGAIN...

I'M VERY SORRY!!

FREEZE!!

...
Keep Your Hands Off Eizouken! Volume 7
Written by SUMITO OOWARA;
Illustrated by SUMITO OOWARA;
Translated by KUMAR SIVASUBRAMANIAN
Beyond the anime—the Eizouken storyline continues!
When Mizusaki begs Kanamori to fill in for her on a fashion shoot, Kanamori finds her campus rival in willpower, student council secretary Sowande, has been booked for the same gig!
But as always, the real rivalry in Eizouken is the creative one, as Mizusaki also realizes that she’s not the only talented amateur animator out there, and writer and director Asakusa ponders what it means to be able to successfully complete a work on their terms, if an outside audience doesn’t understand what they were trying to say! Student screenings are one thing, but how will Clutch That Machete With Strength! fare before festival judges at an anime tournament…?

Explore More

H.P. Lovecraft’s
The Call of Cthulhu (Manga)
Adapted by GOU TANABE;
Illustrated by GOU TANABE;
Translated by ZACK DAVISSON
The complete graphic novel in one volume, faithfully reproducing the original Japanese release.
What links together two bands of worshippers, one deep in the Arctic snows, one hidden in the bayous of Louisiana, is more than their shared practice of blood sacrifice.
It is the inhuman phrase they both chant: Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh wgah’ñagl fhtagn—“In his house at R’lyeh dead Cthulhu waits dreaming.” Now these nightmares will disturb the sanity of Francis Thurston, a young man pursuing an investigation into the cult of Cthulhu that leads to the most forsaken spot in the vast Pacific…and to Earth’s supreme terror, the risen corpse-city of R’lyeh.

Explore More

978-1-5067-3797-3
DARK HORSE MANGA
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ⅛ x 7 ⅛
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

978-1-5067-4140-6
DARK HORSE MANGA
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ⅛ x 7 ⅛
On Sale: 9/10/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
**Mob Psycho 100 Volume 14**
Written by ONE; Illustrated by ONE; Translated by KUMAR SIVASUBRAMANIAN
From the creator of One-Punch Man!
Teru journeys deep into the branches of the Divine Tree in search of the force attempting to control Seasoning City, only to be overcome by a strange mannequin of Mob.
Meanwhile back in town, the real Mob gradually realizes that no one, not even his master Reigen, may prove immune to the brainwashing of Psychohelmetism—so it’s up to Mob personally to confront the dummy of himself inside the Divine Tree...and the all-too-familiar spirit pulling its strings!

**Trigun Maximum Deluxe Edition Volume 1**
Written by YASUHIRO NIGHTOW; Illustrated by YASUHIRO NIGHTOW; Translated by JUSTIN BURNS
Yasuhiro’s Nightow’s Trigun is an international hit, and Trigun Maximum Deluxe Edition Volume 1 collects the first three Trigun Maximum volumes in a deluxe hardcover featuring nearly 600 pages of Nightow’s signature creation in the original oversized format!
Vash the Stampede, the galaxy’s deadliest gunslinger, emerges from two years in hiding to help his beleaguered desert homeworld, Gunsmoke. But the Stampede’s many enemies have kept their motors running, and they’re back on his trail and determined to bring Vash to ground—hard! And a new crowd of bounty hunters, badasses, and braincases are also looking to cash in the sixty-billion double-dollar price tag on his head!
Collects Trigun Maximum volumes 1, 2, and 3

**Mob Psycho 100 Volume 14**

978-1-5067-3799-7
DARK HORSE MANGA
$11.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 7 ¼
On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

**Trigun Maximum Deluxe Edition Volume 1**

978-1-5067-3872-7
DARK HORSE MANGA
$49.99 • Hardcover • 7 x 10
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

Covers may not be final
**A Condition Called Love 9**  
Written by **MEGUMI MORINO**

Hotaru is a 16-year-old high school first year who has always been ambivalent about love, preferring instead to have a lively life with her family and friends. So when she sees her schoolmate, Hananoi-kun, sitting in the snow after a messy, public breakup, she thinks nothing of offering to share her umbrella. But when he asks her out in the middle of her classroom the next day, she can’t help but feel that her life is about to change in a big way...

**Explore More**

---

**A Sign of Affection 9**  
Written by **SUU MORISHITA**

Emma’s relentless pursuit of Itsuomi has hit a wall, and Shin is left to pick up the pieces, if Emma will let him. Meanwhile, Oushi-kun’s sudden confession makes Yuki anxious about Itsuomi’s feelings. Just as the two seem to have their respective third wheels under control, Itsuomi makes a stunning suggestion: Will Yuki come and live with him? It takes courage for Yuki to admit why she’s hesitant. But the clock is ticking down to Itsuomi’s graduation, and his trip abroad. Yuki decides to overcome her fears of being a burden and accept. What new tensions will this bring into their relationship?

**Explore More**

---

**978-1-64651-811-1**  
KODANSHA COMICS  
$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ½  
On Sale: 7/30/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24

**979-88-88770-24-5**  
KODANSHA COMICS  
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾  
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
Anyway, I’m Falling In Love With You. 3
Written by HARUKA MITSUI
An irresistible shojo manga offering an all-you-can-eat-buffet of high school drama, adolescent crushes, and childhood nostalgia.
Mizuha’s seventeenth birthday is the pits. Her parents totally forgot, and the sempai she likes isn’t interested in her. But when her longtime childhood friend asks her out, Mizuha has to sort out what this change could mean. And her feelings may not be the only ones changing...!
Adding to the challenge is a global pandemic, upending the hopes and joys of high school life. But romance is resilient, and crushes and confessions flourish among Mizuha’s friends. A brand-new school love story from the author of I Fell in Love After School!

A-DO 3
Written by AMANO JAKU
A brash young woman and a boy with a mysterious arm search for answers while evading military assassins in this dystopian sci-fi action manga, perfect for fans of Akira and Sakamoto Days.
After successfully dispatching the hulking assassin known as Demian, Eito finds himself facing down two of his comrades, Rin and Ain. He soon discovers that this new pair of foes won’t be half as easy as Demian. Between fending off Ain’s venomous vines and Rin’s drill-like appendages, Eito is hard-pressed to land a single blow. What follows is a desperate defensive battle that will push Eito’s abilities to the limit.
**Bless 2**

*Written by YUKINO SONOYAMA*

At a young age, Aia Utagawa was scouted as a model, but his real ambition is to become a makeup artist. But, even as the end of high school approaches, it’s a dream he hides inside, afraid of stepping outside his prescribed role as a pretty face. Then, one day, he meets Jun, a quiet classmate who hunches because she’s ashamed of her face, covered in freckles. He convinces her to enter a school runway fashion contest together—with him doing her makeup. They make an incredible team, with Jun discovering a confidence she never knew she could show and Aia finally learning that, while it may be tough to open yourself up to failing at the one thing you care about, the difficulties can be worth facing.

**Fire Force**

*Manga Box Set 1 (Vol. 1-6)*

*Written by ATSUSHI OHKUBO*

Dive feet-first into the world of devil-fighting firefighters with this box set edition of the hit manga from the creator of Soul Eater! You loved the anime—now blaze through the manga that inspired it all!

Includes Vol. 1-6 of the Fire Force manga.

In the year 198 of the Solar Era, the city of Tokyo is plagued by a deadly phenomenon: spontaneous human combustion! The only ones who can stop it are the Fire Force, a team of specialized firefighters. Shinra, a young man blessed with the ability to ignite his feet and travel at the speed of a rocket, wants nothing more than to be a hero, and knows that this is the place for him!
Gachiakuta 3

Written by KEI URANA;
Designed by HIDEYOSHI ANDOU

Rudo lives in the slums of a floating town, where the poor scrape by under the shadow of the rich who live a sumptuous life, simply casting their garbage off the side, into the abyss. Then one day, he’s falsely accused of murder, and his wrongful conviction leads to an unimaginable punishment—exile off the side, into the abyss. Down on the surface, the cast-off waste of humanity has bred vicious monsters, and if Rudo wants to have any hope of discovering the truth and seeking vengeance against those who cast him into Hell, he will have to master a new power and join a group known as the Cleaners who battle the hulking trash beasts of the Pit!

Fire Force Omnibus 11 (Vol. 31-32)

Written by ATSUSHI OHKUBO

Dive feet-first into the world of devil-fighting firefighters with this FINAL omnibus edition of the hit manga from the creator of Soul Eater! Blaze past the anime, hundreds of large-sized pages at a time.

Includes Vol. 31-32 of the Fire Force manga.

In the year 198 of the Age of the Sun, Tokyo is a crowded cosmopolis. But the world’s most populous city is threatened by devils that cause people to burst into flame at random! The only ones who can stop it are the Fire Force, a team of specialized firefighters. The young Shinra, blessed with the ability to ignite his feet and travel at the speed of a rocket, wants nothing more than to be a hero.
I Can’t Say No to the Lonely Girl 3
Written by KASHIKAZE
Quintessential good girl Sakurai finds herself trapped in the middle of a bribery scheme. Her teacher offers to write a recommendation letter in exchange for luring a truant student into attendance. Sakurai pins down the reclusive transfer student Honda, but there are strings attached. Honda demands that Sakurai grant one wish every day. The first wish is a kiss—and Sakurai finds herself feeling very eager to please...

Explore More

I See Your Face, Turned Away 2
Written by RUMI ICHINOHE
A bitter and sweet tale perfect for fans of A Sign of Affection and In the Clear Moonlit Dusk.
One might call Hikari extraordinarily ordinary. One day, she takes up a new hobby—imagining what a romance would be like between her pretty friend Mari and the cute guy in their class, Otani. It’s all in harmless fun, until the roles start to get tangled in Hikari’s mind. Does she really have to be just the best friend in this love story? And just who is on Otani’s mind when his eyes drift away...

Explore More
In the Clear Moonlit Dusk 7
Written by MIKA YAMAMORI

“Prince” meets prince in this offbeat high school romance, where two picture-perfect teens must see past appearances to understand what being in love really means. Don’t miss out on another unique offering from the author of Daytime Shooting Star, perfect for fans of Horimiya and Ouran High School Host Club.

Swept up by the throes of summer vacation, Ohji finally finds the courage to tell Yoi how he feels. Yoi’s affection for Kohaku remains firm in spite of this, but just as things seem to heat up between the young couple, an ill-timed miscommunication has them reeling. As they stumble through many firsts in their romance, can they overcome this latest obstacle…?

Kei X Yaku: Bound By Law 2
Written by YOSHIE KAORUHARA

Despite being on opposite sides of the law, Public Security Bureau agent Ichiro and yakuza lieutenant Shiro use a whirlwind romance as camouflage for investigating the mystery of Rion Nakaba’s disappearance. While Shiro had already been looking into the politicians and criminals mentioned in the journal his sister left with him, not everything in her notes is as it seems. When the fake lovers catch a break in the case, they find themselves stepping into more dangerous waters than either could have anticipated…
Medalist 3
Written by TSURUMAIKADA

Inori is a little girl who dreams of becoming a figure skater. Yet, the obstacles to this dream feel insurmountable: Inori’s already “too old” (she’s 11); she’s always had trouble at school; and, worst of all, her older sister’s skating dreams ended in failure, so her mother is dead set against putting her other daughter through a similar experience. Still, the rink is the only place Inori can be herself, and she’s out on the ice when a fateful meeting takes place. Tsukasa, a frustrated coach on the edge of giving up competitive skating himself, will join Inori to form an unstoppable duo.

Catch up on the acclaimed manga that inspired the upcoming anime series!

Explore More

King in Limbo Omnibus 3 (Vol. 5-6)
Written by AI TANAKA

Final volume!

Rune and Adam’s efforts to unravel the riddle of the return of the deadly disease known as the Sleep have led them straight into a trap, set by the commando Seth and his diver, a little girl named Zoe with the incredible ability to cancel out King’s powers. Their attempts to escape only plunge Adam deep into Rune’s most intimate memories. Adam witnesses firsthand the physical and emotional toll that the pandemic took, turning Rune from an eager boy with a healing mind into a cynical adult who trusts no one. With their sanity and lives at stake, can Adam pull his partner’s psyche together and find a way to save a King in Limbo?

Explore More

979-88-88771-96-9
KODANSHA COMICS
$21.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ⅛
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

979-88-88770-13-9
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ⅛
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
**Parasyte Full Color Collection 7**
Written by HITOSHI IWAAKI

The sci-fi horror manga classic returns, with an updated translation and lettering, in a fully-colorized, premium-quality hardcover for the first time!

They are Parasites: alien creatures who must invade and take control of human hosts to survive. Once they have infected their victims, they can twist their host's bodies into any abominable shapes they choose: craniums splitting to reveal mouths of sharp teeth, batlike wings erupting from backs, blades tearing through soft hands. But most have chosen to conceal their lethal purposes behind ordinary human faces. No one knows their secret, except an ordinary high school student. Shinichi managed to stop the infestation of his body by an alien parasite, but can he find a way to warn humanity of the horrors to come?

**Explore More**

---

**Ninja Vs. Gokudo 2**
Written by SHINSUKE KONDO

An outrageous new action series, like Jojo's Bizarre Adventure meets Fist of the North Star! Shinoa is a frickin' NINJA. He can't even smile because of a dark trauma in his past that you'll find out about later. But for now, what you need to know is, he kicks ass and can kill so many guys. Kiwami, on the other hand, looks like a regular business guy, but actually he's a flipping YAKUZA. Everyone knows ninjas and yakuza have been at war for three hundred years, so when Kiwami and Shinoa meet, it's like, fwoosh, slice, kabloop, stab stab stab... My point is, this manga has REAL ULTIMATE POWER and, if you read it? Maybe you can too.

**Explore More**

---

**978-1-64651-645-2**
KODANSHA COMICS
$19.99 • Hardcover • 5 ¾ x 8 ½
On Sale: 7/16/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

**978-1-64651-645-2**
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ½
On Sale: 7/16/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24
Manga, Manhwa, & Manhua

Shikimori’s Not Just a Cutie 17
Written by KEIGO MAKI
Shikimori seems like the perfect girlfriend: cute, fun to be around, sweet when she wants to be... but she has a cool dark side that comes out under the right circumstances. And her boyfriend Izumi loves to be around when that happens! A fun and funny high school romance with a sassy twist perfect for fans of Nagatoro-san and Komi Can’t Communicate!

Shikimori and Izumi are high school sweethearts. They hold hands walking home from school, they flirt in the halls, they tease each other. But Shikimori knows what she wants, and how to get it, and she can turn from cutie to cool in an instant.

Sailor Moon 9 (Naoko Takeuchi Collection)
Written by NAOKO TAKEUCHI
A new edition of the Sailor Moon manga, for a new generation of fans! Featuring an updated translation and high page count in a more affordable, portable edition, perfect to go wherever you or the legendary guardian in your life want to take it.

Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she’s never gotten good grades, and, well, she’s a bit of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, she begins a journey that will teach her she has a well of great strength just beneath the surface and the heart to inspire and stand up for her friends as Sailor Moon! The original Sailor Moon in a new, affordable edition.

Covers may not be final

978-1-64651-372-7
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ½
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

979-88-88770-03-0
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 7/9/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
The Heroic Legend of Arslan 19
Written by YOSHIKI TANAKA;
Illustrated by HIROMU ARAKAWA
The epic of palace intrigue and battlefield glory,
from the creator of Fullmetal Alchemist, that
became a hit anime franchise!
Crown Prince Arslan has bided his time in the
southern port city of Gilan long enough: with
Hilmes’s betrayal leaving the Lusitanian forces
in shambles, the time to retake the fallen capital
is nigh. But as Arslan and his allies undertake
their final preparations to free their country and
their people from the invaders, Hilmes and King
Andragoras each make their own moves to
secure power over Pars for themselves.

Explore More

The Great Cleric 10
Written by HIRO INAIKAZE;
Created by BROCCOLI LION;
Designed by SIME
One man’s story of turning blood, sweat, and
tears into a successful living—literally! After his
untimely death as the hardest-working salary
man in Japan, Luciel is reincarnated into the
magical fantasy world Galdardia. Always the
man with a plan, he recreates himself to be a
healer, and sets about making his way in the
world. But while Luciel knows a thing or two
about making money, he knows absolutely
nothing about Galdardia. Will his good heart
and great work ethic be enough to make him...
The Great Cleric?

Explore More

978-1-64651-952-1
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ⅝ x 8 ⅓
On Sale: 7/30/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24

979-88-88770-69-6
KODANSHA COMICS
$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ½
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

Covers may not be final
When Will Ayumu Make His Move? 16
Written by SOICHIRO YAMAMOTO
Yaotome’s the cute president of the shogi (Japanese chess) club at her high school, and she’s pretty sure that her underclassman Ayumu, the only other member, has a huge crush on her. They get together to play shogi every day after school, but no matter what she does, she can’t seem to coax or trick him into confessing his feelings! What she doesn’t know is that Ayumu has made a pact with himself to reveal his love after he’s beaten Yaotome at shogi for the first time. Yet there’s one big issue with this plan...he really sucks!
This lighthearted comedy teaches the reader how to play shogi (better than Ayumu) while delivering the laughs readers expect from the creator of Teasing Master Takagi-san!

To Your Eternity 20
Written by YOSHITOKI OIMA
A new manga from the creator of the acclaimed A Silent Voice, featuring intimate, emotional drama and an epic story spanning time and space...
Now a hit anime!
Five centuries have passed since the Beholder lived out his life as a human and humankind chose to coexist with the Nokkers. Freedoms never dreamed of before are now commonplace: healthy bodies, unlimited food, every desire made reality. In a neon city that scrapes the sky, a doll awakens.
How will Fushi live in a world that has changed so completely? And what of the Immortals?

978-1-64651-732-9
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

979-88-88772-87-4
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 7/16/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24
A Brief Moment of Ichika 2
Written by NATSU TADANO
Natsu Tadano brings a sweet yet clear-eyed and always humane touch to a story of love doomed by illness. Her vivid art brings this quiet love story alive, and undergirds the surprisingly deep philosophical themes of the text. Ichika and Prof. Yurugi (her philosophy teacher and an expert on Heidegger) must decide if the pain of losing someone is worth the moments of happiness and comfort they can afford each other.

I want to be happy, and I want it to be with him. Happy-go-lucky college student Ichika Sendawara is living on borrowed time, but when the professor she’s in love with learns of her illness, her cheery facade begins to crack.

Explore More
I’m Giving the Disgraced Noble Lady I Rescued a Crash Course in Naughtiness 6

Written by FUKADA SAMETAROU; Illustrated by ICHIHO KATSURA

Allen, a powerful sorcerer feared as the “Demon King” by all in town, wants nothing more than to enjoy his solitary existence, deep in the forest—that is, until the day he discovers a young woman unconscious in his neck of the woods and saves her from a band of knights. He soon learns the girl, Charlotte, was betrothed to the prince of the neighboring kingdom before he framed her for vicious crimes and forced her to flee for her safety. Moved by her plight and the pitiful life this disgraced noble had led, Allen stakes his own life on a promise: to give Charlotte a crash course in all that is naughty, and make her the happiest woman in the world!

Explore More

ORIGIN 5

Written by BOICHI

From the renowned artist Boichi comes a gorgeous and shocking hard-boiled sci-fi classic!

You got a death wish, Tanaka—?

To carry out his new central dogma—“protect Mai Hirose”—ORIGIN dons his exo-muscle armor and charges into battle against wave after wave of identical GON replicas. Victory seems within his grasp, until a powerful new foe bursts onto the scene. With the Kyoto A.I. Institute coming down around his ears, flight is ORIGIN’s only chance at survival—but for Mai’s sake, he will overcome his programming and fight on, armed with a new weapon: an independent WILL...!
Seraph of the End: Guren Ichinose: Catastrophe at Sixteen (Manga) 5
Written by TAKAYA KAGAMI;
Illustrated by YO ASAMI
Prequel to the hit manga series, Seraph of the End!
Detailing the events before the apocalypse, 15 year old Guren Ichinose enrolls at Daiichi Shibuya High, a magical training school. Witness his trials as he must hide his true strength even as he is trampled on at a school for the insufferably privileged.

Explore More

Saving 80,000 Gold in Another World for my Retirement 5 (Light Novel)
Written by FUNA;
Illustrated by TOUZAI and KEISUKE MOTOE
Can Mitsuha collect 80,000 gold coins so she can live a leisurely retirement!? The anticipated anime now streaming!
The newly opened gallery café Gold Coin is a huge hit with the locals thanks to the savvy manager and waitress running it.
Meanwhile, the café's owner Mitsuha is going on an undercover mission to the New World. Disguising herself as a foreign noble/royal, a sweet innocent fan of the navy, and even as the Envoy of the Goddess, Mitsuha gathers intel and spreads disinformation, sowing her seeds for future invasion.
Joining forces with a young and ambitious local merchant, Mitsuha plots to tip Vanel’s economy with Earth’s spoils: sugar, spice, and other nice but useless foodstuff.

Explore More

978-1-64729-352-9
VERTICAL COMICS
$24.95 • Trade Paperback  •  5 1/2 x 7 1/2
On Sale: 7/30/24  •  FOC Date: 7/1/24

978-1-64729-331-4
VERTICAL
$14.95 • Trade Paperback  •  5 1/2 x 7 1/2
On Sale: 7/23/24  •  FOC Date: 6/24/24

Covers may not be final
The Darwin Incident 6  
Written by SHUN UMEZAWA
This award-winning series marries a unique scifi set-up with an examination of social issues surrounding veganism, animal exploitation, and ecoterrorism.
Charlie, Lucy, and the others head to New York City in search of any clue that will lead them to the mysterious Dr. Grossman, who seems to be at the center of everything. But Omelas and the ALA are on the move as well, and their tactics are changing. It’s guerrilla warfare in the streets as terror grips the entire nation!

365 Days to the Wedding Vol. 4  
Written by TAMIKI WAKAKI
After a shock confession, things have never been so awkward between the fake couple. It was all meant to be a lie, after all! While Honjouji Rika struggles to answer him, Oohara Takuya finds himself wrapped up in his co-worker’s romantic struggles as well. It turns out relationships can be more complicated than he expected! Meanwhile, Rika’s trying to reckon with her own feelings about love and marriage. Will she be able to answer Takuya honestly?
Inspired the TV Drama Map for the Wedding and an Anime Adaptation!

Explore More

978-1-64729-355-0  
VERITCAL COMICS  
$12.95 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 7 1/2  
On Sale: 7/9/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24

978-88-88435-78-6  
SEVEN SEAS  
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/4  
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
The Reindeer exam is over and winter is approaching at Santa Claus House. Hino Miharu, a promising candidate to become the next Red Santa, returns to his home in Japan for a break, but his vacation is cut short when he receives a surprise gift from the company president, Knecht. Extraordinary powers have been bestowed on the newly appointed team of Reindeer, which includes Benjamin, a world-famous pro-wrestling powerhouse with whom Miharu forms a new, electrifying bond. With mystery, laughs, and superpowers, the fourth volume takes this O-holy-night-fantasy comedy to its next level!
CANDY AND CIGARETTES Vol. 9
Written by TOMONORI INOUE
A BARRAGE OF BULLETS
Bertha has the cure for Raizo's grandson, but she's been targeted by the Falcone siblings for assassination. Miharu and Raizo take aim for Alexarid Castle, where all their goals have converged. But they'll have to make their way through a sea of gunfire and conflict. Will they be able to find their target?

979-88-88437-81-0
SEVEN SEAS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24

Cat Companions
Maruru and Hachi Vol. 1
Written by YURI SONODA
An odd couple of stray cats team up to share the trials and tribulations of life in this heart-warming manga.

Maruru lived a pampered life till one day, he ran after a flock of sparrows and couldn’t find his way back home. He encounters Hachi, a tough stray, who says he doesn’t need a spoiled house cat on his territory and chases him away. But then Maruru helps Hachi out of a jam, and they team up to face life on the street together.

979-88-916021-8-2
SEVEN SEAS
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¼ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
A PLOT THWARTED!

During her visit to the royal capital, the Holy Woman Hinata narrowly escapes an attempt on her life. Cain, who saved her with his magic, launches a counterattack to find and capture those who were behind the assassination plot. Will he crush this evil that lurks in the dark?

Explore More
Classroom of the Elite (Manga) Vol. 11
Written by SYOUGO KINUGASA;
Illustrated by YUYU ICHINO;
Contributions by TOMOSESHUNSAKU
BLINDSIDE
Students of the prestigious Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing High School are given remarkable freedom—if they can win, barter, or save enough points to work their way up the ranks! Somehow, Class D made it through their first semester without anyone getting expelled, and with exemplary marks in both their special tests. Now the second semester begins with a sports festival, where all students—including second- and third-years—will combine into two giant teams to compete for points. This time, the stakes are higher than ever, and Class D will either wind up ahead of their schoolmates, or worse than when they started.

Correspondence from the End of the Universe Vol. 5
Written by MENOTA
AND THEN, AT THE END OF THE UNIVERSE
Marko succeeds in regaining his own heart from the Yoruwanga, the “thief’s stomach.” But just when it seems like that operation is safely over, the “Superior” who created the universe appears, and Marko is faced with new difficulties. However, he tries to overcome even those. Everything is for the sake of that one special person who awaits him on Earth...

The final volume!

978-1-63858-965-5
SEVEN SEAS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ⅛
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

978-1-63858-965-5
SEVEN SEAS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ⅛
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
Crossplay Love: Otaku x Punk Vol. 9
Written by TORU
MISTAKEN IDENTITY!
When Hanayama gets his hands on some erroneous information, he mistakenly assumes that Yuuma is a close friend of Shuumei’s and kidnaps him to exact his revenge! It’s not like Yuuma means anything to Shuumei, so what will Shuumei do when he finds out?! When a case of mistaken identity goes this wrong, surely something else is bound to slip!

Dai Dark Vol. 7
Written by Q HAYASHIDA
A wildly creative new manga series from the creator of Dorohedoro in which necromancy, space action, and dark humor collide!
Zaha Sanko’s body has great and terrible powers—they say that possessing his bones will grant you any wish, even the desire to become ruler of the universe. But Sanko is still a teenage dude with his own life, and he isn’t about to let every monstrous lowlife in the galaxy rip him limb from limb. He and his skeletal buddy Avakian will use their dark powers to fend off any murder attempts while they search space for whomever put this curse on Sanko’s bones...because killing them might end the madness. (And then Sanko can celebrate with his favorite spaghetti.)
Don’t Call it Mystery (Omnibus) Vol. 9-10
Written by YUMI TAMURA

The Hatomura twins are constantly switching places, and Totonou has been tasked with finding a way to tell them apart once and for all. But everything changes when he stumbles upon the family’s dark and dangerous secret. Totonou soon figures out how to tell the sisters apart, but by revealing it is he putting the girls in danger?

Then, when Detective Aoto’s daughter is kidnapped, he finds himself teaming up with Totonou to get her back. Things get complicated when the kidnapping’s connections to a cold case from eight years ago come to light... the very same case that earned Detective Aoto infamy for accusing an innocent man of murder! Can Totonou help help him find the right culprit this time around?

Explore More
Manga, Manhwa, & Manhua

Drugstore in Another World: The Slow Life of a Cheat Pharmacist (Manga) Vol. 9
Written by KENNOJI; Illustrated by ERI HARUNO; Contributions by MATSUUNI
A lighthearted isekai tale about a fantasy pharmacist—now an anime! (And don’t miss the original light novels, also from Seven Seas!)
When corporate drone Reiji wakes up in another world, he’s disappointed to discover that he hasn’t been granted any combat skills. Instead, his Medicine Making ability allows him to brew powerful potions...which quickly become popular enough for him to open his own drugstore in the countryside! Sink into this relaxing fantasy about a former wage worker curing cute creatures and learning to love life again!

Easygoing Territory Defense by the Optimistic Lord: Production Magic Turns a Nameless Village into the Strongest Fortified City (Manga) Vol. 3
Written by SOU AKAIKE; Illustrated by MARO AOIRO; Contributions by KURURI
A FORMER CHILD PRODIGY’S QUEST TO BUILD AN EASYGOING LIFE!
Van leads the villagers in battle against a horde of armored lizards, and thanks to his “useless” production magic, victory is theirs! But just when Van starts enjoying his new lifestyle, more threats emerge, including the local count and a horde of...merpeople?!

979-88-88438-12-1
SEVEN SEAS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 10/29/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24

979-88-88438-50-3
SEVEN SEAS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24
**Failure Frame: I Became the Strongest and Annihilated Everything With Low-Level Spells (Manga) Vol. 8**

Written by KAORU SHINOZAKI; Illustrated by SHO UYOSHI; Contributions by KEYAKI UCHIUCHI and KWKM

**DANGER ZONE**

Touka, Seras, and their new companions, Eve and Lis, have finally reached the Land of the Golden-Eyed Monsters and are one step closer to meeting with the Forbidden Witch. Something stands in their way, however—a horde of monsters bigger than anything Touka’s ever fought. He’ll need to stretch the limits of his powers beyond what he’s done before, and even then, it might not be enough to keep him alive!

**Gravitation: Collector’s Edition Vol. 2**

Written by MAKI MURAKAMI

**ALL IS FAIR IN LOVE AND MUSIC!**

Bad Luck finally makes its debut! Shuichi is tempted to declare his love for Yuki onstage, but Shuichi’s rival, Aizawa Taki, threatens to expose everything. Just how far will Shuichi go to save Yuki from Aizawa’s dastardly plan? And how will Yuki react when he finds out?

Covers may not be final
How Do I Turn My Best Friend Into My Girlfriend? Vol. 2
Written by SYU YASAKA
From the creator of Monologue Woven For You comes a light and cozy yuri rom-com!

Minami and Yuzu have been besties since...well, forever! Or at least that’s what Minami thought. But when some rando confesses to Yuzu, Minami realizes that her feelings might not be what you’d typically call “friendship” anymore. It doesn’t take long for Minami to realize she wants to change their relationship status, but will she be able to muster the courage to confess? Or will she simply be happy being by Yuzu’s side?

Explore More

Hate Me, but Let Me Stay Vol. 1
Written by HIJIKI
A Mature-rated Boys’ Love omegaverse manga series where love blossoms even in the darkest of times.

Ever since the assault that led to his unexpected pregnancy as a teen, Koga Naoto, an omega, has harbored a deep fear and distrust toward alphas. He’s even convinced himself that he doesn’t need a mate. After all, hasn’t he raised his daughter, Shizuku, just fine on his own?

Still, at the behest of his concerned mother, Naoto reluctantly attends a matchmaking party. There he meets Tsuchiya Hazuki, a teenage alpha who declares that Naoto is his destined mate. Naoto does his best to ignore the young man’s advances, but he can’t deny the way he feels in Hazuki’s presence.

Explore More

979-88-916023-0-4
SEVEN SEAS
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24

979-88-916023-2-8
SEVEN SEAS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24
How NOT to Summon a Demon Lord (Manga) Vol. 19

Written by YUKIYA MURASAKI;
Illustrated by NAOTO FUKUDA;
Contributions by TAKAHIRO TSURUSAKI

With the Demon Overlord Modinaram threatening all humanity, Diablo decides it’s time to raise his level as a fighter, ASAP. After a quick trip to Faltra City to gather information, he sets out for the northern mountains of the Demon Lord’s Domain. His plan is to find the swordmaster Graham, study under him, and learn his peerless swordsmanship. Instead, he winds up discovering a cute dwarf girl named Sasara took over the mantle of Swordmaster just half a year earlier! It seems like becoming her disciple won’t be easy, either...

Explore More

How Heavy are the Dumbbells You Lift? Vol. 15

Written by YABAKO SANDROVICH;
Illustrated by MAAM

FINE-TONED TO PERFECTION

When Hibiki decides to get serious about sculpting her body, she turns to the Spartan guidance of Kure Yakusha, Utsunomiya Koharu, and Machio Naruzou. Can she withstand their punishing workouts? Plus, lots of new exercises including yoga, pole dancing, and ways to slim down your face!

Explore More

979-88-88435-92-2
SEVEN SEAS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ⅛
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24

979-88-88438-51-0
SEVEN SEAS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ⅛
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 6/17/24
I Married My Female Friend Vol. 3
Written by SHIO USUI
TROUBLE IN PARADISE
Kurumi and Ruriko’s bond continues to deepen, but their domestic bliss is in for a shake up. When an old friend from Ruriko’s past arrives, Kurumi gets to see their no-holds-barred friendship up close. It’s not long before something that feels suspiciously like jealousy begins to stir in Kurumi...

Explore More

I Swear I Won’t Bother You Again! (Manga) Vol. 5
Written by REINA SORATANI; Illustrated by HARU HARUKAWA
One noblewoman’s attempt to rewrite the past—and avoid her descent into villainy. (And don’t miss the original light novels, also from Seven Seas!)
The proud and beautiful daughter of the duke, Violette, has been thrown into prison after committing a crime of passion out of jealousy towards her half sister, Maryjune. Condemned to jail time, Violette reflects on her actions and repents for her sins. As she does so, time begins to rewind and Violette returns to one year ago, when she first met her sister. Violette determines not to go down the wrong path this time, and to become a nun instead. However, contrary to her wishes, she still ends up attracting all the wrong kinds of attention…?!

Explore More

979-88-88438-52-7
SEVEN SEAS
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ⅞ x 8 ⅛
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24

979-88-88438-13-8
SEVEN SEAS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ⅞
On Sale: 12/31/24 • FOC Date: 6/3/24
Killer Shark in Another World Vol. 1
Written by KUBOKEN
The unhinged parody manga that jumps the shark from chapter one!
Everyone thought Shiromi Lovecut-Toothrough was the worst summoner in the world. But after she summons Sharkiller, a creature capable of transforming into Hollywood’s most ferocious B-movie sharks, nobody’s laughing now! In fact, they’re running for their lives! With her blood-thirsty buddy chomping at the bit to kill everyone in sight, can Shiromi defeat the Demon King and end his reign of terror? Or maybe the realm would be better off if she didn’t...?

Explore More

Kemono Jihen Vol. 12
Written by SHO AIMOTO
PREPARING TO CONTINUE THE FIGHT...
Inari cuts a terrifying figure as she continues her relentless pursuit of the stones, and Nobimaru seems to be up to something behind the scenes... Meanwhile, having defeated Haru at the Ouga Ham factory, Kabane asks Inugami to train him. Shiki and Akira join in, and the four of them make their way to the mountains of Gunma, where they should find an old friend of Inugami’s.

Explore More
**Killing Stalking: Deluxe Edition Vol. 7**
Written by KOOGI

A DARK AND TWISTED PAST
Sangwoo has Bum at his mercy, blindfolded and naked. But Bum isn’t the only one feeling vulnerable. As Sangwoo toys with his captive lover, the story of his father’s death is revealed—and the unsettling truth behind his relationship with his mother unfolds...

**Lazy Dungeon Master (Manga) Vol. 9**
Written by SUPANA ONIKAGE;
Illustrated by NANAROKU;
Contributions by YOUTA

After successfully negotiating with the wolf monster Rin and preventing him from destroying the Cave of Desire, Keima catches word that yet another unwelcome guest has arrived in town. This time it’s not a Hero nor a monster, but a high priestess from the Holy Kingdom’s Church of Light! She tells Keima that she’s willing to destroy Rin for him...but only on the condition that she be allowed to destroy Rokuko as well! How will he fend off this new threat?!
Life with an Ordinary Guy Who Reincarnated into a Total Fantasy Knockout Vol. 4
Written by YU TSURUSAKI;
Illustrated by SHIN IKEZAWA

BEAUTIFUL SADNESS

Tachibana was once an unattractive salaryman, but ever since he was transported to another world, he’s been stuck in the body of a beautiful blonde woman.

His hunky best friend Jinguii Tsukasa was swept to another world with him. Together they managed to get into the annual “King’s Audience” event, but...During a magnificent ball, a depressed princess grows weary of the gym sculpted muscles and perfectly maintained looks. Her despondent attitude will lead everyone to an unforeseeable template-defying twist!

Monster Guild: The Dark Lord’s (No-Good) Comeback! Vol. 7
Written by TOUROU

When the escaping caravan of monsters led by the Dark Lord is attacked by the awakened Hero, the Dark Lord’s newly appointed status as leader calls on him to protect all those relying on him. Even though he is confronted with such a strong challenger, the Dark Lord once again solitarily faces off against the man who previously ruined him. Though he is sure of his defeat, his friends once again come to his aid. However, to fully regain his place, the Dark Lord must wade through past memories and confront the true reason for his existence.
Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation—A Journey of Two Lifetimes [Special Book]

Written by RIFUJIN NA MAGONOTE; Illustrated by SHIROTAKA

The epic journey has reached its conclusion, but plenty of stories are left to tell for the Jobless Reincarnation cast! Return to the Six-Faced World with this special collection of new adventures while catching up with your favorite characters. This treasure trove of Mushoku Tensei works includes:

- The History of Mushoku Tensei
- The life chronology of Rudeus Greyrat
- "Message of Congratulations," a special manga from various artists
- Four brand-new short stories
- Special featured story written by Rifujin na Magonote
- Exclusive long-form interview

Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation (Manga) Vol. 19

Written by RIFUJIN NA MAGONOTE; Illustrated by FUJIKAWA YUKA; Contributions by SHIROTAKA

Rudeus and Sylphiette are enjoying a romantic newlywed life together when Rudeus’s younger sisters, Norn and Aisha, suddenly arrive from abroad. Another unexpected reunion quickly follows—their bodyguard for the trip was none other than Ruijerd, Rudeus’s old adventuring partner! While Rudeus has faced down monsters, dragons, and the curriculum of the University of Magic, none of that prepared him for dealing with a pair of sisters who couldn’t be more unlike each other, not to mention Ruijerd’s mixed feelings about his marriage...
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My Girlfriend’s Child Vol. 5
Written by MAMORU AOI
STORIES OUT OF SCHOOL
Sachi knew pregnancy wasn’t going to be easy, but she never knew it would be quite this hard. Not only does she still feel physically unwell, but her frustration over her lack of freedom won’t stop eating away at her. All those anxieties finally come to a head in an explosive argument with Takara that throws the future of their relationship into jeopardy. Later, things become even more complicated when a rumor about her pregnancy starts to spread like wildfire around her school. Will Sachi be able to stay and graduate alongside all her friends? Or will all the gossip force her to give up on her dream?
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My Cat is Such a Weirdo Vol. 4
Written by TAMAKO TAMAGOYAMA
A FOSTER CAT, TANE, JOINS THE ADORABLE FELINES!
Ton-chan has been growing more affectionate while Shino-san does things at her own pace as usual. Now a foster cat, Taneo, arrives. What happens when this new member joins the family will overload you with cuddles and cuteness!
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No Love Zone Vol. 1
Written by DANBI
The full-color Boys’ Love webtoon/manhwa (comic) that inspired the animation comes to English print for the first time!

It’s been about a year since Lee Eun-gyeom started working at his office job. He’s outgoing and gets along well with his co-workers, but his success with romantic relationships is less than stellar, especially since he tends to fall hard and fast based on looks alone. History seems poised to repeat itself in the form of his new boss, Han Jihyuk.

The handsome Han Jihyuk is exactly Lee Eun-gyeom’s type, but his personality is a total turn-off as he proceeds to work Lee Eun-gyeom to the bone. The more aggravated Lee Eun-gyeom feels, the more he can’t get Han Jihyuk off his mind.

Orb: On the Movements of the Earth (Omnibus) Vol. 5–6
Written by UOTO
To fulfill Badeni’s plan, Oczy heads for a fateful duel with Inquisitor Nowak. Gras. Oczy. Badeni. Jolenta. Piast. All have put their lives on the line in pursuit of truth. What will be revealed? Hope or despair?

Twenty-five years later, amidst upheavals that threaten the authority of C—ity, a girl loses her father to the fate that God decreed and loses her own faith while taking action toward what she truly believes. What destiny awaits her?
Peerless: Wushuang (Novel) Vol. 1
Written by MENG XI SHI
One dark and snowy night, after the Sui dynasty has come into power, a convoy sent by the Kingdom of Khotan is ambushed and massacred. Not a living victim remains—and the attackers, along with a chest holding precious treasure in tribute, have vanished.
A member of Emperor Yang Jian’s secret intelligence agency, the Jiejian Bureau, pursues the case: the highly successful chief Feng Xiao. Feng Xiao’s investigations take him to Liugong City, where all the top martial powers across the land are coming to meet. But another intelligence agency, the Zuoyue Bureau, has business in the same city—and they have sent Cui Buqu, an ailing but brilliant man who rivals Feng Xiao.
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The Disabled Tyrant’s Beloved Pet Fish: Canji Baojun De Zhangxin Yu Chong (Novel) Vol. 2
Written by XUE SHAN FEI HU; Illustrated by RYOPLICA; Cover Design or Artwork by CHANGLE; Contributions by KURA
In this danmei/Boys’ Love novel series originally released in Chinese—and coming to the English language for the first time.
When Li Yu falls asleep reading a webnovel about a ruthless, mute tyrant falling in love with a dainty male concubine, he doesn’t expect to wake up inside the world of the novel—especially not as a fish!
Li Yu soon finds himself adopted as Prince Jing’s pet carp, tasked by a less-than-helpful Magic System with preventing the prince from becoming a cruel tyrant. If he can accomplish this mission, Li Yu will regain his human form. Yet how can he succeed from inside a fish bowl?!
The Husky and His White Cat Shizun: Erha He Ta De Bai Mao Shizun (Novel) Vol. 6
Written by ROU BAO BU CHI ROU; Illustrated by ST

Cruel tyrant Taxian-jun killed his way to the throne and now reigns as the first ever emperor of the mortal realm. Yet somehow, he is unsatisfied. Left cold and bereft, abandoned by all he held dear, he takes his own life...only to be reborn anew.

Awakening in the body of his younger self, he discovers the chance to relive his life. This time, he vows to attain the gratification that once eluded him: all who defied him will fall, and never again will they treat him like a dog. His greatest fury is reserved for Chu Wanning.

Yet as Mo Ran shamelessly pursues his own goals in this life he thought lost, he begins to wonder if there might be more to his teacher.

The Knight Captain is the New Princess-to-Be Vol. 4
Written by YASUKO YAMARU

Christina, a.k.a. "Lady Chris," was born into a noble family and treated more or less like a boy growing up. Now a dashing young woman, Chris is not only captain of the imperial guards—she personally protects Prince Leonardo, who has been a dear friend since childhood. When his father, the king, demands he find a suitable girl to marry, Leo insists that he’s already found one: Chris! Chris is shocked, but figures that Leo doesn’t really love her like that; it’s probably just some ploy to keep the king happy. Chris decides to play along, but as the charade goes on, she starts to wonder if maybe her princely pal has actually fallen for her!

The final volume!
The Summer You Were There Vol. 5
Written by YUAMA
With Kaori stuck in the hospital, Shizuku is resolved to do whatever she can for her. Time is precious since they can only see each other during visitor hours, but Shizuku’s writing helps keep Kaori in good spirits. As the two girls spend more time together, Kaori’s young sister, Shiori, starts to resent how close they are. Accused by Shiori of stealing away her big sister, how will Shizuku handle Shiori’s hurt and jealousy?
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Tokyo Revengers (Omnibus) Vol. 23–24
 Written by KEN WAKUI
 After a host of life-and-death struggles, Takemichi has finally arrived at what feels like the best possible future. Hinata is alive, Kisaki is gone, and all of Toman’s old members are living happy, fulfilling lives. Yet one very important person is conspicuously missing. Twelve years after leaving the past behind, Takemichi opens the time capsule that all his friends left for him to find. Hidden inside, he discovers Mikey’s shocking true intentions...

Tokyo Revengers: A Letter from Keisuke Baji Vol. 1
 Written by KEN WAKUI; Illustrated by YUKINORI NATSUKAWAGUCHI
 The Tokyo Manji motorcycle gang has carved out a reputation as the toughest band of delinquents in Tokyo. No matter who stands against them in a fight, no matter how bad the odds, Toman always emerges undefeated. Yet its members all carry the scars of “Bloody Halloween,” the night when a showdown with a rival gang saw their First Division Captain, Keisuke Baji, get senselessly murdered. Months later, vice-captain Chifuyu Matsuno is still struggling to make sense of what happened. When he receives a letter from Keisuke Baji—written on the day of his death—it stirs up memories of all their years together...
**Yakuza Reincarnation Vol. 10**

Written by HIROKI MIYASHITA;
Illustrated by TAKEHJI NATSUHARA

**BROTHERLY AGGRESSION**

Ryu successfully got to King Behr so the old king wouldn’t die alone. Now the princess’s brother Volff has accused her of regicide, and to make himself look victorious, he’s willing to execute a double in Ryu’s place. This explosive sibling rivalry might just bring the uneasy nation to its knees.
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**Too Many Losing Heroines! (Manga) Vol. 1**

Written by TAKIBI AMAMORI;
Illustrated by ITACHI;
Contributions by IMIGIMURU

The romantic comedy about a boy helping girls find love—and don’t miss the anime! Inspired by the award-winning light novels, also published by Seven Seas.

The popular girls in Nukumizu Kazuhiko’s class seem to have it all—good looks, lots of friends, and the hearts of all their crushes! Except...not?! Upon witnessing the shocking turn of events where the popular Yanami Anna gets friend-zoned by the boy who has crushed on her since childhood, Kazuhiko starts noticing all the fan favorites are getting similarly turned down by the boys they like. Surrounded by heartbroken heroines, can he keep their spirits up and make sure they don’t give up? Or is this a rom-com world where the girls never get their dream guy?
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Welcome to Café Alpha, have a seat and enjoy your stay.
The world is slowly sinking beneath the waves. Alpha walks the remaining roads with her eyes on the sea, but treasures every day with her neighbors. Time seems to be speeding up, sloughing away like cliffs into the ocean, but Alpha’s heart still beats, excited for what tomorrow will bring. Welcome to the finale of this beloved manga classic, publishing chapters 112-140 in English for the first time.
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There’s a yokai cat for everyone!
Yokai cats—there are so many different types, it’s hard to choose! Do amabie, kappa, nurikabe, or nekomata not seem like the right pets for you? Then meet our new friend Konaki-ji, the crying old man yokai, who has thick eyebrows and gets heavier when he sleeps. Like the rest, he’s strange and lovable in his own way!
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You’ve Got Mail: The Perils of Pigeon Post—Fei Ge Jiao You Xu Jin Shen (Novel) Vol. 1
Written by BLACKEGG
This Mature-rated danmei/Boys’ Love novel series originally released in Chinese—and coming to the English language for the first time—is a raunchy romantic comedy about an ancient singles club!

It’s not easy for a man pushing forty to meet other gay men within the bustling Great Xia Dynasty. That is, until the perpetually-single Wu Xingzi catches wind of The Peng Society for Gentleman—a top secret club for men to meet each other and perhaps even exchange lewd ink drawings of their personal anatomy via pigeon post.

What was once a faraway dream for Wu Xingzi has quickly become his new purpose in life: to collect as many shockingly detailed phallic illustrations as he can!

A Tale of the Secret Saint (Light Novel) Vol. 6
Written by TOUYA;
Illustrated by CHIBI
“HOW MANY DEMONS REMAIN IN THIS WORLD?”

Reunited with Zavilia, Fia and her companions enjoy a peaceful and relaxing time on Black-peak Mountain, getting to know the dragons and picking herbs. But their fun is cut short when they encounter a young woman with black hair and eyes—traits of a demon! As they face a dangerous foe unseen by mankind in over three hundred years, Fia finds herself questioning everything they thought they knew about demons. And if what they know about demons is wrong, how many more of them could be out there walking among them?
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Covers may not be final
Classroom of the Elite: Year 2 (Light Novel) Vol. 9
Written by SYOUGO KINUGASA;
Illustrated by TOMOESHUNSAKU
100 QUESTIONS, 100 ANSWERS
The final special exam of the semester is on the horizon: a cooperative written test where students answer problems in turn. Horikita’s class is up against Sakayanagi’s, and everyone rushes to prepare. As this goes on, Nagumo poses a question of his own—who will be the next student council president? The candidates are Horikita and Ichinose...or are they? Does Ichinose have other plans? December may be the end of the year, but the school’s new state of chaos is only beginning.

Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal Princess (Light Novel) Vol. 7
Written by AKISUZU NENOHI;
Illustrated by SHERRY
FUN AND GAMES
It’s Sports Day...but with magical ballet, monster hunting, and classic games with explosive surprises on the docket, Fantasy Sports Day is full of events that could lead to death or worse for the players of FLFO! Anastasia, the Immortal Princess, ends up on a bloody battlefield—and some unexpected developments might evolve her out of the zombie race altogether! What new changes are in store for our undead heroine?
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I’m the Evil Lord of an Intergalactic Empire! (Light Novel) Vol. 7
Written by YOMU MISHIMA; Illustrated by NADARE TAKAMINE
LIAM THE HERO?!
After repelling the United Kingdom’s invasion, Liam’s faction is now more powerful than the First Prince’s. Before he can settle things with Calvin, though, a magic circle pops up out of nowhere right at Liam’s feet. He and Japanese high school girl Kanami have both been caught up in an undeveloped planet’s hero summoning and are tasked with nothing less than defeating the Demon Lord! But…Liam’s supposed to be evil, so why is he fighting some Demon Lord as a hero?!
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Grimgar of Fantasy and Ash (Light Novel) Vol. 20
Written by AO JYUMONJI; Illustrated by EIRI SHIRAI
THE LIGHT NOVEL FANTASY EPIC THAT INSPIRED A CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED ANIME!
Haruhiro awakens to darkness and amnesia, among a group of strangers who can only remember their own names...and nothing else. When they make it into the light, they discover Grimgar—a fantasy world that’s like something out of an RPG game.
Without apparent skills or knowledge of their surroundings, Haruhiro and his newfound friends band together to form an adventuring party. Only by cooperating, using their wits, and learning new skills can they hope to survive in this dangerous land of monsters and magic.
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I’m the Heroic Knight of an Intergalactic Empire! (Light Novel) Vol. 1
Written by YOMU MISHIMA;
Illustrated by NADARE TAKAMINE

The exciting spin-off to the hit series I’m the Evil Lord of an Intergalactic Empire! (By the author of Trapped in a Dating Sim.)

Emma has just taken her first step as a knight. Emma’s new job? Commander of a squad of useless layabouts. Just as her efforts start to change minds, a pirate base is discovered on Alias. What will happen when an elite force is sent in from the home planet to eliminate them?! An epic new tale of a failure’s rise to glory in the Intergalactic Empire begins!
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Reincarnated as a Dragon Hatchling (Light Novel) Vol. 7
Written by NECOCO;
Illustrated by NAJI YANAGIDA

FAMILY REUNION?
As Illusia continues his quest, he finds himself on a strange new island at the end of the world. But this isn’t just any island—it’s full of A-rank and even L-rank monsters no one has ever seen before! What’s more, the ruins are covered in English and hiragana, characters from the old world. His curiosity piqued, Illusia ventures deeper into the ruins, determined to uncover its secrets...and stumbles upon the legendary dragon king Diabolos. But does Illusia’s “Dragon King’s Son” skill mean that Diabolos is his dad?!
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She Professed Herself Pupil of the Wise Man (Light Novel) Vol. 11
Written by RYUSEN HIROTSUGU; Illustrated by FUZICHOCO
TWO AGAINST ONE
Mira is finally reunited with Soul Howl, but there’s no time to reminisce! The two face the powerful Machina Guardian, a raid boss that required all Nine Wise Men to defeat back in their gaming days. To make matters worse, this enemy now has learning capabilities like never before. Is there an ingenious strategy that will get Mira and Soul Howl out of this bind? Whatever it is, they better find it quick, or their reunion will be short-lived...

Ripping Someone Open Only Makes Them Bleed (Light Novel)
Written by YORU SUMINO
From the award-winning author of I Want to Eat Your Pancreas and I Had That Same Dream Again comes a brand-new novel: a tender coming-of-age story about the tangled lives of teenage girls.
Seventeen-year-old Akane has everything she could ever want: friends, a boyfriend, and an all-round perfect life. No one knows that her every move is a calculated performance, dictated by a compulsive need to be liked. Her flawless act is disrupted when she meets a man named Ai, who looks and sounds exactly like the protagonist of Akane’s favorite novel. Can this be a coincidence? And if not, what does it mean?
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The Evil Queen’s Beautiful Principles (Light Novel) Vol. 2
Written by REIA;
Illustrated by HADUKI FUTABA
ROYAL RETRIBUTION
Once little more than a doll on a shelf, Luxeria has ascended the throne and begun her quest for revenge. Armed with incredible magic, past-life memories, and the five Sacred Swords, she cleaves away the corrupted roots of the state. Her investigation into the depths of her enemies’ sins reveals a disturbing truth: a shocking number of magical children have gone missing from the city. But to what end? When our bloodthirsty queen uncovers the true horrors wrought by those in power, heads are bound to roll!
The final volume!
The Weakest Tamer Began a Journey to Pick Up Trash (Light Novel) Vol. 7
Written by HONOBOonorU500;
Illustrated by NAMA

BLOOMING INTO FUN!
Winter has melted away, making way for the warm spring to arrive! Full of hope and anticipation, Druid and Ivy travel to the next village over to experience an exhilarating spring festival. This village is like nothing Ivy has ever seen before—even the gate protecting it is different! Ivy can’t wait to find out what this vibrant and colorful place has in store for her and her friends.
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Though I Am an Inept Villainess: Tale of the Butterfly–Rat Body Swap in the Maiden Court (Light Novel) Vol. 7
Written by SATSUKI NAKAMURA;
Illustrated by KANA YUKI

SWAP TILL YOU DROP!
The Rite of Reverence has ended, yet Prince Gyoumei warns Kou Reirin not to undo the body swap in the Maiden Court—lest the emperor discover Shu Keigetsu’s forbidden magic! Unwilling to take chances, Reirin and friends split up, promising to rendezvous in the city and reverse the switch. While each team finds a way to spend their day at the market, there are kidnappings, theft, and thuggery afoot...and our heroes won’t let such crimes go unpunished! Can they trounce the bad guys and still assemble at the appointed hour?
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Too Many Losing Heroines! (Light Novel) Vol. 1
Written by TAKIBI AMAMORI;
Illustrated by IMIGIMURU
The award-winning light novel that inspired a manga—also available from Seven Seas—and an upcoming anime!
Plain, boring, and friendless Nukumizu Kazuhiko has witnessed something completely baffling: popular girl Yanami Anna was friend-zoned by her childhood friend and crush! In fact, all the popular girls around him are getting similarly rejected by the boys they like. Without realizing it, Kazuhiko becomes entangled in the relationship drama where all the leading heroines are losing out on love! Can he keep their spirits up and help them find happiness?
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Trapped in a Dating Sim: The World of Otome Games is Tough for Mobs (Light Novel) Vol. 12
Written by YOMU MISHIMA;
Illustrated by MONDA
OUTER SPACE OR CERTAIN DEATH?!
New humanity’s greatest trump card—the intelligent mobile fortress Arcadia—has revived. The Empire is reduced to acting as Arcadia’s puppet, Finn is ordered to assassinate Leon, and the last dregs of old humanity face total annihilation. Even Luxion can’t hope to overcome the looming threat. Leon finds himself at a crossroads: does he take a select few with him and leave this doomed planet for outer space, or does he battle an impossible enemy where the only outcome is certain death?
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**Alpha Wolfgirl x Omega Wolfboy Vol. 1**

Written by NATSUHA KASAZAKI

In this Mature-rated omegaverse manga for the Steamship imprint, the new lady at work shows the bossy guy there that she’s on top!

Nobody realizes Ohkami Ichirou is an omega. At his high-class restaurant job, he poses as an alpha to advance his career and status. Everything is going smoothly until a new trainee, Oukami Ako, becomes a thorn in his side. When he tries to show her who’s boss, she reveals she’s secretly an alpha. If he doesn’t submit to her will, his life will be ruined.

One alpha proves she’s on top in this spicy role-reversal omegaverse tale!

**Before You Discard Me, I Shall Have My Way With You (Manga) Vol. 2**

Written by TAKAKO MIDORI;
Illustrated by SELEN;
Contributions by MAMI SURADA

A SPICY ROMANTIC DRAMA ABOUT A WOMAN SCORNED AND A PRINCE TOO STUBBORN TO ADMIT HIS FEELINGS!

Agnès has had enough from her ex-fiancé, Lucilleur, and his lover, Lilie. In despair, she throws herself off the balcony—with Lucilleur hot on her heels, saving her life by risking his. However, when Agnès wakes up from her fall, the heroic Lucilleur is gone, replaced by an obstinate prince who demands she marry him. Agnès, every bit as stubborn as he is, refuses to be a political pawn and rejects him. Left with no other options, Lucilleur magically binds himself to her. But will his feelings get through to Agnès, or will their bedroom activities force these two to finally be honest with each other?
Healer for the Shadow Hero (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by KYU AZAGISHI;
Illustrated by AKO
TAKING RESPONSIBILITY
So much for “just healing sessions,” huh? Thanks to Nanna having the rare power to heal the man she offers her virginity to, the curse upon Luveigh’s body has been fading rapidly. But now that their relationship has moved beyond transactions and the shadow hero plans his second attempt at a proposal, the two must discover what kind of life suits them best. It’s safe to say the “healing” won’t be stopping anytime soon!
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I’ll Never Be Your Crown Princess! –Betrothed (Manga) Vol. 1
Written by SAKI TSUKIGAMI;
Illustrated by RENA KAMONO;
Contributions by ENN TSUTAMORI
The sequel series to the hot fantasy rom-com about a noblewoman and her prince! From Steamship, the Seven Seas imprint dedicated to sexy romance for women.
Liddy and Freed are finally reunited, and Liddy’s resolve to fully step into her role as the crown prince’s betrothed strengthens along with their bond. Soon, though, new threats—both external and internal—begin stirring in the shadows, including a ghost from Cain’s assassin past who has arrived in Wilhelm to complete a sinister mission. Liddy’s new bodyguard is determined to protect her, but will his presence by her side end up doing more harm than good?
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**Manga, Manhwa, & Manhua**

**Revenge: Mrs. Wrong Vol. 3**
Written by SAYO MOMOTA

**PLOT TWIST**
Tsukiko has a secret to share with Akito: she’s pregnant! Now they have two things to celebrate—marriage and a baby. But when Mitsuki shows up on their wedding day and tells Akito the truth about everything, Tsukiko’s perfectly laid plans are left in shambles.

**Just Like Mona Lisa 01**
Written by TSUMUJI YOSHIMURA

In this world, people are born without a gender. Then, children’s bodies shift toward their desired gender when they reach twelve years old. Until Hinase’s eighteenth spring, they lived content without a gender. But bubbly girl Ritsu and thoughtful boy Shiori both confess their feelings on the same day! Romance was never on Hinase’s mind, so how can they respond? Hinase must explore their identity as they arrive at the cusp of adulthood.

Who will they choose, and who will they become?

**Explore More**
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Otherside Picnic 10 (Manga)
Written by IORI MIYAZAWA and EITA MIZUNO; Designed by SHIRAKABA
In this sci-fi/fantasy survival thriller, the dangerous and deadly realm of the Otherside—where urban legends roam—calls to two women, both in search of something. As they set out to sate their curiosity and explore this other world, will the most earth-shattering thing they discover on the Otherside be their feelings for each other?
and Sorawo face off against Kano Sannuki, a bizarre entity in the form of what appears to be an old woman. Can Sorawo come up with a plan to disarm this strange foe, who may prove to be one of their trickiest challenges yet?
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Soul Eater NOT!: The Perfect Edition 01
Written by ATSUSHI OHKUBO
Experience the fun-filled, action-packed spin-off to Atsushi Ohkubo’s global hit with this all-new, deluxe collector’s edition!
The birds are chirping, the sun is laughing… It’s a beautiful day in Death City, Nevada, and fourteen-year-old Tsugumi Harudori is off to enroll at Death Weapon Meister Academy! But before she can become a rich and famous hero, she’ll have to find a trusty partner (or two) who can wield her!
The saga of the Meisters and their Weapons takes on a whole new look in the gorgeous Soul Eater NOT!: The Perfect Edition!
Dive into Tsugumi, Meme, and Anya’s adventures in a unique larger format on high-end paper stock that maximizes the dynamic art of the series!
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On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
The Great Jahy Will Not Be Defeated! 09
Written by WAKAME KONBU
Puny and powerless after an unfortunate encounter with a magical girl, the Dark Realm’s Number Two has her work cut out for her in the world of humans!
After a climactic battle against the mastermind behind the Dark Realm’s destruction, it seems the only remaining obstacle between the Great Jahy and restoring her home to its former glory...is herself!
Determined to come clean, Jahy finally summons enough courage to confess the truth of her economic status to Druj. But will this tragic revelation prove to be the straw that breaks the proverbial camel’s back?

Explore More

The Angel Next Door Spoils Me Rotten 02 (Manga)
Written by SAEKISAN and WAN SHIBATA; Adapted by SUZU YUKI; Illustrated by HANEKOTO
Could these lonely neighbors be a match made in heaven? A cozy teen romance based on the novels that inspired the hit anime!
Behind closed doors, away from the eyes of their judgmental peers, Amane and Mahiru continue to grow closer with each warm meal they share. But will their secret yet innocent relationship be exposed when Amane’s jolly mother arrives at his doorstep for an unannounced visit? Or could the advice of an adult provide the exact push they need to be more open about their feelings for each other?

Explore More
The Strongest Sage with the Weakest Crest 19
Written by SHINKOSHOTO and LIVER JAM & POPO (FRIENDLY LAND);
Designed by HUUKA KAZABANA
In this manga adaptation of the popular light novel series, one boy will stop at nothing to be the world’s strongest...not even relying on luck!
Matthias and his friends head to Boseil to confront the reincarnated chaos demon Zadogilgias. Even in his previous life as the powerful Gaius, Matthias was barely able to defeat Zadogilgias. Without his fully developed magic, Matty has little to no hope of defeating one of his greatest foes. However, unlike in his past life, Matthias now has reliable companions, and with a little luck, he may stand a chance against the chaos demon!

The Villainess’s Guide to (Not) Falling in Love 02 (Manga)
Written by TOUYA, YOIMACHI and REN SAKUMA
After being reborn as the villainess of a romance game, Luciana is determined to steer clear of romantic entanglements and the calamity they’re certain to bring. Fate, however, has other plans. Now, everyone thinks she possesses incredible magical powers, and to make matters worse, she might have been put under an enchantment without even realizing it.
Cue the irresistible Louis, the kingdom’s sole master of enthrallment magic, who must evaluate her powers. And just when she thought things couldn’t get crazier...charming, aristocratic Lakas confesses that thoughts of Luciana consume his every waking moment. Being an ordinary villainess was never meant to be this wild!

Explore More

978-1-64609-233-8
SQUARE ENIX MANGA
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ½
On Sale: 7/9/24 • FOC Date: 6/10/24

978-1-64609-295-6
SQUARE ENIX MANGA
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ½
On Sale: 7/23/24 • FOC Date: 6/24/24
Victoria’s Electric Coffin 02
Written by IKUNO TAJIMA

A thirteen-year-old medical genius gives a boy on death row a chance at life after death!

Eins is no match for Willie’s cybernetic arms when they face off to prove whether Victoria’s or Henry’s creation is superior. Just when Eins thinks the battle is over, he has to combat Willie gone berserk! Henry then reveals a shocking secret from Eins’s past as David. Victoria must decide if she can continue to support Eins despite learning the devastating truth...
She said, We needed a tool.
So I asked the gods.
There have always been whispers. Legends. The warrior who cannot be killed. Who’s seen a thousand civilizations rise and fall. He has had many names: Unute, Child of Lightning, Death himself. These days, he’s known simply as “B.”
And he wants to be able to die.
In the present day, a U.S. black-ops group has promised him they can help with that. And all he needs to do is help them in return. But when an all-too-mortal soldier comes back to life, the impossible event ultimately points toward a force even more mysterious than B himself. One at least as strong. And one with a plan all its own.

In a collaboration that combines Miéville’s singular style and creativity with Reeves’s haunting and soul-stirring narrative, these two inimitable artists have created something utterly unique, sure to delight existing fans and to create scores of new ones.
A Song of Ice and Fire
2025 Calendar
Illustrations by Eddie Mendoza
Written by GEORGE R. R. MARTIN
Artist Eddie Mendoza brings us the landscapes and castles of Westeros as never seen before, with thirteen stunning illustrations, including a bonus fold-out poster.

Journey across Westeros and Essos with artist Eddie Mendoza, who brings us both new takes on some of the classic series locations as well as never-before-seen locales. From Skagos to Qarth, the Water Gardens to the Nightfort, here is the width and breadth of the Seven Kingdoms and Essos as you have never experienced it before, full of majesty and sweeping vistas.

Explore More

The Art of the Cuphead Show
Written by DEEKI DEKE
Holy smokes! It's the art of The Cuphead Show!

If you’re one of the many people who have fallen in love with the Cuphead video games and Netflix animated series, this book is for you! Join writers, artists, designers, and other staff from The Cuphead Show as they take you on a deep dive of the development and production of one of the hottest animated series around!

Covering all three seasons of the animated series, this book features never-before-seen production art, animatics, character designs, and more! It’s a stellar collection that true fans won’t want to miss.

Explore More
Star Wars The Rise and Fall of the Galactic Empire
Written by CHRIS KEMPSHALL

When Palpatine declared the birth of his new Empire, he expected it would stand for millennia. Instead, it lasted only 24 years. This is the story of how a tyrannical regime rose from the ashes of democracy, ruled the galaxy with an iron fist, and then collapsed into dust.

It is a story of war and heroes, of the power of propaganda and the dangers of complacency. But most of all, it is a story of normal people trying to live their lives in the face of a brutal dictatorship.

From the ruthlessness of Darth Vader’s campaigns to the horrors of the Tarkin Initiative, this book offers fresh new insights into the dark entity at the core of Star Wars.

The Book of Bill
Written by ALEX HIRSCH

The demon that terrorized Gravity Falls is back from the great beyond to finally tell his side of the story in The Book of Bill, written by none other than Bill Cipher himself.

Inside, Bill sheds light on his bizarre origins, his sinister effects on human history, the Pines family’s most embarrassing secrets, and the key to overthrowing the world (laid out in a handy step-by-step guide). This chaotic and beautifully illustrated tome contains baffling riddles, uncrackable ciphers, lost Journal 3 pages, ways to cheat death, the meaning of life, and a whole chapter on Silly Straws. But most importantly, The Book of Bill is deeply, deeply cursed.

Beware: This book travels to dimensions meant for older readers.
The X-Files: Perihelion
Written by CLAUDIA GRAY
Fox Mulder and Dana Scully are still reeling from the death of their son William, but cautiously joyous about Scully’s unexpected pregnancy. Determined to raise this child together, Mulder and Scully struggle to find meaning away from the X-Files as they navigate the uncertain waters of their relationship. Then the FBI asks for their help tracking down two mysterious serial killers: one who seems to be able to control electricity, and another who disappears from the scene of the crime in what witnesses describe as a puff of smoke. It’s enough for the Bureau to re-open the X-Files—if Mulder and Scully are willing.

Animals: A Smithsonian Coloring Book Box Set
Written by SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION; Illustrated by RACHEL CURTIS
With these meticulously illustrated coloring books, animal fans of all ages can explore the wonder of the oceans, skies, and prehistoric world. Guided by experts from the Smithsonian and brought to life by Rachel Curtis, these rich pen-and-ink illustrations invite you to step into captivating scenes. Fans of dinosaurs, birds, aquatic life, and coloring books will find an enchanting world to unlock with their own creativity.

Each page of Animals: A Smithsonian Coloring Book Box Set not only stands alone as a work of art but is also accompanied by brief and fascinating insights from the museum’s experts about each creature and its world, ensuring that time spent coloring is also time spent learning.
The Beauty of Horror: Haunted Holidays Coloring Book
Illustrated by ALAN ROBERT
Ghouliana brings extra spookiness to the holidays in this new addition to the popular adult coloring series, the Beauty of Horror. Ghouliana sinks her fangs into Christmas and Halloween, causing all kinds of chaos with this spooktacular holiday-themed coloring book!
With designs printed for the first time in large format (9.8” x 9.8”) and intricately illustrated by best-selling artist Alan Robert, this new flipbook is overflowing with limb-filled stockings and zombified elves on one side, and corrupting candies and devious jack-o’-lanterns on the other! A terrific gift idea for horror enthusiasts and fans of the Beauty of Horror series.

Fight Evil, Read Books (2024) Unisex T-Shirt Large
Written by OUT OF PRINT
Product Details:
• 100% heavyweight cotton tee
• Color: navy blue
• Illustrated by Maurice Vellekoop
Size & Fit:
• Available in sizes S-4XL
War of the Scaleborn
(World of Warcraft: Dragonflight)
Written by COURTNEY ALAMEDA
Uncover the full story behind the War of the Scaleborn in this official companion novel to World of Warcraft: Dragonflight.
A group of rebel primal dragons are imbued with the elemental powers of the planet and are reborn as the Incarnates. Led by Iridikron, the Incarnates believe that dragonkind should be subservient to no one. They foment a rebellion against the Aspects: what they are and all they represent.
Despite the efforts of Alexstrasza and her primal friend Vyranoth to preserve peace, both sides slip closer to violence, as dragons are forced to choose a side or be swept up in the growing conflict. With battle lines and allegiances drawn, the war among dragonkind shakes the foundation of the world.

Explore More

Stranger Things: Flight of Icarus
Written by CAITLIN SCHNEIDERHAN
Two years before the events of Stranger Things: Season 4, Eddie Munson—Hellfire Club leader, metalhead, and Hawkins outcast—has one shot to make it big.
At the worst dive bar in town, Eddie meets Paige, someone who has pulled off a freaking miracle. She escaped Hawkins and built a wickedly cool life for herself working for a record producer in Los Angeles. She’s offering him a chance to make something of himself, and all he needs to do is get her a demo tape of Corroded Coffin’s best songs.
Just one problem: Recording costs money. Money Eddie doesn’t have. But he’s willing to do whatever it takes, even if that means relying on his dad.

Explore More

978-0-593-72326-5
RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS
$18.00 • Trade Paperback • 5 ½ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 7/30/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24

978-0-399-59423-6
RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS
$18.00 • Trade Paperback • 5 ½ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 7/30/24 • FOC Date: 7/1/24
A Man and His Cat Picture Book
Fukumaru and the Spaceship of Happiness
Written by UMI SAKURAI
Just like Mr. Kanda found his companion in Fukumaru, now the A Man and His Cat manga series—a global best seller—gets its own companion in this special hardcover picture-book tie-in!
One evening, Mr. Kanda and his cat, Fukumaru, wish on a shooting star. But hold on—is that star getting closer?! When the cat chases the star into the woods, he meets new fureinds from space! Only true happiness can repair and power the alien kitties’ ship. Can Fukumaru share his joy with the galactic felines to help them make it home?

Playing at the World, 2E, Volume 1
The Invention of Dungeons & Dragons
Written by JON PETERSON
This first volume is The Invention of Dungeons & Dragons, which explores the publication of that iconic game. (The second volume is The Three Pillars of Role-Playing Games, a deeper dive into the history of the setting, system, and character of D & D.) In this first volume, Jon Peterson distills the story of how the wargaming clubs and fanzines circulating around the upper Midwest in the 1970s culminated in Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson’s seminal role-playing game, D & D. It augments the research of the original editions with new insights into the crucial period in 1972–3 when D & D began to take shape.
Filled with unparalleled archival research (from obscure fanzines to letters, drafts, and other ephemera), this new edition of Playing at the World is the ultimate geek’s guide to the original RPG. As such, it is an indispensable resource for academics and game fans exploring the origins of the hobby.
FOC Checklist

Initial Orders Due May 23rd

May 27th
- G.O.D.S. 9781302948597

June 3rd
- A Brief Moment of Ichika 2 978-1-64729-163-1
- A Mobs of Minecraft Treasury (Mobs of Minecraft) 978-0-593-80768-2
- A Tale of the Secret Saint (Light Novel) Vol. 6 978-1-68579-642-6
- A-DO 3 978-1-64651-933-0
- Alarm at the Farm! #2 978-0-593-51989-9
- Alarm at the Farm! #2 978-0-593-51988-2
- Aliens: What If...? #5 75960620328400511
- Aliens: What If...? #5 Andrei Bressan Variant 75960620328400521
- All-Star Batman by Scott Snyder: The Deluxe Edition 978-1-77952-819-3
- Amazing Spider-Man Annual #1 [IW] 75960620971200011
- Amazing Spider-Man Annual #1 Mike Mckone Infinity Watch Variant [IW] 75960620971200012
- Amazing Spider-Man Annual #1 R.B. Silva Design Variant [IW] 75960620971200016
- Amazing Spider-Man Annual #1 Ron Lim Variant [IW] 75960620971200013
- Amazons Attack 978-1-77952-768-4
- Annihilation 2099 #1 75960620952100111
- Annihilation 2099 #1 Ken Lashley 2099 Frame Variant 75960620952100121
- Annihilation 2099 #1 Pete Woods First Appearance Variant 75960620952100116
- Anyway, I’m Falling In Love With You. 3 979-88-88771-17-4
- Batman ’66 Omnibus (New Edition) 978-1-77952-949-7
- Batman Vol. 3: The Joker Year One 978-1-77952-457-7
- Batman/Superman: World’s Finest Vol. 4: Return to Kingdom Come 978-1-77952-748-6
- Batman: City of Madness 978-1-77952-702-8
- Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 3: Gotham Nocturne: Act II 978-1-77952-742-4
- Batman: Off-World 978-1-77952-701-1
- Belzebubs (Vol 2): No Rest for the Wicked 978-1-60309-542-6
- Beware The Planet of the Apes 9781302957414
- Black Panther: Blood Hunt #3 [BH] 75960620871500031
- Black Panther: Blood Hunt #3 Davi Go Variant [BH] 759606208715000321
- Bless 2 979-88-88771-80-8
- Blood Hunters #3 [BH] 75960620896800031
- Blood Hunters #3 Declan Shalvey Cover Variant [BH] 759606208968000321
- Bog Gonel #1 978-0-593-51986-8
- Chronicles of an Aristocrat Reborn in Another World (Manga) Vol. 10 978-88-916003-8-6
- Classroom of the Elite: Year 2 (Light Novel) Vol. 9 978-88-88438-71-8
- Crossplay Love: Otaku x Punk Vol. 9 978-88-916003-9-3
- Daredevil Epic Collection: Return of Evil [New Printing] 9781302957919
- DCEased: War of the Undead Gods 978-1-77952-550-5
- Deadly Hands Of Kung Fu: Gang War 9781302957346
- DEADPOOL #4 75960620897500041
- Deadpool #4 Greg Land Marvel Vs. Alien Variant 759606208975000431
- Deadpool #4 Jan Bazaldua Stormbreakers Variant 759606208975000441
- Deadpool #4 Movie Variant 759606208975000421
- Death: At Death’s Door (New Edition) 978-1-77952-746-2
- Disney Little Golden Book Frightful Favorites (Disney Classic) 978-0-7364-4646-4
- Doctor Strange #17 [BH] 75960620534900111
- Doctor Strange #17 Giuseppe Camuncoli Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant [BH] 75960620534900172
- Doctor Strange #17 Lee Garbett Variant [BH] 759606205349001731
- Dracula: Blood Hunt #3 [BH] 75960620895100311
- Dracula: Blood Hunt #3 Mateus Manhanini Variant [BH] 75960620895100321
- Drugstore in Another World: The Slow Life of a Cheat Pharmacist (Manga) Vol. 9 978-88-88438-12-1
- Eerie Archives Volume 7 978-1-5067-4470-4
- First Test Graphic Novel 978-0-307-93156-6
- First Test Graphic Novel 978-0-307-93157-3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Golgotha Motor Mountain #4 Cover A (Rodriguez)</td>
<td>82771403273400411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golgotha Motor Mountain #4 Variant B (Cizmesija)</td>
<td>82771403273400421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravitation: Collector’s Edition Vol. 2</td>
<td>979-88-88437-54-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Lantern by Geoff Johns Book One (New Edition)</td>
<td>978-1-77952-765-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Lantern Corps by Peter J. Tomasi and Patrick Gleason Omnibus Vol. 2</td>
<td>978-1-77952-752-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Lantern/Green Arrow: Hard Travelin’ Heroes Omnibus</td>
<td>978-1-77952-573-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimgar of Fantasy and Ash (Light Novel) Vol. 20</td>
<td>978-1-63858-878-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to Be a Ghost (LEGO)</td>
<td>978-0-593-64718-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hulk By Cates &amp; Ottley Omnibus</td>
<td>9781302958558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hulk By Cates &amp; Ottley Omnibus [DM Only]</td>
<td>9781302958572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Am Jack Skellington (Disney Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas)</td>
<td>978-0-7364-4468-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Am Sally (Disney Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas)</td>
<td>978-0-7364-4476-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Swear I Won’t Bother You Again! (Manga) Vol. 5</td>
<td>979-88-88438-13-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If You Find This, I’m Already Dead</td>
<td>978-1-5067-3151-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’ll Never Be Your Crown Princess! Betrothed (Manga) Vol. 1</td>
<td>979-88-88438-16-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joker: Killer Smile</td>
<td>978-1-77952-769-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kemono Jihen Vol. 12</td>
<td>978-98-88438-54-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life with an Ordinary Guy Who Reincarnated into a Total Fantasy Knockout Vol. 4</td>
<td>978-88-88434-76-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvel Graphic Comic Box: August 2024 Marvel Universe A [Bundles of 5]</td>
<td>75960608660307911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvel Graphic Comic Box: August 2024 Marvel Universe B [Bundles of 5]</td>
<td>75960608660308011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvel Masterworks: The Uncanny X-Men Vol. 2</td>
<td>9781302951467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvel Masterworks: The Uncanny X-Men Vol. 2 [DM Only]</td>
<td>9781302951474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medalist 3</td>
<td>979-88-88771-96-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Morales: Spider-Man #22 [BH]</td>
<td>75960620483002211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Morales: Spider-Man #22 Ron Lim Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant [BH]</td>
<td>75960620483002231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Morales: Spider-Man #22 Rose Besch Variant [BH]</td>
<td>75960620483002221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Morales: Spider-Man #22 Rose Besch Virgin Variant [BH]</td>
<td>75960620483002216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Morales: Spider-Man By Cody Ziglar Vol. 3 Gang War</td>
<td>9781302954697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Little Pony: Maretime Mysteries #2 Cover A (Starling)</td>
<td>82771403306900211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Little Pony: Maretime Mysteries #2 Variant B (Grant)</td>
<td>82771403306900221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narwhal’s Sweet Tooth (A Narwhal and Jelly Book #9)</td>
<td>978-1-7748-448-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Love Zone Vol. 1</td>
<td>979-88-88431-26-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathways: Chronicles of Tuvana Volume 1</td>
<td>978-1-5067-3649-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix #1</td>
<td>75960620959000111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix #1 aka Variant</td>
<td>75960620959000171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix #1 aka Virgin Variant</td>
<td>75960620959000118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix #1 Erica D’uroso Marvel Vs. Alien Variant</td>
<td>75960620959000161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix #1 Greg Land Variant</td>
<td>75960620959000117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix #1 Joe Quesada Foil Variant</td>
<td>75960620959000131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix #1 Logo Variant</td>
<td>75960620959000151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix #1 Mr. Garcin Variant</td>
<td>75960620959000141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix #1 Rose Besch Variant</td>
<td>75960620959000121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix #1 Rose Besch Virgin Variant</td>
<td>75960620959000116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poison Ivy Vol. 3: Mourning Sickness</td>
<td>978-1-77952-941-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poison Ivy Vol. 3: Mourning Sickness</td>
<td>978-1-77952-810-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pokémon Book of Evolutions</td>
<td>978-0-593-84387-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Girl Vol. 1: Electric Dreams</td>
<td>978-1-77952-814-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Stops Volume 2</td>
<td>978-1-5067-4222-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reincarnated as a Dragon Hatchling (Light Novel) Vol. 7</td>
<td>978-1-63858-766-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resurrection of Magneto</td>
<td>9781302957025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She Professed Herself Pupil of the Wise Man (Light Novel) Vol. 11</td>
<td>979-88-88434-81-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Initial Orders Due May 23rd

- **Spider-Gwen: Into The Unknown** 9781302956950
- **Spider-Man: Reign 2 #1** 75960620394900111
- **Spider-Man: Reign 2 #1 Kaare Andrews Variant** 75960620394900151
- **Spider-Man: Reign 2 #1 Kaare Andrews Virgin Variant** 75960620394900116
- **Spider-Man: Reign 2 #1 Leinil Yu Variant** 75960620394900131
- **Spider-Man: Reign 2 #1 Mike Del Mundo Variant** 75960620394900141
- **Spider-Man: Reign 2 #1 Skottie Young Variant** 75960620394900117
- **Spider-Men: Reign 2 #1 Leinil Yu Variant** 75960620394900131
- **Spider-Men: Reign 2 #1 Mike Del Mundo Variant** 75960620394900141
- **Star Wars: Inquisitors #1** 75960620809800111
- **Star Wars: Inquisitors #1 Alex Maleev Variant** 75960620809800116
- **Star Wars: Inquisitors #1 Chris Sprouse The Phantom Menace 25th Anniversary Variant** 75960620809800117
- **Star Wars: The High Republic #9 [Phase III]** 75960620708400911
- **Star Wars: The High Republic Phase II: Quest of The Jedi Omnibus** 9781302958497
- **Star Wars: The High Republic Phase II: Quest of The Jedi Omnibus [DM Only]** 9781302958503
- **Superman: Action Comics Vol. 2: To Hell and Back** 978-1-77952-821-6
- **Swamp Thing by Rick Veitch Book One: Wild Things** 978-1-64609-271-0
- **Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: 40th Anniversary Comics Celebration Variant RI (50) (Wachter)** 82771403314400911
- **The Angel Next Door Spoils Me Rotten 02 (Manga)** 978-1-64609-271-0
- **The Art of the Cuphead Show** 978-1-5067-3299-2
- **The Batman Family: Year One Box Set** 978-1-77952-553-6
- **The Disabled Tyrant’s Beloved Pet Fish: Canji Baojun De Zhangxin Yu Chong (Novel) Vol. 2** 978-88-8843-09-6
- **The Hunger and the Dusk: Book Two #1 Cover A (Wildgoose)** 82771403320500111
- **The Hunger and the Dusk: Book Two #1 Variant B (Chiang)** 82771403320500121
- **The Strange Case of Harleen and Harley** 978-1-77950-975-8
- **The Summer You Were There Vol. 5** 978-88-8843-73-8
- **This Land Is Our Land: A Blue Beetle Story** 978-1-77952-282-5
- **Though I Am an Inept Villainess: Tale of the Butterfly-Rat Body Swap in the Maiden Court (Light Novel) Vol. 7** 978-88-8848-17-6
- **Titans: Beast World** 978-1-77952-812-4
- **Titans: Beast World Tour** 978-1-77952-813-1
- **To Your Eternity 20** 978-1-64651-732-9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo Revengers: A Letter from Keisuke Baji Vol. 1</td>
<td>978-8-916030-5-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigun Deluxe Edition</td>
<td>978-1-5067-3871-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigun Maximum Deluxe Edition Volume 1</td>
<td>978-1-5067-3872-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate Spider-Man #7</td>
<td>75960620796100711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate Spider-Man #7 Doaly Variant</td>
<td>75960620796100716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate Spider-Man #7 Marco Mastrazzo Variant</td>
<td>75960620796100721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untitled Golden 6693</td>
<td>978-0-593-89669-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untitled RHBFYR 6686</td>
<td>978-0-593-89668-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venom #35</td>
<td>75960620191403511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venom #35 Iban Coello Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant</td>
<td>75960620191403521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venom #35 Mico Suayan Variant</td>
<td>75960620191403516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venom Modern Era Epic Collection: Space Knight</td>
<td>9781302959852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria’s Electric Coffin 02</td>
<td>978-1-64609-292-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Werewolf by Night: Blood Hunt #1 [BH]</td>
<td>75960620934700111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Werewolf by Night: Blood Hunt #1 Maria Wolf Variant [BH]</td>
<td>75960620934700116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Werewolf by Night: Blood Hunt #1 Sean Galloway Saturday Morning Connecting Variant [BH]</td>
<td>75960620934700121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Werewolf By Night: Blood Hunt #1 TBD Artist Variant [BH]</td>
<td>75960620934700131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley Dodds: The Sandman</td>
<td>978-1-77952-771-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woe: A Housecat’s Story of Despair</td>
<td>978-0-593-17763-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine: Deep Cut #1</td>
<td>75960620994100111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine: Deep Cut #1 C.F. Villa Stormbreakers Variant</td>
<td>75960620994100121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine: Deep Cut #1 David Yardin Variant</td>
<td>75960620994100141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine: Deep Cut #1 Declan Shalvey Variant</td>
<td>75960620994100116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine: Deep Cut #1 Phil Jimenez Variant</td>
<td>75960620994100131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wonder Woman and Harley Quinn: SWAPPED! (LEGO DC Comics Super Heroes Chapter Book #2)</td>
<td>978-0-593-57093-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #1</td>
<td>75960620920000111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #1 Blank Cover Variant</td>
<td>75960620920000151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #1 George Perez Variant</td>
<td>75960620920000116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #1 J. Scott Campbell Psylocke Variant</td>
<td>75960620920000181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #1 J. Scott Campbell Psylocke Virgin Variant</td>
<td>75960620920000117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #1 John Tyler Christopher Virgin Negative Space Variant</td>
<td>75960620920000141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #1 Logo Variant</td>
<td>75960620920000161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #1 Mr. Garcin Variant</td>
<td>75960620920000131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #1 Scott Koblish Wraparound Connecting Variant</td>
<td>75960620920000191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #1 Skottie Young Variant</td>
<td>75960620920000171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #1 Tony Daniel Variant</td>
<td>75960620920000121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men #35 TBD Artist 2nd Printing Variant [FHX]</td>
<td>75960609999303512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men: Blood Hunt Psylocke #1 [BH]</td>
<td>75960620877700111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men: Blood Hunt Psylocke #1 Peach Momoko Variant [BH]</td>
<td>75960620877700121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Men: From The Ashes Sampler [Bundles of 20]</td>
<td>75960628479524711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakuza Reincarnation Vol. 10</td>
<td>978-88-88436-74-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yokohama Kaidashi Kikou: Deluxe Edition 5</td>
<td>978-1-63858-548-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zatanna &amp; The Ripper Volume Four</td>
<td>978-1-77952-817-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 10&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365 Days to the Wedding Vol. 4</td>
<td>978-88-88435-78-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Is for Alien: An ABC Book (20th Century Studios)</td>
<td>978-0-7364-4484-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Man and His Cat Picture Book</td>
<td>978-1-64609-281-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliens Epic Collection: The Original Years Vol. 2</td>
<td>9781302956318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Wolfgirl x Omega Wolfboy Vol. 1</td>
<td>978-88-916021-2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazing Spider-Man #53</td>
<td>75960620200305311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazing Spider-Man #53 Ivan Bigarella Disney What If? Black and White Variant</td>
<td>75960620200305316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazing Spider-Man #53 Ivan Bigarella Disney What If? Variant</td>
<td>75960620200305321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazing Spider-Man #53 Russell Dauterman Variant</td>
<td>75960620200305317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazing Spider-Man #53 TBD Artist Marvel Vs. Alien Variant</td>
<td>75960620200305331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOC Checklist

- Amazing Spider-Man by Zeb Wells Vol. 10: Breathe
  9781302954611
- Animals: A Smithsonian Coloring Book Box Set
  978-88-87241-06-7
- Annihilation 2099 #2
  7596062095210021
- Annihilation 2099 #2 Ken Lashley 2099 Frame Variant
  7596062095210022
- Annihilation 2099 #2 Pete Woods First Appearance Variant
  75960620952100216
- Avengers #16 [BH]
  75960620426701611
- Avengers #16 Chad Hardin Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant [BH]
  75960620426701621
- Avengers #16 Martin Coccolo Stormbreakers Variant [BH]
  75960620426701631
- Avengers #16 Mike McKone Variant [BH]
  75960620426701641
- Bluey: Shadowlands
  978-0-593-75249-4
- Cable: United We Fail
  9781302957452
- Candy and Cigarettes Vol. 9
  978-88-88437-81-0
- Classroom of the Elite (Manga) Vol. 11
  978-88-88437-81-0
- Daredevil #11
  75960620531801111
- Daredevil #11 Scott Williams Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe Variant
  75960620531801121
- Daredevil #11 Tbd Artist Variant
  75960620531801131
- Easygoing Territory Defense by the Optimistic Lord: Production Magic Turns a Nameless Village into the Strongest Fortified City (Manga) Vol. 3
  978-88-88438-50-3
- Failure Frame: I Became the Strongest and Annihilated Everything With Low-Level Spells (Manga) Vol. 8
  978-88-916017-9-6
- Fire Force Manga Box Set 1 (Vol. 1-6)
  978-88-88772-58-4
- Fire Force Omnibus 11 (Vol. 31-32)
  978-88-88770-40-5
- Get Fury #3
  75960608954300311
- Ghost Rider: Final Vengeance #5
  75960620770000511
- Ghost Rider: Final Vengeance #5 Andrei Bressan Variant
  75960620770000531
- Ghost Rider: Final Vengeance #5 Jonas Scharf Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant
  75960620770000521
- Giant-Size Silver Surfer #1
  75960620848700011
- Giant-Size Silver Surfer #1 Dave Bardin Deadly Foes Variant
  759606208487000121
- Giant-Size Silver Surfer #1 Paul Renaud Variant
  759606208487000131
- How Heavy are the Dumbbells You Lift? Vol. 15
  978-88-88435-92-2
- Hulk: Blood Hunt #1 [BH]
  75960620935400111
- Hulk: Blood Hunt #1 Sean Galloway Saturday Morning Connecting Variant [BH]
  75960620935400121
- Hulk: Blood Hunt #1 Simone Bianchi Variant [BH]
  75960620935400131
- In the Clear Moonlit Dusk
  978-88-88770-53-5
- Incredible Hulk Epic Collection: Ground Zero
  9781302956325
- Killer Shark in Another World Vol. 1
  978-88-916017-1-0
  978-1-68579-777-5
- LEGO Harry Potter Visual Dictionary
  978-0-7440-9895-2
- Marvel Masterworks: Werewolf By Night Vol. 3
  9781302955502
- Marvel Masterworks: Werewolf By Night Vol. 3 [DM Only]
  9781302955519
- Minecraft: Zombies Unleashed!
  978-0-593-59782-8
- Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation (Manga) Vol. 19
  978-88-916019-3-2
- My Cat is Such a Weirdo Vol. 4
  978-88-88438-55-8
- Nickelodeon 5-Minute Halloween Stories Collection (Nickelodeon)
  978-0-593-80849-8
- Otherside Picnic 10 (Manga)
  978-1-64609-261-1
- Sentry: Legacy
  9781302955570
- Shikimori’s Not Just a Cutie Vol. 17
  978-88-88770-03-0
- Sonic the Hedgehog #71 Cover A (Kim)
  82774051208711
- Sonic the Hedgehog #71 Variant B (Stanley)
  827740512087121
- Sonic the Hedgehog #71 Variant RI (10) (Fourdraine)
  827740512087131
- Spider-Boy #9
  7596062078550911
- Spider-Boy #9 Nao Fuji Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant
  75960620785500921
- Spinal Cord
  978-1-5067-3490-3
- Star Trek #22 Cover A (Levens)
  8277403084602211

Initial Orders Due May 23rd
FOC Checklist

- Star Trek #22 Variant B (Reis) 82771403084602221
- Star Trek #22 Variant RI (10) (Lendl Connecting Stained Glass Variant) 82771403084602231
- Star Wars The Rise and Fall of the Galactic Empire 978-0-7440-9882-2
- Stranger Things: Inside, Outside, Upside Down (Funko Pop!) 978-0-593-80831-3
- SYMBIOTE SPIDER-MAN 2099 #5 7596062031600511
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Cover A (Albuquerque) 82771403315100111
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant B (Jones) 8277140331500121
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant C (Eastman) 82771403315100131
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant D (Gonzo) 82771403315100141
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant E (Randolph) 82771403315100151
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant F (Campbell) 82771403315100161
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant G (Blank Sketch) 82771403316805711
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant H (Jones) 82771403316805811
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant RI (100) (Momoko) 82771403316800111
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant RI (25) (Earls) 82771403315100171
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant RI (250) (Scalera) 82771403316800211
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant RI (50) (Robertson) 82771403315100181
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant RI (500) (Murphy) 82771403316800311
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #1 Variant RI (75) (Bermejo) 82771403315100191
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Untold Destiny of the Foot Clan #5 Cover A (Santolouco) 82771403241300511
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Untold Destiny of the Foot Clan #5 Variant B (Medel) 82771403241300521
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Untold Destiny of the Foot Clan #5 Variant RI (10) (Santtos) 82771403241300531
- Thanos: Return Of The Mad Titan 9781302957490
- The Darwin Incident 6 978-1-64729-355-0
- The EC Archives: Tales from the Crypt Volume 4 978-1-5067-3641-9
- The Fantastic Four Omnibus VOL. 5 9781302955526
- The Fantastic Four Omnibus Vol. 5 [DM Only] 9781302955533
- The Strongest Sage with the Weakest Crest 978-1-64609-233-8
- The Weakest Tamer Began a Journey to Pick Up Trash (Light Novel) Vol. 7 979-88-916029-9-1
- Trapped in a Dating Sim: The World of Otome Games is Tough for Mobs (Light Novel) Vol. 12 978-88-916031-7-3
- Union Jack The Ripper: Blood Hunt #3 [BH] 75960620872200311
- Union Jack The Ripper: Blood Hunt #3 Philip Tan Variant [BH] 75960620872200321
- Untold Dinosaur Tales #3: Fossil Chase! (LEGO Jurassic World) 978-0-593-64799-8
- What If?: Into the Multiverse Omnibus Vol. 2 [DM Only] 9781302953898
- Wolverine #88 Facsimile Edition 75960620990308811
- Wolverine #88 Facsimile Edition David Yardin Variant 75960620990308816
- Wolverine #88 Facsimile Edition Foil Variant 75960620990308821
- Wolverine: Blood Hunt #3 [BH] 75960620874600311
- X-Men: Heir of Apocalypse #3 75960620874600321
- Yokai Cats Vol. 8 979-88-88439-82-1
June 17th

- Amazing Spider-Man #258 Facsimile Edition
  7596062081732581

- Amazing Spider-Man #258 Facsimile Edition
  Ema Lupacchino Variant 7596062081732581

- Amazing Spider-Man: Blood Hunt #3 [BH]
  7596062086920031

- Amazing Spider-Man: Blood Hunt #3 Junggeun Yoon Variant [BH]
  7596062086920032

- Annihilation 2099 #3
  7596062095210031

- Annihilation 2099 #3 Ken Lashley 2099 Frame Variant
  7596062095210032

- Ask for Mercy Volume 2
  978-1-5067-4694-4

- AVENGERS: TWILIGHT
  9781302921484

- Black Night Parade Vol. 4
  979-88-88438-45-9

- Blade Vol. 2: Evil Against Evil
  9781302925121

- Blood Hunt #5 [BH]
  7596062080500051

- Blood Hunt #5 David Baldeon Fangs Variant [BH]
  7596062080500053

- Blood Hunt #5 Gabriele Dell’otto Connecting Variant [BH]
  7596062080500057

- Blood Hunt #5 Gabriele Dell’otto Connecting Virgin Variant [BH]
  7596062080500058

- Blood Hunt #5 Kael Ngu Variant [BH]
  7596062080500051

- Blood Hunt #5 Mahmud Asrar Variant [BH]
  7596062080500051

- Blood Hunt #5 Mahmud Asrar Virgin Variant [BH]
  7596062080500059

- Blood Hunt #5 Peach Momoko Variant [BH]
  7596062080500054

- Blood Hunt: Red Band #5 [BH]
  7596062086780051

- Blood Hunt: Red Band #5 Rod Reis Bloody Homage Variant [BH]
  7596062086780056

- Blood Hunters #4 [BH]
  7596062089680041

- Blood Hunters #4 Declan Shalvey Book Cover Variant [BH]
  7596062089680042

- Cat on the Hero’s Lap Vol. 3
  978-88-88434-59-8

- Cthulhu Cat
  978-1-5067-4417-9

- Daredevil: Woman Without Fear #1
  7596062092620011

- Daredevil: Woman Without Fear #1 Sergio Davila Homage Variant
  7596062092620012

- Daredevil: Woman Without Fear #1 Tran Nguyen Variant
  7596062092620017

- Death of Wolverine Omnibus
  9781302959876

- Death of Wolverine Omnibus [DM Only]
  9781302959883

- Don’t Call it Mystery (Omnibus) Vol. 9-10
  979-88-916004-1-6

- Fall of the House of X/Rise of the Powers of X
  9781302956585

- Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal Princess (Light Novel) Vol. 7
  979-88-88433-28-7

- Godzilla Vs. The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers II #4 Cover A (Rivas)
  827740318980041

- Godzilla Vs. The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers II #4 Variant B (Sanchez)
  827740318980042

- Godzilla Vs. The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers II #4 Variant RI (Frank)
  827740318980043

- Godzilla: Skate or Die #2 Cover A (Joyce)
  827740330450021

- Godzilla: Skate or Die #2 Variant B (Ba)
  827740330450022

- I Hate Me, but Let Me Stay Vol. 1
  978-88-916023-0-4

- How Do I Turn My Best Friend Into My Girlfriend? Vol. 2
  978-88-916023-2-8

- How NOT to Summon a Demon Lord (Manga) Vol. 19
  978-88-88438-51-0

- I’m the Evil Lord of an Intergalactic Empire! (Light Novel) Vol. 7
  978-88-916011-7-8

- IDW Monthly Title Catalog: August 2024
  82774032880081

- I’m Giving the Disgraced Noble Lady I Rescued a Crash Course in Naughtiness
  978-1-64729-353-6

- I’m the Heroic Knight of an Intergalactic Empire! (Light Novel) Vol. 1
  978-88-916040-4-9

- Immortal Thor Annual #1 [IW]
  7596062097290011

- Immortal Thor Annual #1 Mike Mckone Infinity Watch Variant [IV]
  7596062097290012

- Immortal Thor Annual #1 R.B. Silva Design Variant [IW]
  7596062097290016

- Immortal Thor Annual #1 Walt Simonson Variant [IW]
  7596062097290013

- Incredible Hulk #14 [DPWX]
  7596062066360014

- Incredible Hulk #14 Declan Shalvey Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant [DPWX]
  7596062066360014
Initial Orders Due May 23rd

- **Incredible Hulk #14** Javier Garron
  - Weapon X-Traction Teaser Variant [DPWX]
  - 7596062066301441

- **Incredible Hulk #14** TBD Artist Variant [DPWX]
  - 7596062066301431

- **Invincible Iron Man #20**
  - David Wachter
  - Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant
  - 75960620424302011

- **Invincible Iron Man #20** Juan Frigeri Variant
  - 75960620424302031

- **Just Like Mona Lisa 01**
  - 978-1-64609-277-2

- **Keep Your Hands Off Eizouken! Volume 7**
  - 978-1-5067-3797-3

- **Kei X Yaku: Bound By Law Vol. 5**
  - 978-88-88770-13-9

- **Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation A Journey of Two Lifetimes (Special Book)**
  - 978-88-916048-7-2

- **My Girlfriend's Child Vol. 5**
  - 978-88-88438-58-9

- **Namor #1**
  - 75960620743500111

- **Namor #1** Alex Maleev Variant
  - 75960620743500141

- **Namor #1** Alex Maleev Virgin Variant
  - 75960620743500118

- **Namor #1** Elizabeth Torque Variant
  - 75960620743500117

- **Namor #1** Joshua Cassara
  - Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant
  - 75960620743500121

- **Namor #1** TBD Artist Variant
  - 75960620743500131

- **Namor The Sub-Mariner Epic Collection: Titans Three**
  - 9781302955397

- **Ninja Vs. Goku: 2**
  - 978-88-88771-65-5

- **Orb: On the Movements of the Earth (Omnibus)**
  - Vol. 5-6
  - 978-88-88435-81-6

- **Parasyte Full Color Collection 7**
  - 978-1-64651-645-2

- **Real Pigeons Peck Punches (Book 5)**
  - 978-0-593-42723-1

- **Revengers: Mrs. Wrong Vol. 3**
  - 978-88-88435-87-8

- **Scarlet Witch #2**
  - 75960620828900211

- **Scarlet Witch #2** Corin Howell
  - Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant
  - 75960620828900221

- **Scarlet Witch #2** Dike Ruan Variant
  - 75960620828900216

- **Scarlet Witch #2** Jessica Fong Variant
  - 75960620828900231

- **Shaolin Cowboy: Cruel to Be Kind—Silent but Deadly Edition**
  - 978-1-5067-4380-6

- **Spider-Gwen: Smash**
  - 9781302956554

- **Spider-Woman #9**
  - 75960620783100911

- **Spider-Woman #9** Paco Medina
  - Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant
  - 75960620783100921

- **Star Trek: Defiant #17 Cover A (Unzueta)**
  - 82771403137901711

- **Star Trek: Defiant #17 Variant B (Bartok)**
  - 82771403137901721

- **Star Trek: Picard’s Academy—Commit No Mistakes**
  - 978-88-87241-21-0

- **Star Wars #48**
  - 75960609600804811

- **Star Wars #48 Chris Sprouse
  - The Phantom Menace 25th Anniversary Variant**
  - 75960609600804831

- **Star Wars #48 John Tyler Christopher
  - Action Figure Variant**
  - 75960609600804821

- **Star Wars #48 Lee Garbett Variant**
  - 75960609600804816

- **Star Wars #48 Ron Lim Variant**
  - 75960609600804841

- **Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning Adventures #15 Cover A (Schoening)**
  - 82771403150801711

- **The Great Jahy Will Not Be Defeated! 09**
  - 978-1-64609-245-1

- **The Husky and His White Cat Shizun: Erha He Ta De Bai Mao Shizun (Novel)**
  - Vol. 6
  - 978-1-68579-763-8

- **The Spectacular Spider-Men #5**
  - 75960620746600511

- **The Spectacular Spider-Men #5 Marc Aspinall Variant**
  - 75960620746600516

- **The Spectacular Spider-Men #5 Nick Bradshaw Variant**
  - 75960620746600531

- **The Spectacular Spider-Men #5 TBD Artist Homage Variant**
  - 75960620746600521

- **Too Many Losing Heroines! (Manga) Vol. 1**
  - 978-88-916030-9-7

- **Ultimate X-Men #5**
  - 75960620798500511

- **Ultimate X-Men #5 Inhyuk Lee Variant**
  - 75960620798500516
FOC Checklist

Initial Orders Due May 23rd

- Ultimate X-Men #5 Meghan Hetrick Ultimate Special Variant 75960620798500531
- Ultimate X-Men #5 Pepe Larraz Variant 75960620798500521
- Vengeance of The Moon Knight Vol. 1: New Moon 9781302967391
- Venom Epic Collection: The Hunger 9781302958980
- When Will Ayumu Make His Move? 16 979-88-88772-87-4
- Wolverine by Benjamin Percy Vol. 9: Sabretooth War Part 2 9781302954734
- X-Force #1 75960620919400111
- X-Force #1 Chris Allen Stormbreakers Variant 75960620919400161
- X-Force #1 Clayton Crain Forge Variant 75960620919400151
- X-Force #1 Clayton Crain Forge Virgin Variant 75960620919400116
- X-Force #1 David Nakayama Foil Variant 75960620919400121
- X-Force #1 Logo Variant 75960620919400131
- X-Force #1 Skottie Young Variant 75960620919400141
- X-Force #1 Tony Daniel Variant 75960620919400171
- X-Men: Blood Hunt Laura Kinney The Wolverine #1 [BH] 75960620878400111
- X-Men: Blood Hunt Laura Kinney The Wolverine #1 Peach Momoko Variant [BH] 75960620878400121
- Aliens vs. Avengers #1 Skottie Young Variant 75960620570700151
- Aliens vs. Avengers #1 Tony Daniel Variant 75960620570700116
- Aliens vs. Avengers #1 Zu Orzu Variant 75960620570700131
- Annihilation 2099 #4 75960620952100411
- Annihilation 2099 #4 Ken Lashley 2099 Frame Variant 75960620952100421
- Annihilation 2099 #4 Pete Woods First Appearance Variant 75960620952100416
- August 2024 Poster 1 75960609900910321
- August 2024 Poster 2 75960609900910421
- August 2024 Poster 3 75960609900910521
- August 2024 Poster 4 75960609900910621
- Before You Discard Me, I Shall Have My Way With You (Manga) Vol. 2 979-88-916021-7-5
- Boom! 978-0-8234-5839-4
- Bûho y Pingüino 978-0-8234-5795-3
- Captain America #11 [DPWX] 75960620740400111
- Captain America #11 David Nakayama Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant [DPWX] 75960620740400113
- Captain America #11 Humberto Ramos Marvel Comics Presents Variant [DPWX] 75960620740400121
- Captain America #11 Steve McNiven Deadpool & Wolverine Weapon X-Traction Variant [DPWX] 75960620740400141
- Captain America Omnibus Vol. 3 [New Printing, DM Only] 9781302958428
- Carnage Vol. 2: Symbiosis Necrosis 9781302955021
- Cat Companions Maruru and Hachi Vol. 1 979-88-916021-8-2
- Correspondence from the End of the Universe Vol. 5 978-1-63858-965-5
- Creepy Archives Volume 8 978-1-5067-4474-2
- Dai Dark Vol. 7 979-88-916062-8-9
- Dance in the Vampire Bund: Age of Scarlet Order Vol. 12 979-88-88439-61-6
- Dave Cockrum’s X-Men Artist’s Edition 979-88-87241-12-8
- Deadpool & Wolverine: WWIII #3 75960620648300311

June 24th

- A Sign of Affection 9 979-88-88770-24-5
- A Song of Ice and Fire 2025 Calendar 978-0-593-72559-7
- Agatha Harkness: The Saga of the Salem Witch 9781302960070
- Aliens vs. Avengers #1 75960620570700111
- Aliens vs. Avengers #1 John Tyler Christopher Homage Variant 75960620570700141
- Aliens vs. Avengers #1 Mark Brooks Variant 75960620570700121
- Aliens vs. Avengers #1 Mark Brooks Virgin Variant 7596062057070017
- Before You Discard Me, I Shall Have My Way With You (Manga) Vol. 2 979-88-916021-7-5
- Boom! 978-0-8234-5839-4
- Bûho y Pingüino 978-0-8234-5795-3
- Captain America #11 [DPWX] 75960620740400111
- Captain America #11 David Nakayama Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant [DPWX] 75960620740400113
- Captain America #11 Humberto Ramos Marvel Comics Presents Variant [DPWX] 75960620740400121
- Captain America #11 Steve McNiven Deadpool & Wolverine Weapon X-Traction Variant [DPWX] 75960620740400141
- Captain America Omnibus Vol. 3 [New Printing, DM Only] 9781302958428
- Carnage Vol. 2: Symbiosis Necrosis 9781302955021
- Cat Companions Maruru and Hachi Vol. 1 979-88-916021-8-2
- Correspondence from the End of the Universe Vol. 5 978-1-63858-965-5
- Creepy Archives Volume 8 978-1-5067-4474-2
- Dai Dark Vol. 7 979-88-916062-8-9
- Dance in the Vampire Bund: Age of Scarlet Order Vol. 12 979-88-88439-61-6
- Dave Cockrum’s X-Men Artist’s Edition 979-88-87241-12-8
- Deadpool & Wolverine: WWIII #3 75960620648300311
FOC Checklist

- Deadpool & Wolverine: WWIII #3 Leinil Yu Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant 7596062064830031
- Deadpool & Wolverine: WWIII #3 Lucas Werneck Stormbreakers Variant 75960620648300341
- Deadpool & Wolverine: WWIII #3 Movie Variant 75960620648300321
- Deadpool Epic Collection: Johnny Handsome 9781302959579
- Fantastic Four #22 [BH, DPWX] 7596062089802211
- Fantastic Four #22 Ethan Young Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant [BH, DPWX] 7596062089802221
- Fantastic Four #22 Sergio Davila Variant [BH, DPWX] 7596062089802231
- Fantastic Four #22 Steve McNiven Deadpool & Wolverine X-Traction Variant [BH, DPWX] 7596062089802241
- Fight Evil, Read Books (2024) Unisex T-Shirt Large 978-0-593-89567-2
- Fight Evil, Read Books (2024) Unisex T-Shirt Medium 978-0-593-89566-5
- Fight Evil, Read Books (2024) Unisex T-Shirt Small 978-0-593-89565-8
- Fight Evil, Read Books (2024) Unisex T-Shirt X-Large 978-0-593-89568-9
- Fight Evil, Read Books (2024) Unisex T-Shirt XX-Large 978-0-593-89569-6
- Fight Evil, Read Books (2024) Unisex T-Shirt XXX-Large 978-0-593-89570-2
- Fight Evil, Read Books (2024) Unisex T-Shirt XXXXX-Large 978-0-593-89571-9
- Gachiakuta 3 979-88-88770-95-5
- Godzilla Rivals: Vs. Manda Cover A (Lawrence) 8277140332120011
- Godzilla Rivals: Vs. Manda Variant B (Shelther) 82771403321200121
- Godzilla Rivals: Vs. Manda Variant RI (Gregory) 82771403321200131
- Holler 978-1-5067-4341-7
- I Can’t Say No to the Lonely Girl 3 979-88-88771-12-2
- I Married My Female Friend Vol. 3 979-88-88438-52-7
- Lazy Dungeon Master (Manga) Vol. 9 979-89-916018-7-1
- Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars #8 Facsimile Edition 7596062081660081
- Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars #8 Facsimile Edition Foil Variant 75960620816600821
- Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars #8 Facsimile Edition Gleb Melnikov Variant 75960620816600816
- Marvel Zero (2024) #1 75960621048000111
- Marvel Zero (2024) #1 Kael Ngu Virgin Variant 75960621048000116
- Marvel Zero (2024) #1 Ryan Stegman Virgin Variant 75960621048000117
- Meesh the Bad Demon #2: The Secret of the Fang 978-0-593-37290-6
- Meesh the Bad Demon #2: The Secret of the Fang 978-0-593-37291-3
- Midnight Sons: Blood Hunt #3 [BH] 75960620870800311
- Midnight Sons: Blood Hunt #3 Declan Shalvey Variant [BH] 75960620870800321
- Mighty Marvel Masterworks: The Mighty Thor Vol. 4 When Meet The Immortals 9781302954260
- Mighty Marvel Masterworks: The Mighty Thor Vol. 4 When Meet The Immortals [DM Only] 9781302954253
- Mob Psycho 100 Volume 14 978-1-5067-3799-7
- Monster Guild: The Dark Lord’s (No-Good) Comeback! Vol. 7 979-88-916019-2-5
- My Little Pony: Set Your Sail #4 Cover A (Ganucheau) 82771403286400411
- My Little Pony: Set Your Sail #4 Variant B (JustaSuta) 82771403286400421
- NYX #1 75960620918700111
- NYX #1 Artgerm Variant 75960620918700131
- NYX #1 Artgerm Virgin Variant 75960620918700117
- NYX #1 Logo Variant 75960620918700141
- NYX #1 Pablo Villalobos Variant 75960620918700121
- NYX #1 Pablo Villalobos Virgin Variant 75960620918700116
- NYX #1 Rickie Yagawa Variant 75960620918700118
- NYX #1 Roge Antonio Variant 75960620918700151
- NYX #1 Todd Nauck Windowshades Variant 75960620918700161
Initial Orders Due May 23rd

- Prodigy: Slaves of Mars #1 (CVR A) (Stefano Landini) 76156801221700111
- Prodigy: Slaves of Mars #1 (CVR B) (B&W) (Stefano Landini) 76156801221700121
- Rainier's Legacy 978-1-5067-4104-8
- Ripping Someone Open Only Makes Them Bleed (Light Novel) 979-88-916027-1-7
- Sailor Moon 9 (Naoko Takeuchi Collection) 978-1-64651-237-2
- Saving 80,000 Gold in Another World for my Retirement 5 (light novel) 978-1-64729-331-4
- Soul Eater NOT!: The Perfect Edition 01 978-1-64609-288-8
- Spider-Punk: Arms Race 9781302958084
- Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: The Rebellion Vol. 6 9781302956400
- Star Wars Vol. 8: The Sith and The Skywalker 9781302954789
- Star Wars: Darth Vader #48 75960609601504811
- Star Wars: Darth Vader #48 Chris Sprouse The Phantom Menace 25th Anniversary Variant 75960609601504821
- Star Wars: Darth Vader #48 Jeremy Wilson Variant 75960609601504861
- Strange Academy: Blood Hunt #3 (BH) 75960620894400311
- Strange Academy: Blood Hunt #3 TBD Artist Variant (BH) 759606208944000321
- Sword of the Demon Hunter: Kijin Gentosho (Light Novel) Vol. 6 978-88-916007-2-0
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Black, White, and Green #3 Cover A (Jock) 82771403298700311
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Black, White, and Green #3 Variant B (Rossmo) 82771403298700321
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Black, White, and Green #3 Variant RI (10) (Pope Foil Variant) 82771403298700331
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The IDW Collection Volume 16 979-88-87241-27-2
- The Book of Bill 9781368092203
- The Book of Elsewhere 978-0-593-44659-1
- The Evil Queen's Beautiful Principles (Light Novel) Vol. 2 979-88-88430-78-1
- The Ghostkeeper 978-0-593-52666-8
- The Ghostkeeper 978-0-593-52667-5
- The Heroic Legend of Arslan 19 979-88-88770-69-6
- The Villainess's Guide to (Not) Falling in Love 02 (Manga) 978-1-64609-295-6
- Thor Quest: Fires of the Forgekeep (Marvel) 9781368076401
- Tokyo Revengers (Omnibus) Vol. 23-24 979-88-88438-62-6
- Transplants 978-1-5067-3782-9
- Ultimate Black Panther #6 75960620797800611
- Ultimate Black Panther #6 Bosslogic Ultimate Special Variant 75960620797800631
- Ultimate Black Panther #6 David Mack Variant 75960620797800616
- Ultimate Black Panther #6 Felipe Massafera Variant 75960620797800621
- Vengeance of The Moon Knight #7 [BH] 75960620874000711
- Vengeance of The Moon Knight #7 Mike Mayhew Variant [BH] 75960620874000716
- Vengeance of The Moon Knight #7 Stephen Segovia Marvel vs. Alien Variant [BH] 75960620874000721
- Venom War #1 [VW] 75960620887600111
- Venom War #1 Chris Giarrusso Variant [VW] 75960620887600141
- Venom War #1 David Baldeo Foil Variant [VW] 75960620887600131
- Venom War #1 John Tyler Christopher Virgin Negative Space Variant [VW] 75960620887600121
- Venom War #1 Philip Tan #Teamdylan Connecting Variant [VW] 75960620887600171
- Venom War #1 Philip Tan #Teameddie Connecting Variant [VW] 75960620887600161
- Venom War #1 Rose Besch Variant [VW] 75960620887600151
- Venom War #1 Rose Besch Virgin Variant [VW] 75960620887600116
- Venom War #1 Skottie Young Variant [VW] 75960620887600181
- Venom: Separation Anxiety #3 75960620855500311
- Venom: Separation Anxiety #3 Alex Maleev Variant 75960620855500316
- Venom: Separation Anxiety #3 Paulo Siqueira Homage Variant 75960620855500321
- Venomverse Reborn #2 75960620993400211
- Venomverse Reborn #2 Roge Antonio Variant 759606209934000216
- Venomverse Reborn #2 TBD Artist Symbiote Variant 75960620993400221
- Venomverse Reborn #2 TBD Artist Symbiote Virgin Variant 75960620993400217
- Wolverine: Blood Hunt #4 [BH] 75960620874600411
## FOC Checklist

- **Wolverine: Blood Hunt #4** Nick Bradshaw Variant [BH] 75960620874600421
- **World of Reading: Star Wars: Young Jedi Adventures: The Charhound Chase** 9781368104562
- **X-Men by Gerry Duggan Vol. 6** 9781302957216
- **X-Men: Road to Onslaught Omnibus Vol. 1** [DM Only] 9781302959517

### July 1st

- **A Condition Called Love 9** 978-1-64651-811-1
- **Amazing Spider-Man #54** 75960620200305411
- **Amazing Spider-Man #54** Federica Mancin Variant 75960620200305431
- **Amazing Spider-Man #54** Javier Garron Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant 75960620200305421
- **Amazing Spider-Man #54** Tbd Artist Virgin Variant 75960620200305417
- **Annihilation 2099 #5** 75960620952100511
- **Annihilation 2099 #5** Ken Lashley 2099 Frame Variant 75960620952100521
- **Annihilation 2099 #5** Pete Woods First Appearance Variant 75960620952100516
- **Arkham Horror: The Terror at the End of Time #1** (CVR A) (Rafael Albuquerque) 76156801255200111
- **Audrey Hepburn: A Little Golden Book Biography** 978-0-593-70332-8
- **Barbra Streisand: A Little Golden Book Biography** 978-0-593-80771-2
- **Black Widow: Venomous #1** 75960620936100111
- **Black Widow: Venomous #1** Derrick Chew Black Widow Variant 75960620936100121
- **Black Widow: Venomous #1** Derrick Chew Black Widow Virgin Variant 75960620936100116
- **Black Widow: Venomous #1** Inhyuk Lee Variant 75960620936100141
- **Black Widow: Venomous #1** Luciano Vecchio Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant 75960620936100131
- **Captain Marvel #10** 75960620774901011
- **Captain Marvel #10** Corin Howell Variant 75960620774901031
- **Captain Marvel #10** Stefano Caselli Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant 75960620774901021
- **Crime Wave (Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)** 978-0-593-90380-3
- **Daredevil by Saladin Ahmed Vol. 2: Hell To Pay** 9781302959128
- **Darkhold: The Saga of the Book of Sins** 97813029560230
- **Fantastic Four: Reckoning War** 9781302956240
- **Generation X Epic Collection: Pride and Penance** 9781302956523
- **Gift Frame #1 (CVR A) (Matt Kindt)** 76156801256900111
- **Godzilla: Here There Be Dragons II—Sons of Giants #2 Cover A (Miranda)** 82771403305200221
- **Godzilla: Here There Be Dragons II—Sons of Giants #2 Variant B (Smith)** 82771403305200221
- **Godzilla: Here There Be Dragons II—Sons of Giants #2 Variant RI (to) (Smith Full Art)** 82771403305200221
- **Hellverine #3** 75960620950700311
- **Hellverine #3** Elena Casagrande Stormbreakers Variant 75960620950700321
- **Hellverine #3** Stan Sakai Variant 75960620950700331
- **I See Your Face, Turned Away 2** 978-98-88771-61-7
- **Immortal Thor #13** [DPWX] 7596062066430131
- **Immortal Thor #13** Humberto Ramos Variant [DPWX] 75960620664301321
- **Immortal Thor #13** Jorge Molina Deadpool & Wolverine Weapon X-Traction Variant [DPWX] 75960620664301351
- **Immortal Thor #13** Todd Nauck Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Variant [DPWX] 75960620664301331
- **Immortal Thor #13** Walt Simonson Variant [DPWX] 75960620664301341
- **Marvel & Disney: What If...? Donald Duck Became Wolverine #1** 7596062013800111
- **Marvel & Disney: What If...? Donald Duck Became Wolverine #1** Giada Perissinotto Black and White Variant 7596062013800116
- **Marvel & Disney: What If...? Donald Duck Became Wolverine #1** Peach Momoko Variant 7596062013800131
- **Marvel & Disney: What If...? Donald Duck Became Wolverine #1** Philip Noto Donald Duck Wolverine Virgin Variant 7596062013800117

---

Initial Orders Due May 23rd
FOC Checklist

- Marvel & Disney: What If...? Donald Duck Became Wolverine #1 Ron Lim Variant 7596062013800411
- Marvel Graphic Comic Box: September 2024 Marvel Universe B [Bundles of 5] 7596060866303821
- Marvel Incredible Records 978-0-593-84180-8
- Marvel Previews #35 [Bundle of 10] 7596062027130811
- Monster High: New Scaremester #1 Cover A (Jovellanos) 82771403319900111
- Monster High: New Scaremester #1 Variant B (Camacho) 82771403319900121
- Ms. Marvel Annual #1 [IW] 75960620973600111
- Ms. Marvel Annual #1 Mike Mckone Infinity Watch Variant [IW] 75960620973600121
- Ms. Marvel Annual #1 TBD Artist Variant [IW] 75960620973600131
- My Little Pony: Best of Cutie Mark Crusaders Cover A (Hickey) 82771403318200111
- Night Patrol (Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) 978-0-593-90379-7
- ORIGIN 5 978-1-64729-291-1
- Playing at the World, 2E, Volume 1 978-0-262-54877-9
- Princess Diana: A Little Golden Book Biography 978-0-593-70385-4
- Sensational She-Hulk #10 75960620782401011
- Sensational She-Hulk #10 Joshua Cassara Marvel vs. Alien Variant 75960620782401021
- Sensational She-Hulk #10 TBD Artist Variant [IW] 75960620973600131
- Seraph of the End: Guren Ichinose: Catastrophe at Sixteen (manga) 5 978-1-64729-352-9
- Spider-Boy Vol. 2: Fun & Games 9781302957162
- Spider-Man: Shadow of the Green Goblin #4 75960620832600411
- Star Trek: Holo-Ween 978-88-87241-23-4
- Star Wars: Darth Maul Black, White & Red #4 75960620707700411
- Star Wars: Darth Maul Black, White & Red #4 David Marquez Variant 75960620707700416
- Star Wars: Darth Maul Black, White & Red #4 Walt Simonson Variant 75960620707700421
- Star Wars: Darth Vader by Greg Pak Vol. 9 Rise Of The Schism Imperial 9781302954765
- The Beauty of Horror: Haunted Holidays Coloring Book 979-88-87241-07-4
- The Great Cleric 10 978-1-64651-952-1
- The Night Librarian 978-0-593-61766-3
- The Night Librarian 978-0-593-61765-6
- The X-Files: Perihelion 9781368084291
- Tom Brady: A Little Golden Book Biography 978-0-593-65215-2
- Ultimate Spider-Man by Jonathan Hickman Vol. 1: Married With Children 9781302957292
- War of the Scaleborn (World of Warcraft: Dragonflight) 978-0-399-59423-6
- Welcome to the City (Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) 978-0-593-90381-0
- Werewolf By Night: Red Band #1 [Polybagged] 7596062097900011
- Werewolf By Night: Red Band #1 Jeff Dekal Variant [Polybagged] 7596062097900016
- Werewolf By Night: Red Band #1 Jeremy Wilson Disco Dazzler Variant [Polybagged] 75960620979000131
- Werewolf By Night: Red Band #1 Marcos Martin Foil Variant [Polybagged] 75960620979000121
- Werewolf By Night: Red Band #1 Rahzzah Variant [Polybagged] 75960620979000141
- Werewolf By Night: Red Band #1 Sean Galloway Saturday Morning Variant [Polybagged] 75960620979000131
- Werewolf By Night: Red Band #1 Sergio Davila Variant [Polybagged] 75960620979000151
- Witch Hat Atelier Kitchen 4 978-1-64651-846-3
- X-Men: Decimation Omnibus Variant [DM Only] 9781302960254
- X-Men: Heir of Apocalypse #4 75960620852400411
- X-Men: Heir of Apocalypse #4 Paco Medina Variant 75960620852400431

July 8th

- Beyond the Pale #3 (CVR A) (Tomás Aira) 76156801234500311
- Canto: A Place Like Home #3 (CVR A) (Drew Zucker) 76156801236100311
- Canto: A Place Like Home #3 (CVR B) (Mateus Manhanini) 76156801236100321
- Canto: A Place Like Home #3 (CVR C) (1:10) (Nimit Malavia) 76156801236100331
- Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #2 (CVR A) (Jake Elphick) 76156801247700211
Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #2 (CVR B) (RUDCEF) 76156801247700221
Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #2 (CVR C) (Andre Araujo) 76156801247700231
Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #2 (CVR D) (DOFRESH) 76156801247700241
DEN Volume 3: Children of Fire 978-1-5067-3608-2

Initial Orders Due May 23rd

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #2 (CVR A) (Matt Wagner) 76156801248400211
Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #2 (CVR B) (Antonio Fuso) 76156801248400221
Midst: Address Unknown (CVR A) (Will Kirkby) 76156801256000111
Night Club II #1 (CVR A) (Juanan Ramirez) 76156801219400111
Night Club II #1 (CVR B) (B&W) (Juanan Ramirez) 76156801219400121
Night Club II #1 (CVR C) (Jae Lee) 76156801219400131
Tiny Tina’s Wonderlands: Land of the Giants #1 (CVR A) (Luisa Russo) 76156801258300111

July 15th

From the World of Minor Threats: Barfly #2 (CVR A) (Scott Hepburn) 76156801249100211
From the World of Minor Threats: Barfly #2 (CVR B) (Evan Dorkin) 76156801249100221
From the World of Minor Threats: Barfly #2 (CVR C) (Foil) (Scott Hepburn) 76156801250700211
Heartpiercer #4 (CVR A) (Gavin Smith) 76156801225000411
Into the Unbeing: Part One #3 (CVR A) (Hayden Sherman) 76156801230900311
Into the Unbeing: Part One #3 (CVR B) (Jenna Cha) 76156801230900321
Kill All Immortals #2 (CVR A) (Oliver Barrett) 76156801276000211
Kill All Immortals #2 (CVR B) (Ivan Tao) 76156801276000221
Patra #1 (CVR A) (Scott Kolins) 76156801259000111
Patra #1 (CVR B) (Francesco Francavilla) 76156801259000121
Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures Phase III #9 (CVR A) (Harvey Tolibao) 76156801131900911
Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures Phase III #9 (CVR B) (Lucas Marangon) 76156801131900921

July 22nd

Joy Operations II #3 (CVR A) (Stephen Byrne) 76156801231600311
Joy Operations II #3 (CVR B) (Dan Brereton) 76156801231600321
Paranoid Gardens #2 (CVR A) (Chris Weston) 76156801250700211
Paranoid Gardens #2 (CVR B) (Glenn Fabry) 76156801250700221
Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures—Echoes of Fear #1 (CVR A) (Eduardo Mello) 76156801260600111
Star Wars: The High Republic Phase III—Crash and Burn one-shot (CVR A) (Rachele Aragno) 76156801262000111
The Butcher’s Boy #4 (CVR A) (Justin Greenwood) 76156801262000411
Usagi Yojimbo: The Crow #5 (CVR A) (Stan Sakai) 76156801206400511
Usagi Yojimbo: The Crow #5 (CVR B) (Dustin Nguyen) 76156801206400521
Usagi Yojimbo: The Crow #5 (CVR C) (1:40) (Arita Mitsuhiro) 76156801206400531

July 29th

Anansi Boys I #3 (CVR A) (David Mack) 76156801233000311
Anansi Boys I #3 (CVR B) (Shawn Martinbrough) 76156801233000321
Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins IV #4 (CVR A) (RiotBones) 76156801227900411
Masters of the Universe: Revolution #4 (CVR A) (Dave Wilkins) 76156801193700411
Masters of the Universe: Revolution #4 (CVR B) (Tim Seeley) 76156801193700421
Nemesis: Rogues’ Gallery #2 (CVR A) (Valerio Giangiordano) 76156801214900211
Nemesis: Rogues’ Gallery #2 (CVR B) (B&W) (Valerio Giangiordano) 76156801214900221
Resident Alien: The Book of Life #3 (CVR A) (Steve Parkhouse) 76156801239700311
Seance in the Asylum #2 (CVR A) (Andrea Mutti) 76156801251400211
Seance in the Asylum #2 (CVR B) (Francesco Francavilla) 76156801251400221
Seance in the Asylum #2 (CVR B) (Francesco Francavilla) 76156801251400221
The Writer #3 (CVR A) (Matt Smith) 76156801323000311
William of Newbury #4 (CVR A) (Michael Avon Oeming) 76156801228600411